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carries on the tradition _
Throughout history there are many landmarks of British engineering
skill. In the development of wireless " Cyldon " will be handed down as
the pioneers of Better Condenser Manufacture.
Since the earliest days of broadcasting, " Cyldon " have led the way,
not only in quality of manufacture, but in actual scientific design.
" Cyldon " Condensers have been imitated but never equalled, and to -day
are used by all leading authorities. That in itself is good reason why
you should fit them in your set.

"C Y L D 0 N" THUMB CONTROL CONDENSERS
" Cyldon " Thumb Control Condensers consist of one, two, or more " Cyldon "
Log -Mid Line Condensers (square law can be supplied if required) mounted
on a stout aluminium angle plate bracket. Mounted flush to the panel, the
angle bracket forms a very effective anti -capacity shield. Rotors, stators, and
anti -capacity earth -plate are all electrically separated.
The Bakelite Control Drum is provided with detachable scales, reading from

So degrees; and projects just through the front of the panel, the milled edge
giving perfectly smooth control on a diameter of 4i in., equivplent to a vernier
drive.
Each outfit includes a panel plate, with hair -line indicator, a steel drilling.
template, and very precise instructions.

PRICES
SEMI -SHIELDED SINGLE MODEL SEMI -SHIELDED GANG MODELS
Capacity

.0005
.0003
.00025
.0002

Catalogue
No.
1T5
1T3
ITz5
11'2

Price
s. d.

I 2 0 2 gang
t o z gang
0 , 6 3 gang

r o 0 3 gang

Catalogue
No.
.0005
.0003
.0005
.0003

Price
£ s. d.
2 7 o
2 5 o
3 e 6
3 6 6

Twin and triple condensers are shielded between units.

- Write for this " Cyldon " Booklet
Every wireless constructor will find much of
interest in this booklet, entitled " Concerning
Variable Condensers."' It has been prepared by --
our experts for the guidance of constructors,
and a FREE copy will be sent you: on request. 
Write to -day.

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.,
Cyldon Works, Sarnesfield Road, Enfield Town, Middlesex.
'Phones : Enfield 207112; 'Grams : Capacity, Enfield."

Contractors to the B.B.C., H.M.R.A.F., H.M.O.W., and all the leading manufacturers of quality receivers
Sole Australian Agents : E. V. HUDSON, 55/57 Charlotte Street, Brisbane, Queensland.
Sole Indian Agents : BOMBAY RADIO CO., 73-75 Queen's Road, Marine Lines, Bombay
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SOMETHING "ELECTRON" ALWAYS
MAKES A WELCOME GIFT

We take this opportunity of wishing you all a very happy Xmas and to express our
appreciation for the innumerous letters of praise received daily from users of ELECTRON
PRODUCTS. The preceding days of this festive season are usually marred by the
problem of what to give. Why not make it an ELECTRON GIFT ? You will then be
spared unnecessary trouble and thought because all Electron products may be obtained

from your local Wireless dealer.

Wire Your Set without
Solder-use SIMPLE -STRIP
It totally abolishes solder. Fits anywhere, a
snip of the scissors cuts it. Bends and twists
can be made with the fingers to any angle. A
set can be wired in a few minutes. There is no
waste; it can be used over and over again.
Earthing Clips, Emergency Valve -holders,
Spade Terminals, Grid Leak Clips, Straps
for holding Grid Bias Batteries are lint the work
of a moment, and there are hundreds of other
uses which will present themselves to the con;
structor. Made of the finest hard
drawn copper, heavily tinned, and
perforated at regular intervals to
take 4 B.A. connections. 12 FEET Post Free.

FOR LONG - DISTANCE RECEPTION
EXTRA HEAVY INSULATION
SUPERIAL is the Aerial for long-distance work.
The extra heavy, vulcanised rubber insulation
is a perfect protection against leakage Inelrlivspoofwhich therefore minimises any loss
all incoming signals. SUPERIAL is
a safeguard against corrosion and
formation of verdigris. Post 9d.

ELECTRON EXTENSION
perfectly insulated, enables you to have wireless wherever
you wish. It is easy to manipulate. You can quickly
connect up the loud -speaker in one room to the set in
another and get actually improved reception, ELECTRON
EXTENSION WIRE enhances the musical tone.

THE ELECTRON EARTH
MAT is the Most Amazing

Earth ever Designed
Just buried a spade deep outside the window, it
gives an earth of maximum efficiency. The
EARTH MAT is made of the most expensive
phosphor -bronze fine grained gauze, mounted on
Strong metal rim, to which is fitted 25 feet of
earth wire complete. The enormous surface
offered by the innumerable strands
of the fine mesh of which it is com-2
posed affords unusual freedom of
release to the high -frequency currents. Post 6d- .

ELECTRON WIRE
THE PERFECT INDOOR AERIAL

It can be hung in a jiffy round the picture rail,
or just loosely behind the pictures. It gives
perfect results under, the most extraordinary and
difficult conditions and brings in programmes
from all over the world, clearer, purer
and better. Sufficient for Complete
Aerial, Lead-in and Earth Wife.

WIRE 50 feet 17
500

(25ft. double)

Postage 3d.

Post Cd.

ft. (50 ft. double) 2/ -
ft. (15o ft. double) 5/ -
ft. (250 it. double) 8/-
(Carkage paid.)

Any length obtainable.

N 'NEW\ z
-ELECTROIR/WORKS'

ITE D/
EAST HAM 1.0140014,E.6.

Aiit4tA4vAtit. at. -*.A.,
Mention of of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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EVERREADY:
BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

Ili 1
Better'..q

OBTAINABLE E.:ERYWHERE.
There is an "EVER READY " battery for every

wireless purpose. List of standard sizes and volt-
ages, with some useful information, sent free on
application to the manufacturers.
THE EVER READY CO. (GT. BRITAIN), LTD.

(Dept. E.A.),
Hercules Place, Holloway, London, N.7.

EVER READY
WIRELESS

'f
0

Receptio
without trouble

Better
Service

at less cost

?or the
Cossor

Melody -Maker

REDFERN'S
NEW SIZE

EBONITE LOW LOSS
COIL FORMER
7" LONG 4" OUTSIDE DIAMETER

Your Dealer can supply you
Insist on Redicern's - British & Tested.

REDFERNS RUBBER WORKS LTD, HYDE, CHESHIRE

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Think of file

clARKES
TLA-

ALTERNATING CURRENT
200/25OV30/120c.

INCREASE INCREASE

1111.
+'801180 -GB0/40

0/80 40/100 +8080 --GB.0/40

PAT PEND

PlIroC
Condensers

/lie present
-and you'll agree that there could be no
better gift for a wireless man than one of
Clarke's " ATLAS " H. T. BATTERY
ELIMINATORS.
It will banish once for all Radio's biggest
bugbear-the H.T. battery; will give ample,
silent, cosdess current to one valve or ten.
There's a model just right for your purse and
purpose, and every eliminator carries the
" ATLAS " guarantee.
To begin with, SEND FOR FOLDER No. 24.

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) LTD.,
Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester

V
1111:1 T E FA

COSSOR
ELODY kmo

LiS
H.T. BATTERY
ELIMINATORS

THE Cossor "Melody Maker" is the latest of the
long line of famous Receivers in which T.C.C.
Condensers are used. There's a reason: It is

that expert designers know the T.C.C. Condenser to be
the utterly dependable Condenser. Follow their lead.
Say " T.C.C." to your dealer and get Condensers that
will never let you down:

Telegraph CondensF'r Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road., N. Acton, London, W3.

In many
capacities:

Mansbridge froth.
.c05, 1/8 to 1B mfds.,

18/6. Mica from
.0001 mfd., 1/10
to '3 mfd., 21/6

e:**

Lc 1142

You wilt Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Met -Vick Components make the most of a Set
-go

WHETHER you are building the Met -
Vick three or four Valve Sets or any

other set, you -cannot fail to get successful
and satisfactory results if your components
are Met -Vick.- Most of the lines shown here
are already well known amongst enthusiastic
constructors and listeners; yet for those who
have not yet used " Cosmos " Components,
here are some details :-
A.N.P. (Astatic-Non-Parasitic)Coils.-These new

- "Met -Vick" products provide a clever solution of a difficult
problem. They overcome, simply and efficiently, the three
difficulties associated with H.F. amplification, namely :
Magnetic coupling between coils, Stabilisation, and Parasitic
Oscillation. List 4117/8.

Resistance Coupling Units.-"Cosmos" (" Met -
Vick ") Resistance Coupling Units are well known to all
wireless enthusiasts. The "V" type can now be obtaine I
fitted with new "Met -Vick" A.C. Valve Holder. The latter
is also supplied separately. List 7117/8.

Valves.-" Cosmos" ("Met -Vick") SHORTPATH Valves
for 2-V. and 6-v. battery working are available at the new
reduced prices. The new " Cosmos" ("Met -Vick") A.C.
Valves are also available. These make possible the opera-
tion of a set from the'electric-light supply without any. of th:!
aggravating "mains noises." A special disc adaptor enables
a 'battery -set" to be easily converted without re -wiring.
Lists 4117/3 and 7117/8.

Battery Eliminators.-"Met-Vick" Battery Elimina-
tors are supplied in two models. The H.T.-G.B. Model
can be used on various supply voltages -of 4o-1oo_periods.
Grid Bias tappings are provided at 5, to, 15 and 20 volts.
A high voltage (up to 25o volts) can be applied to the last
valve. The L.T. Model gives an output of 5 amperes at
4 volts without hum.. List 7117/8.

MET-VICK
(COSMOS)

For a complete description of the full range of Met -Vick (Cosmos)
Components, ash your dealer for a_copy of Booldet No. 4117/6

Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd.
155 CHARING CROSS ROAD

LONDON, W.C.2

Met-Vielc
Battery
Elimin-
ators

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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FREE:
Send a postcard to A. C. Casson
I td.,Highbury Grove.London,N.5
for a bee copy of " How to build the
Cossor ' Melody Maker.' " Not
a bluerint-not a booklet-but a
large full-size constructional sheet
whichcuts out all technicalities.
As easy to build as Meccano.
Saves you pounds. Enables you
to own a superb Receiver at half
the cast of a factory -built Set.
1Vonderful tone-amazing vol-
ume-the last word in design. A
sensational success-tens of
thousands already in use. Mark
your postcard 11.W.

IrrIr NY Ir'ArlINFIVII-Ir
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4 "MELODY MO

backed by the

DON'T be satisfied any longer with a Set which
will only give you programmes from one station.
Build a real Set-a Cossor "Melody Maker" and
get all the B.B.C. Alternative programmes as well

as ,concerts from France, Holland, Germany, Italy,
Spain and Switzerland. The wonderful Cossor
" Melody Maker " is the sensation of the Industry.
Never before has it been so easy for any one without
technical skill to build such a splendid Receiver. The
Cossor constructional chart (supplied free) Makes it
easy for any one to build the "Melody Maker" in an
evening. Soldering has been abolished. Success is
guaranteed. Christmas is only a week or two ahead.
Get your cothpohents at once and be ready to enjoy
Xmas Radio from all over Europe.

world-wide reputation of

Cossor Valves
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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A New Art-Our Competition-The Best Wireless Talker-At Washington-
This Week's Sets-A True Story!

A Timely Word
THIS is our Christmas Number-a
bumper issue, full of good articles by

popular contributors. The constructional
side, the theoretical side, and the lighter
side of wireless are all well represented.
But it must not be forgotten that week
after week, all the year round, AMATEUR
WIRELESS has just as interesting and varied
a contents list, with all phases of wireless
blended in such a way that there is always
something of interest for everyone. If you
like this issue-and we are quite sure you
will-there is no doubt that you will
appreciate succeeding issues in the same
way. Next week's issue will be a notable
one, wherein details will be found of an
exceptionally fine three -valuer produced
by the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff.

This Week's Sets
READERS have already heard of the

" C.T." (capacity -tapped) circuits.
Our Technical Editor has evolved the
principle from the "M.C." sets, and the
" Four " is a worthy descendant ! It has
power behind it and is extremely selective.
The other set described in this number
is the " Yule Two "--a really fine little
receiver. The former is very efficient,
and the latter is as good for purity and
volume as any two -valve receiver can be.
We recommend them both to readers.

On 18 Metres !
THOSE who have sets capable of tuning

down to 18 metres or thereabouts
should, try to pick up the
experimental transmissions
made every Wednesday
from the Dutch station
PCLL between 2 p.m. and
3 p.m. (G.M.T.). Announce-
ments are made in several
languages, including Eng-
lish. Reports received will
be acknowledged by radio.

A New Art
MAURICE PRI VAT,

the energetic French
editor, who has probably
done as much towards
broadcasting as any one in

i1

El

,6 SIMPLER WIRELESS" SETS AND
INDUCTION

When a " Simpler Wireless " set works
normally, with the exception, however, that
there is a hum which cannot be cut out by
adjusting the set, it should be suspected that the
hum is not due to commutator ripple across
the mains terminals of the set, but that it is
caused by direct induction from the house
wiring on to the aerial, earth -wire or loud-
speaker t.aherrmedy, therefore, to..alter

the
risposinoheselswitv?

pect
to the house wiring.

Such interference would, of course, occur in
the case of an ordinary set using batteries and
used under the same conditions, but the fact
that the interference was less when batteries
were used is because the mains are, of necessity,
brought right up to the " Simpler Wireless '
set and so are probably nearer to the leads
mentioned than they were in the case of the
ordinary set.

If, however, the hum is accompanied by
poor signal -strength or distortion or both, the
set is not being operated correctly. Hum will
nearly always be heard when the set is not
working correctly and no attempt should be
made to eliminate the hum until good recep-
tion is otherwise being obtained.

France-he wrote the first piece for the
Radio -Theatre and originated the Journal
Parle--..-says the French programmes to-
day are none too good. He has come to the
conclusion that new stuff must be written
and composed specially to suit the new 'art
of radio transmissions. Perhaps some day
a genius will not have to think about his
bread and cheese !

Are Announcers "Affected "?
ARE B.B.C. announcers and talkers

" affected " in their speech ? One
sturdy Northerner we know thinks they

are, and points to Mr. Baldwin as the ideal,
"straight -forward " talker. Dare we wonder
if Mr. Baldwin has not studied the official
pronunciation ?

At Washington
AT one time it looked as if the amateur

experimenter was going to be put
right " off the map " by the Washington
law -givers, which would, indeed, have
been ill -reward for the pioneer work he
has done. But he was not without cham-
pions, and the Technical Sub -committee
has finally put him on an equal footing
with the Governmental and professional
services !

A True Story
ACORRESPONDENT writes to say

that he was aroused from his well-
earned slumber at 11.30 the other night
by the frantic ringing of his telephone. It
was one of his less scientifically minded
friends wanting to know why his set had
broken down. It proved to be because
2L0 had closed down at II o'clock !

Exit the Dull -emitters !
THE "dailies" have recently been pub-

lishing enthusiaStic reports of a new
accumulator, the invention of a Spanish
priest, which is said to have "ten times the
capacity of an ordinary accumulator." If
the invention materialises, dull -emitters
will lose in popularity, we think.

Our Competition
ElN page 904 details areO given of a competition

which will interest every
reader. Constructors are
critical -and clever people
(bless them !), and we have
yet to meet the one who
is at a loss for words when
he is asked what his
favourite circuit is ! So fill
in the form and let us know
what sets you want, and
we'll let you have 'em
during '28 ! Incidentally
(need we mention it ?), some
lucky person will receive £201

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
Current Topics .. 855 Radio Photo -telegraphy 875

" My Visit to the Wash- Practical Odds and Ends 876
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Capt. P. P. Eckersley
IT may interest some to read an account

of my visit to the Washington Confer-
ence, as delegate of the Union Internation-
ale de Radiophonie, to watch the interests
of European and British broadcasting.

I should like to feel that readers will be as
interested as I was with the many aspects
of wireless with which I was brought into
contact, in conversations I held with cer-
tain people, and with things I saw and
experienced during a crowded and hectic
month.
A Pleasant Change

It was with a feeling really of some relief
that I stepped on board the Minnetotra
"London's largest liner" because except
for a snatched week, I had had no holiday
this year and the prospect of eight clear
days at sea "living like a pudding" was
truly tempting. I shall be accused of
padding an article if I attempt to describe
those eight days of calm, storm, cold and
heat, of last views of England and first
views of Nantucket, of a heat -wave that
made me disbelieve October, of a rough
few hours that made me proud to eat my
dinner, but I can at least record hearing
5GB 1,5oo miles out thanks to the ingenuity
of Mr. Potter, the ship's senior wireless
operator.

We sailed into New York one misty early
morning, a real hot day brewing, hardly
believing that we had left an English summer
behind. Kindness radiates from. America
and what with someone to meet me, and
the courtesy of the Port, one seemed wafted
ashore not as I so often feel on landing at
Dover, emulating Caasar.

It was pleasant to see again the ever
genial and competent Radio Corporation
engineers and Chief Engineer of the
National Broadcasting Company, Dr. A. N.
Goldsmith; one of the real pioneers in the
practical development of broadcasting.
Having met Mr. Merlin Aylesworth, the act-
ing President of the National Broadcasting
Company, I went over their half -finished

"MY VISIT TO THE
ASHIN TON
NFE ENCE"C

CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY TELLS AN INTIMATE STORY
new headquarters in Fifth Avenue and 53rd
(I think). I found the accommodation
(to me) miles above street -level giving
lovely glimpses of Central Park, the view
framed between the cliff -like silhouettes of
sky scrapers. I was impressed with the
practical lay -out of everything, the elaborate
precautions for sound insulation between
studios, the pleasant offices, the convenient
passages, the Most elaborate but efficient
control rooms.

American Studios
A succession of building difficulties had

delayed construction, but not delayed the
date in which the staff had to move out of
the old premises. Thus cheek by jowl with
plumbers and plasterers, I found a gallant
staff struggling to establish their positions.
I was at home again and visibly reminded
of those early days when a new station
premises must be opened by such and such
a date and yet is not ready. When it is
all completed, will have six to
eight studios and as many rehearsal rooms.
The biggest studios are about 8o ft. by 5o ft.
by 20 ft., larger than anything we have here,
but just about what we plan to have one
day. There are medium-sized studios about
the size of our biggest and several small
ones much as we have at Savoy Hill.

Roxy's
Having talked awhile with the lady who

runs N.B.C. programmes-a very talented
person who promises to pay us a visit one
day-I was taken to see Roxy's Theatre.
This is a cinema on 7th Avenue . . . but.
a cinema ! Accommodation for 6,500 people,
an entrance hall which would not be
crowded if our Little Theatre was built
inside it, the largest carpet in the world,
offices that reminded on& of the salons of
Versailles, and in the midst of it all, Mr.
Rothafel himself. " Roxy" is the great
showman of American broadcasting. As
manager of the Capitol he started broad-
casting his one -hundred -strong symphony
orchestra and added to this a "gang" of
artistes who, after their turns on the stage
between "flicks," gave radio turns. As the
genius of a new venture the same system
obtains in Roxy's Theatre and I saw it all,
studio, auditorium, symphony orchestra,
well drilled staff, hospital, stage-and, at
last, an excellent lunch !

It may not be much to do directly with

wireless but I cannot leave this without
trying to convey to you the thrill of seeing
the enormous stage from the gallery. Did
you ever read "The Sleeper Awakes" by
H. G. Wells? That feeling he gives you of
truly enormous buildings ? I saw it. PigMy
performers far away on the stage, great
sweeping curtains seeming to lose them-
selves in the sky, quaint effects of lights amt
pillars. Incidentally, so far away is the
stage the voices could never reach over the
orchestra-an orchestra which is lifted up
and down in the well as they are needed or
not-if it were not for stage microphones
and vast loud -speakers concealed in the
proscenium. A man sits, high up, controlling
the volume by ear and meter, but the/
illusion is perfect.

Certainly one can neVer forget Roxy's
Theatre, a triumph of art and science com-
bined to give the thrill that cannot be dis-
associated from grand conceptions of this
nature.

The hot train took us from stifling New
York to rain -soaked Baltimore and so tc
Washington washed cool and white in a
star -lit evening. At three o'clock next
afternoon the conference opened. It was
interesting to me to meet so many people
again. The British delegation, many
technicians and others last seen in Lausanne,
American friends and acquaintances, all the
bureaucracy of wireless, but few of the
experts.

A Huge Task
In so discursive an article it would be

impossible to describe all the cross currents
that flowed around my insignificant self,
but to generalise, one was struck with the
magnitude of the task before everyone.
There were over sixty nations represented,
over four hundred delegates present and a
book of closely printed agenda, foolscap
Size, containing hundreds of pages ! I was
concerned in but one part-broadcasting is
the new and lusty child of wireless and I
found myself its nurse trying to find room
for it to grow peaceably alongside its elder
and very jealous brothers and sisters.

I cannot say that I found the beauty and
wonder of the child was fully appreciated,
and as doting nurse, I was conscious of a
distinguished toleration rather than open
admiration of what is so obviously now the
most important member of the family.
It was just all this question of room to grow.
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What Happened at Washington-Capt. Ethersley's Own Story
(Continued from preceding page)

In the past there has always been plenty of
room for the elder children, but in the last 
decade, as- the family has increased,
squabbles and howling have upset the peace-
ful jobs of those who have constituted them-
selves elderly nurses.

The Long Waves
It was, of course, all a question as to the

allocation of wavelengths, which services
would have which, and why? There have
been persistent rumours that 5XX is to
go. I do not think this is the intention of
the British or any delegations, all of whom
jealously guard the rights of their long -wave
stations. It was, however, a question of
convincing people of a self-evident proposi-
tion that the interests of one nation owning
a long-waVe station was the interest of all
nations similarly placed. It was, of course,
beautifully logical for a delegation to propose
only one exclusive long -wave for broad-
casting, expecting to keep that wave for
their own country, with all other waves for
other services, but hardly practical in view
of the fact that everyone else would also
claim that one wave and the same.
The Union paraphrased the pre-war cry of
"we can't wait, we want eight" and
several reasonable nations saw the justice
of the demand.

Others, ostrich -like, their heads buried
in the sand of isolation, still maintained
that one wavelength was quite enough for
their station-and still refused to recognise
that there were ten others also claiming the
" exclusive " channel. I trust my presence
was of some influence in bringing to certain
people's notice a self-evident proposition

ii

that if one was to stop all must, and there
must, therefore, be room for all, but 3,000
miles seems a long way to travel just to say
that.

A committee at which I assisted made the
valuable recommendation to state a station's
frequency in kilocycles as the most import-
ant factor; thereafter the wavelength.
This did not get through without dis-
cussion, many fearing to do anything so
drastic and new. They, however, did
propose to decide on the velocity of light !
I was also told that for the purposes of
classification a keyed continuous wave was
not modulated. Whether this will be one
of the final recommendations of the con-
ference remains to be seen.

R.C.A. "Outing"
A brighter feature of the conference was

the " outing " on which we were taken by
the R.C.A. of America to show us their
stations. The organisation, forethought and
kindness underlying our host's care for us
was marvellous. A special sleeper train, a
real breakfast, a run up Long Island in
beautiful sunshine, an inspection of River-
head, Rocky Point, and Belmore wireless
stations, a run of 70 miles in luxurious motor -
coaches escorted by mounted policemen
which swept New York traffic aside for us,
a banquet and a variety show arranged by
the incomparable Roxy, a room in New
York's finest hotels for the night and a run
back next day. in a special train being the
main programme

Of the stations themselves, Riverhead is
the receiving station where Marconi beams
are installed. At Rocky Point one finds

transmitters beam, long -wave telegraphy,
and the transatlantic telephone transmitter.
I noticed some new methods of creating
the beam without the necessity of using
reflectors, many " crystal " drives and still
gallantly turning, surrounded by its rival
valves, an Alexanderson alternator. I was
particularly interested in Belmore, one of
their medium wave high -power broad-
casting stations, the 5GB's of America. In
circuit it copies 5XX and is in essence just
the same. I believe 5GB to be slightly
superior in the principle used, but am willing
to agree there are arguments both ways.

Going home in the coaches, I was unwise
enough to go in the press coach and was
bombarded with questions. I hope I kept
our end up; judging from the papers it did
not look so bad, next day. I met Dr.
Goldsmith and together we reinforced our
opinions on short-wave inter -continental
links. It was pleasant to find once more an
eminent technician agreeing with my point
of view. To find Prefessor Appleton in the
same coach was a further pleasure and a
further reinforcement 'bf the point of view
that "short waves are very nice, but do
they really work? "

All things come to an end and after
fixing some details with Mr. Sarnoff, the
able vice-president of the R.C.A. about
short-wave experiments, I stepped on board
the Mauretania at 10.3o E.S.T. on Wednes-
day night to be in London at 2.30 G.M.T.
on the following Tuesday after a comfort-
able and smooth crossing. So I guess that's
about all. I hope my discursive description
is as interesting to you as the actual
experience was to me.

For the Newcomer to Wireless
IWONDER if you could tell me

just what the crystal does in
this small receiving set of mine?

'Well, its function is very much the
same as that of the valve in the air
tube of a cycle or motor tyre. You
know that wireless impulses travel in
the form of waves?

Yes, I've grasped that.
We can think of the portion of the

wave that rises to the crest as a push
and of the part that descends to the
trough as a pull.

Are both of equal strength ?
Yes, and if you think for a moment

you will see tktt unless we eliminate
either the pushes or the pulls we cannot
do anything with the impulses, for
each would exactly cancel out the one

that preceded it and nothing would
happen.

The tyre valve, of course, lets air
go in but will not let it come out;
or to put it in another way it allows the
air to pass in one direction only.

Then how does the crystal affect
wireless waves?

The crystals used in wireless sets
have the peculiar property of passing
current very well in one direction and
badly or not at all in the other.

I see ; the pushes get through but
the pulls don't ?

That's it, and so instead of current
flowing now in this direction and now
in that we have, so to speak, whiffs of
current all flowing in the same direction.
In other words, the current is rectified.

What the Crystal
Does

Then what happens to these waves
after they leave the crystal ?

Just as whiffs of air go through the
valve to fill up the tyre so spurts of
current from the crystal charge up the
condenser placed across the telephones.
When it is charged up by a succession
of spurts the condenser discharges
through the phones and the dia-
phragms make a very minute move-
ment.

But in this set there does not seem
to be a condenser across the phones.

No, actually there is not a fixed
condenser, but the two wires within
the telephone cords form between
them a condenser which collects the
whiffs and delivers them to the
phones.
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I SHOULD like to have written this
1 article. in the lighter vein.
for instance :-

If I ran the B.B.C.
What a. fine thing it would be.

I'd-the things I'd do,
If you only knew !

If I ran the B.B.C. !
Sounds like a Christinas cracker. Or I

could be equally topical by submitting a
motto. " Better Broadcast-and LesS
License ,Fees "'or some such kind.

'A's I Say, it is in this bantering mood that
I- should like to write. Yet desPite myself,
the subject calls up a serious angle, and I
find' mySelf truly imagining what I' should
do if the altogethor Unexpected happened:
What would -you do in the same circumi
stances

The Effect of Wireless

In ,rhyme,

How we would criticise and cavil ! Most
of us would find ourselVes in a quandary.
Yet I have no use for the iconoclast-the
fellow who tears things down without
offering something better in its place. It
may be a weakness to see both sides of a
question ; you simply can't be righteously
indignant in the circumstances. Yet in
judging the work of the B.B.C. I find myself
trying to see their point of view. As
readers of AMATEUR WIRELESS know-
I have been the most tolerant of critics of
its work-for the simple reason that I
sincerely believe that the British Broad-
casting Company-and later, the British
Broadcasting Corporation -has achieved
wonders in its handling of an invention of
such gigantic proportions. In my own
mind I always compare wireleSs with the
cinematograph. I don't think there have
been two greater influences for good or evil
in our generation.

The effect  On the younger generation
is incalculable in both cases, and you have.
only to make a comparison between the
aim and acComplishmeni of those who
handled the cinematograph and those who
have handled wireless transmission to
realise how -difficult it -is- to throw stones at
Savoy Hill. The films, from the very start,
got into the hands of a purely commercial
set of men whose sole interests were finance

How many times has every reader said,
" Ha-what would I do if I ran the B.B.C. !" In this
article Sydney A. Mosclev tells us what lie would do.

-and more finance. Wireless on the other
hand has attracted from the outset a very
fine type of public-spirited pioneer, and
there is never an occasion when I listen -in
that I am not conscious of this fact-and
thank Heaven for the great good fortune.

Conversely there is never an occasion
when I visit the cinema that I do not feel
pangs of regret that this huge medium of
entertainment and education was not used
with a similar sense of responsibility to
mankind.

In order to clinch the argument, I will
acid that it would be a dreadful thing if the
constitution of the present B.B.C. were
altered in anyway as would let in the enemy
in the form of frenzied finance. Keep
out the private business man as you would
a wolf from the door !

Nevertheless if I ran the B.B.C. I should
tighten up one or two departments. I would
exercise in the first place a greater sur-
veillance over the variety turns, a few of
which are by no means in keeping with the
high standard set in other departments of
the B.B.C.

The News Service
Again, I would move heaven and earth

to introduce a more efficient news service,
which need not necessarily depart from the
present estimable policy of shutting out
cheap, sensational trash, which character-
ises a section of the world's press. On the
other hand I would certainly make it less
of a Court circular, at the same time giving
more room to the splendid efforts of those
great men who are striving for world peace
and are getting precious little hearing amid
the welter of crime stories and so-called
society scandals.'

I would set my face resolutely against
being made a vehicle for political partisan-
ship. I would in fact, adopt the motto
which is used as a heading for my weekly
criticism in AMATEUR WIRELESS -"With-
out Fear or Favour.- I should certainly
strive for an extension of liberty from the
Government which would admit my
broadcasting controversial subjects by
qualified exponents. I would not sleep
till I threw off the preposterous shackles
of censorship by permanent G.P.O. officials.

As for the Talks I should certainly rope
in specialists who have a right to address the
millions on any given topic. But I should

he more reluctant to permit even these
expert to broadcast their own talks unless
they were in every way vocally proficient
to speak through the microphone.

I would consider-a happy idea !-the
possibility of a graduated scale of license
fees according to the number of valves used !
This may bring down coals of fire on my
head but the suggestion is absolutely dis-
interested since I myself use a 4 -valve set !

The Matter of Fees
I should resolutely refuse to pay fancy

fees to those artistes who have achieved
greatness in other spheres. I should, indeed,
do what a good many impressarios
find my own material and develop it for the
peculiar needs of wireless. I should, to a
lafge extent ignore the stars of other firma-.
ments, for experience has shown us that
they do not necessarily shine through the
ether ! I should as far as possible encourage
British talent-not that Art has any
boundaries-but because in the past it has
been the fashion to starve our own artistes.
I would not be so inclined to give such an
open field to the nasal artistes from across
the herring pond. They are fine fellows
and all that, but since they invariably
yearn for the places and persons they have
left behind we should encourage them to
return to them, and. so ease their- own
heart-pangs-and ours too !

The Inferiority Complex
I should in principle make it fully under-

stood that broadcasting was " It," and that
only under the conditions laid down by the
Corporation would artistes be permitted
to broadcast. Somehow I still sense the
inferiority complex across miles of space.
I would absolutely veto any suggestion of
self -advertisement. Too often one obtains
the impression that an artiste has "kindly
consented" to broadcast on condition that
his name is featured; or that the show in
which he or she is appearing is specialb
mentioned. Lately this has been got round
by artistes boosting each other. If I ran the
B.B.C. I would boost such publicity seekers
out of the Strand.

So far as the musical side is concerned I
would persevere with the alternative pro-
grammes but, this would not necessarily
mean that I should set out to pander to the

(Concluded at foot of page 86o.)
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Inexpensive
Powerful

Economical

Q0 that you and those around you can
enjoy the special B.B.C. programmes

this Christmas, with the minimum of
expense and complication, the AMATEUR
WIRELESS Technical Staff has produced
the " Yule" two -valuer. This is a simple -
to -make receiver which can be relied upon
to give excellent loud -speaker results up to
a distance of approximately fifteen miles
from a main. B.B.C. station. There is
nothing novel in the circuit arrangement,
although naturally we have incorporated
up-to-date components in the receiver
itself. As is the case with many other
"straight" circuits, the results obtained in
practice largely depend upon the quality
of components incorporated.

The " Yule " two -valuer embodies guar-

anteed components throughout, and if con-
structors do substitute different makes of
components for those specified, we should
like to emphasise the necessity of choosing
really reliable apparatus.

The accessories-namely, valves, bat-
teries, and plug-in coils-should also be
selected with care.

Guaranteed Results
We feel sure that if our advice is

followed the results obtained with the
" Yule " two-valver will more than
justify the initial outlay and the time
taken in constructional work.

There are three controls in the
receiver : the vari-
able condenser dial
for tuning, and the
knob for varying
the coupling be-
tween the reaction
coil and tuning coil.
The third knob to
be seen on the
panel is the fila-
ment resistance
controlling the filament
current of the filaments
of both valves.

At the back of the
cabinet housing the
receiver is an ebonite
terminal strip carrying
the H.T., L.T., and
grid -bias terminals. The
aerial, earth, and loud-
speaker terminals are
mounted in convenient
positions on the front
of the panel.

Afeature that will ap-
peal to the less technical
listener is the total in -

e elusion of the valves and
two-way coil -holder.

From a theoretical
point of view, there are
but few circuit details
which require explan-
ation.

The theoretical cir-
cuit diagram shows how
simple is the arrange-

I BLUERR/VTI
A.W./Y59

L..5+

VJ

whift
clip

Ebonite 6"x2

PANEL ig&/.

Oe

REACT/ON AERIAL.
00/L COIL

BASEBOARD /2`x71

11T+2 117+1 in:- L.T- Lit
The Wiring Diagram (Blueprint available, price 11-)

Designed
by the 'A W"

TechnicalStaff

ment. Tuning is possible over the whole
of the wavelengths used by broadcasting
tations, different bands being covered by

simply changing the plug-in coil for one of
a different size. A No. 35 or No. qo plug-
in coil is suitable for most B.B.C. stations
when an aerial with a -length of between 70
to too ft. is used. A No. t5o or No. 200 will
bring in Daventry 5XX and other stations
on nearby wavelengths. The size of reaction
coil is not critical; a No. 5o or No. 6o gives

The Set is Simple to Construct

good reaction effects on the wavelength
band between 200-500 metres and a
No. too on the long wavelengths.

Reaction
The reaction system is the simplest pos-

sible. A phig-in coil is wired in series with
the anode of the detector valve and the
primary winding of the L.F. transformer.
This coil is arranged so that if can be

Few Components are Required
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variably coupled to the aerial -tuning coil in
a slow-motion two-way coil -holder.

The old objection to this form of reaction
was that the application of reaction was not
gradual enough, This fault can be prac-
tieally eliminated by using a small reaction
coil, just sufficiently large to give reaction
over the tuning range of the particular coil
to which it is coupled. The use of a good
slow-motion coil movement, such as that
used, also assists in giving a gradual
reaction application. " Plopping" or reac-
tion overlap is usually due to the wrong
value of grid leak or too high a value of
H.T. on the detector. Attention to these
points will enable the operator to obtain
a good reaction control.

It will be noticed that a small fixed con-
denser is shunted across the primary of the
L.F. transformer. Here again this is an
expedient to assist in the production of
smooth reaction effects, which would be
somewhat erratic were the condenser
omitted. Its function is to by-pass the
H.F. current flowing from the anode of the
detector valve through the reaction coil
to H.T.-;-.

The Ferranti L,F transformer embodied
in the "Yule" two-valver has this by-pass
condenser already wired inside the iron
case, but if other makes arc used it will be
necessary to add this externally.

As far as the battery connections are
concerned, these are quite simply arranged.
A grid -bias battery -is connected between
the IS connection of the secondary of the
L.F. transformer and L.T. -. Common to
the two -valve filaments, in the L.T. -1- lead,
is a 7 -ohm filament rheostat. There are two
H.T. -r tappings, the detector tapping
being taken to about 6o volts and the L.F.
tapping to 120 volts.
- The grid leak and condenser rectification

included is the most sensitive form known,
though it should be noted that the grid leak
is not connected across the grid condenser,
but between grid and L.T.-;-.

So much for the circuit diagram.
To build up the " Yule " two-
valver you will require the follow-
ing components, together with two
valves, some plug-in coils, H.T.,
L.T. and grid -bias batteries, a loud-
speaker, and a reasonably good
earth system.

Components Required
Panel, 12 in. by 8 in. by 1/4 in. (Ebonart,

Peto-Scott, Becol, or Raymond).
Cabinet (Cameo, Raymond, Radio Sup-

ply.
.0005 low -loss variable condenser

(Ormond, Burton, Cyldon, or Dubilier).
Two valve -holders (Benjamin or Lissen).
Two-way coil -holder (Lissen).
Fixed condenser, .0003 (Dubilier, Lissen,

or C.D.M.).
Variable rheostat, 6 ohms (Lissen,

Dubilier, or C.D.M.).
Transformer (Ferranti A.F.3, R.I. and

Farley, or Lissen).

F 60

Grid leak, 2 megohms (Dubilier, Lissen,
or C.D.M.).

Nine terminals, marked H.T. T

H.T. 2, H.T.-, LT. +, L.T. -, A, F,
L.S.-{-, L.S.- (Belling and Lee or Eastick).

Connecting wire (Glazite or Junit).
Grid -battery clips. (Bulgiu),

Circuit Diagram of the " Yule Two "

Construction
With these available the duplication of

our layout can be undertaken. A special
blueprint (price is.), showing the panel and
baseboard layouts, can he obtained from
this office. The blueprint can be used as
a drilling template for the panel com
ponents, and in this connection it should
prove invaluable to those who are not
natural "handy- men."

The Wiring of the " Yule Two " is quite straightforward

aerial - The panel is drilled to accommodate the
variable condenser, filament rheostat and
the knob of the two-way, coil -holder, and
the aerial, earth and loud -speaker terminals.
In drilling the hole to take the spindle of
the Lissen coil -holder, accuracy is neces-
sary in order that the moving coil -holder
can be smoothly adjusted.

The baseboard layOut is quite clearly
shown by the photographic views and
reduced reproduction of the blueprint. The
grid -bias battery -is mounted vertically at
one end of the baseboard by means of two
G.B. clips. The L.F. transformer has to be
placed sufficiently far away from the two-
way coil -holder to allow the reaction coil
to swing well away from the tuning coil.

When the baseboard components have
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been mounted and the panel and terminal
strip fitted as indicated, the simple wiring -
up process can be started. Here again the
blueprint is of great value, and is strongly
recommended 'to those who find difficulty
in following theoretical diagrams. -White
Glazite wire was used in the' model illus-
trated, and this serves very well. The two
grid -bias leads are short lengths of rubber -
covered flex, one from the L.F. transformer,
the other from the positive filament
busbar.

The " series " clip on the Dubilier con-
denser provides the necessary extra con-
nection for the filament positive end of the
grid leak.

In our tests a Muliard PMIHF was used
as a detector -and a PM2 as the amplifying
valve. This combination gave excellent
results. Other pairs of valves which we
can recommend are given in the valve
table blow.

Make

B.T.H.

1-e 1'2

1321 1323

Cosmos ... spieiG SPISIRR

Cossor ... 2.IoHF

HF2fo

220P--
Ediswan I'V2

Marconi DEL2m DEP2i5

Muliard . PM' HE PM2

0,zram ... DEL2fo D E P 2 1,5

Six -Sixty ... SS.21014F SS2 i 5P

"IF I RAN THE B.B.C."
(Continued froitz page 858.)

lowest of "brows."' I should maintain a
high standard which the average listener
expects in wireless transmissions as he
expects in everything else. And if it is true,
it is our duty not to pander to it.

In other directions I will candidly admit
that I would make little change. I would
continue to give the public opera because,
despite what a good many ill-informed
Jeremialis .declared some time ago, operas
are popular.

I would continue the "Proms. " and the
National Concerts, and I would extend this
idea to big public speeches by the leading
speakers of the day, and I would encourage -
first-class debates-informal and not pre-
pared speeches, which sound like essays.

Finally -I should certainly not attempt
to interfere with the fine spirit which per-
meates the Corporation. Under the direc-
tion of the Di ector-General Sir John
Reith, a wonderful esprit de corps has grown
up and this is easily manifest in such
intercourse as the staff has with the outside
public. Certainly if I ran the B.B.C. I
should re -appoint the Director -General I

But, of course, there is not the smallest
likelihood that the job will be offered to me !
Nor indeed should I welcome it.
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M kime
Do Work

HE action of light may be to bleach
the colour of a fabric, to heat, to

oxidise or to reduce-it may have a dozen
different effects. But in every case the
reason for these. effects undoubtedly
originates from the ,liberations of electrons.

If light illuminates a plate of metal,
electrons are liberated from the surface, the
electrons being particles of negative elec-
tricity. As long as the illumination con-
tinues, the metal plate has potential energy
relative to its surroundings, just as u tank
of water high up in the air possesses poten-
tial energy that could be made at any
moment to do work if the water were
allowed to fall.

We are all accustomed to thinking of the
Stream of electrons emitted from the incan-

, descent filament of a -valve. Something of
the same sort happens when a metal plate
is illuminated by light. The effect is usually
much smaller, but it obeys very distinct
laws, and, minute though it is, it is being
made use of in many branches of electrical
and physical work. It is, in fact, a mere
matter of calculation that with two plates
of copper a sixth of a square mile in area,
one of them merely exposed to sunlight, and
the other kept dark, one could obtain a
kilowatt of energy as long as the light
lasted !

Light can, in fact, be made to work, and
as the wireless transmission of pictures and
wireless television come more into general
use, light energy will become more and more
utilised.

T

A Simple Experiment
All kinds of experiments can be contrived

once we have some sort of unit that is sen-
sitive to light. Such a unit is the selenium
cell, which has been recently shown to
generate photo -electric currents in addition
to changing in conductivity on being
illuminated. Another such unit is the
copper -oxide cell, undoubtedly the cheapest

(0)
NIP
ht

By T. THORNE BAKER,
M.I.R.E., F.Inst.P., F.R.P.S.

and most interesting
photo -electric unit so
far discovered, with
which and a really sen-
sitive relay, all kinds
of interesting experi-
ments can be done.
Fig. i shows a copper
oxide cell as used by
t he writer, two copper
sheets about A of an

inch thick and 2 in. by i in. in size, cut
with scissors out of copper sheet with a lug
as shown, are separated with match sticks
and held together- with an elastic band.
The pair of copper plates is immersed in a
solution of copper sulphate, 15 grains; tap
water, 31/% ounces, in any convenient con-
taining vessel of glass, and is left for about a
week in darkness. Such a "cell" will then,
when connected in series with a microam-
meter, show the production of a current of
5o microamperes upwards if the light from
a zoo c.p. metal -filament lamp be. allowed
to fall upon one side, i.e., one plate of the
cell, the otherbeing kept as dark as possible.

Vacuum Cells
The type of cell used in the new photo-

electric making of gramophone records, in
wireless photo -telegraphy and in the tele-
vision SystemS of Mihaly, Belin, Ives, and
others, is a vacuum " cell" containing a
cathode of sodium, potassium or rubidium

EVERY time light falls
upon any substance,

no matter what it is, a
certain amount of work
is done. It is never en-
tirely reflected.

This article describes
how the energies of light -
freed electrons are
directed info the service

of wireless.

plete evacution a trace of argon or helium
is introduced, which greatly increases the
electron emission for a given amount of
light. The cathode metal is thallium, in
the case of the cell invented by Case for
talking kinematograph films, while recently
a cadmium cell has been introduced for the
measurement of light in medical treat-
ment with ultra -violet rays.

Practical Application
The number of wireless picture systems

which employ the photo -electric cell is
constantly growing. Francis Jenkins, the
Bell Telephone Company, Professor Karolus
Edouard Belin, and Captain Ranger all
employ it. In each system the principle is
roughly the same.

-if we consider a photographic trans-
parency (really a lantern slide), printed on
celluloid film and wrapped round a small
glass cy)inder in Fig. 3, we can imagine
an electric lamp E, the rays from which are
concentrated by a lens so as to cross the
picture at a point P, the light is then reflected
upwards by means of a prism Q, so that it
falls upon the photo -electric cell PE. Now
if the cylinder is revolved, different light
and dark parts of the picture will continually
intercept the beam of rays at P, causing
lesser or greater amounts of light to fall
upon the photo -electric cell; and if, as the
cylinder revolves it is given an upward
motion, in addition, so that in due course

..-

Fig- 3

Local

Circuit

Fig 1-A Simple Photo -electric Cell Fig. 2
Fig. 3-Photo-telegraphic Transmitter

deposited on the glass. The electrons flow
from this (when illuminated) to an anode
ring collector, as indicated in the diagram
in Fig. 2. The most sensitive cells are
treated with hydrogen until potassium or
sodium hydride is formed, and after corn -

-The Commercial Type of Photo -electric Cell
Fig. 4-A Photo -electric Relay

the whole length of it travels in front of P,
it is obvious that every minute part, of the
picture in turn will be analysed or explored
by the beam of light.

We thus see that the photo -electric cell
(Continued on page 906)
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-THE DISCERNMENT
ODALRYMPLE'S -DAD

r5.-Solved the difficult
of the boy's Christmas

Douglas -Smith, my wire -
was more than usually

Dropped in a big wireless store

enthusiastic -over his pet hobby this morn-
ing. For once in a while, I listened to him.
Glad I did so, for I got the idea from his
talk that I might buy the boy a wireless
set this Christmas. Understand wireless
appeals to boys as much as to grown-ups,
so am hoping to have hit upon something
really good for dear boy Dalrymple this
year.

December i6.-Dropped in a big wireless
store in town this afternoon. Heard several
large sets. Afraid a large set would prove
too much for the boy at present. Dal is
only nine-or is he ten? I really am not
sure which.

December 17.-Purchased Dal's wireless
set; a neat little affair called a crystal
receiver. Smuggled. it in home by the
simple expedient of entering by the back
door.

December r8.-This wireless set idea is
working out a little more expensive than
I thought at first. Douglas -Smith tells me
I shall need an aerial, an earth, and a
lightning protector.

December' i9. --Purchased aerial wire-
hundred feet of seven -twenty-two. These
technical terms seem to come rather easily
to me.

December 20.-Tried Dal's .crystal set
over at Douglas -Smith's place. Heard
faint music, and on -one occasion dis-
tinguished two consecutive words. Becom-
ing quite efficient at twiddling the little
twiddley wire which touches the crystal;
but why this wire should be called the
catwhisker is beyond me. Speaking from a
lifetime's experience of a suburb with an

abnormally high cat population, I doubt i f
the cat with curly whiskers has yet been
born.

December 21.-Great success with Dal's
crystal set. Heard a whole sentence
clearly-" Further outlook unsettled." So
elated was I with my success that I imme-
diately fell in with Douglas -Smith's sug-
gestion to ring up Savoy Hill. Rather
strange the 'B.B.C. folk should have at
headquarters as telephone operator a some-
what laconic-one might almost say
blasé-female with no interest whatever in
wireless.

December 22.-Tried Dal's set at home
for the first time, the boy having been
pushed off to bed early, much against his
will. Ran the aerial wire out to the roof
of the sumnrer-house. Earth to water -pipe
in scullery. Tried for an hour, but heard
nothing more than a fizzing noise when

.-come very easily to me

someone turned the scullery tap on. Cold
job winding in the aerial wire in the sleet.
Shivered for an hour in bed, and was
finally compelled to go downstairs and
partake of a stiff dose.

December 23.-Right as rain this morn-
ing. Told Douglas -Smith of last night's

poor results. D. -S. says imperative must
have a thirty-foot mast for aerial; so tele-
phoned old _man Sykes, our very worthy
local builder, to supply and fix mast.
Douglas -Smith 'phoned me at office;
greatly agitated; forgot to tell me to be
sure to have a pulley fixed to top of mast
and a rope through pulley. Called on
builder Sykes on way home to tell him
about pulley and rope. Sykes rather sar-
castic. Says that since he lost his trained
monkey, two years ago, from an acute
attack of diagnosis, he has made a point of
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fitting every one of his wireless masts and
flagpoles with pulley, rope, and cleek
before they go up. Wonder what a deck is?
Cannot find the word in the wireless
dictionary, accidentally borrowed from
Douglas -Smith.

December 24.-Met wife and Dal in town
for lunch. Both fell in eagerly with my
suggestion of an afternoon's shopping, fol-
lowed by tea in town. Rushed off home to
see mast fixed up. Wife in secret, of course,
but Dal not in the least suspicious. Big
job putting up mast in garden. Held whole
weight of mast alone for half an hour while
Sykes mixed his concrete and his men held
guy ropes. Perspired dreadfully, and had
to change everything while Sykes fixed
bracket on chimney. Aerial finally com-
pleted at five o'clock-a good hour before
wife and Dal returned. Got the boy off to
bed at eleven. Proceeded to bore window -
frame for leading -in tube. Fool of a police
constable mistook me for a burglar or some-
thing of the sort.

December 25.-Dal delighted with his
wireless set. Found pair ofphones in own
stocking; present from wife. Pair of phones
in wife's stocking; present from self. Very
thoughtful of us. We can all listen -in
together at the same time now.. Spent
morning driving iron pipes in ground for
earth., Seems Dal knows something about
wireless, and recommends a short earth
lead in preference to my long lead to the
water -pipe in the scullery, Tried all after-
noon to hear something on Dal's crystal
set, but no luck at all Dal tried after tea
and picked up London within a couple of

It is doubtful whether he knows it

minutes. Looks to me as if wireless is
another of those modern things in which
children invariably do better than their

(Concluded on page -897)
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THREESOME
and listen in

the same
evening

A, W. 10 12.27

To THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
(Publicity), 12.315, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.

Please send, post free. presentation copies of the New
R.C. Threesome Instruction Book and Blue Print.

NAME

ADDRESS...

1'. 73.

Ensure the enjoyment of your winter evenings by build-
ing the New R.C. Threesome. Start at 6.3o p.m. and
you'll be listening -in at 8.3o p.m.-there's nothing quicker
or simpler !

There's nothing you cannot understand about the R.C-
Threesome-nothing to go wrong-just simplicity and
splendid results.

'File valves essential for the very best results areld.F.zio,
R.C.z and P.V.z-three valves from the famous Ediswan
range.

Send coupon at once for Free Instruction Book and
easy -to -follow full size Blue Print.

Bring in those other If Son have A.C. current,
stations by using the you can charge your own
new Ediswan Local batteries with the Edi-
Station Eliminator. Ask swan Low Tens io n
your Dealer for particu- Accumulator Charger.
tars. Price - 25/- Save time and money.

EDISWAN
VALVES

CLEAREST- STRONGEST
LAST THE LONGEST

Adcertisers Appreciate Mention of -A. W." with Your Order
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The Mascot-£4 : 10

The : 0 : 0

The Sphinx-£12:10
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GIVE a igrotun Loud -
Speaker this Christmas.

Let it express your Yuletide
message in M a sic at its purest
and best. Let it bring joy, as
.the chiming of the Christmas
bells brought joy to the heart
of Trotty Veck, Dickens' little
old ticket -porter. Let it speak
your good wishes, not only
at this season of goodwill, but
throughout the coming year.
When you give a ,131:01tin Loud -
Speaker you not only say "A
Merry Christmas," you give a
merry Christmas. For who
can be anything but merry
when, with the blinds drawn
and the fire blazing up the
chimney, jolly music is filling
the room? There is, too, an un-
canny realism about the repro-
duction of the isrotim which so
thrills all who hear it that
they feel the artistes are in
the very room.
There are many types of Wroinit
Loud - Speakers. They are
priced as low as 30s. and up
to £15 : 15s. We show a few
here-any Wireless Dealer will
show you the others as well.

S. G. BROWN, LTD.
Western Avenue, North Acton,

London, W.3.
Showrooms :

19, Mortimer Street, W.I. ;
15, Moorfields, Liverpool;
67, High St., Southampton.

Wholesale Depots throughout
the Country.

GA 1120

Better besure than
sorry-

So use Watmel Camp).
ner t: in the vital ',lien
far which they have been
des:gael.
Vats% got better reception,
clearer reception, louder
reception, mare reliable
recepti an

WATM EL
IMPERIAL

EARTHING CLIP
A minute to tit but
lasts a lifetime; fixes
tightly on any size
water pipe. No solder-
ing, of course, but
makes a perfect 4d.
contact. Price up

WATMEL
IMPERIAL
H.F. CHOKE
Doesn't matter whether it's
short or long waves-the
Watmel H.F. Choke is most
efficient. Experts praise it
and use it. -Takes up very
little space on baseboard.

Reduced 5
price - -

Aig
WATMEL

AUTO -CHOKE
We certainly don't economise
in materials in our products-
there is over a mile of wire
in this Watmel Auto -Choke.
That is partly the secret why
it gives you Transformer
volume with Choke purity.
Any Transformer can be re-
placed with advantage by the

Chokme. Price 18/6Watel Auto -

%VAT NI L.
FIXED METALINEGRID LEAK
Air and inoi:Aurc cannot
penetrate the case of the
grid leak. The resistance
element remains as Constant
and as accurate as when it
was sealed in the case. All
valves .5 to 5 puirege-
ohms.

FI,111 your dealt.) ,11 do cd 1. t:t :

1HE WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD,
Imperuu Works, High Street, EDGWARE.
Lanes. Yorks  and Cheshire Refiresentati.ve:
Mr. J. B. LEVEE, 23, Hartley Street,

Levenshulme, Manchester.
Telef lirne: 473 Hetet., .11,3<a

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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RADIO
BATTERIES
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THEREI ISM TAPE FORE R RADIO

Orr -vats. 2500 311//ranit hrr,
The original H.T. Accumulat r of compact design. Every
MI air spaced and embedded in hard wax. Tappings
can be taken horn any cell. Obtainable in 30, 60 and
90 -volt units.

60 -volt. Fully charged. £3 : 0 : 0

MT.'S. 5000 hirtharnt hr
A large capacity battery of sound constructional design.
Suitable for large receiving sets, public address systems and
small transmitters

£3: 17: (1

One Radio Catalogue of Sets. Components. H.T. and L.T.
Ate emulators, eft., will be forwarded free on application.

ACTON CELLULOID.
Supplied in all capacities, this range of low tension batteries
is offered at competitive prices, while the quality is in every
way representative of our 36 years experience in battery
manufacture.

2 -volt. 30 amp. actual. 13:6

''''''""-."-----1,ACTON CLASS.
The " Acton Glass" low tension range provide an alternative
to the celluloid cased battery. and is also suitable for tropical
climates. All capacities supplied.

2 -volt. 48 amp. actual. 16/-

cQ-Llejantier-Jell gEN
. ACTON, LONDON. VV 3

Every owner of a
C.A.V. Battery in
entitled to tree

battery service.

CUE T1-/! OUT

Please send me by
return, free copy of
Maintenance and
Charging Instruc-
tions Book for
Radio Batteries.

SER

Dept. P

A.0 .11. MASS PLATE.
This 20 amp. 2 -volt mass plate cell is ideal for Sets not taking
more than 4 ampere The charge can be spread over
months without danger of sulphation.

Supplied dry charged 5/-

20 H.T.G.2. 2500 Millarrhp hrs.
The ideal High Tension supply for the average Broadcast
Receiver. Any voltage obtained by coupling a suitable
number of units. A 10 -volt tapping point provided.

Supplied dry charged 15, -

Depots at BELFAST, BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, COVENTRY,
DUBLIN, GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHES.TFR & NEWCASTLE.

Service Arent. throughout the Country.

Plecthe Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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The Gifts
:f, he will appreciate

most
,101 r

OF all the multitude of gifts there are to give at CHRISTMAS few will
please the radio enthusiast as much as components for -his construc-

tional work. Choose IGRANIC and you'll give latest design and perfect
workmanship.
The IGRANIC range is the most complete in the world-from a complete
receiver to a terminal. Here are a few suggestions :-

L.F. Transformer, Type " G " is only limited by the capacity of the
Gives the most even amplification of amplifier.
all notes, under working conditions, Price 37'6
yet attained. Made in two ratios, Plug Adaptor 5/- Volume Control 7, 6
3.6 : z for first and single stages (with Short-wave Coil
20,000-30,000 ohm valves) and 7.2 : Many an existing receiver can be

for second stage (with low impedance converted to give excellent reception
valves).

Price 30/- on the short -waves by merely replacing
the broadcast coils with these highly

Absorption Wavemeter efficient Coils.
An invaluable accessory for all who Sizes 2, 4, 6 and q turns.
own a sensitive receiver. Enables Prices, k /6, 2/9, 3/- and 3/3
stations to be quickly identified. May respectively
also be used as a wave trap. Coils "C.C." (Choke Capacity) Output Unit
available to cover 55 to 2,000 meters.

Price with 16o--600 metre Coil Indispensable in modern receivers
Z3 : 7 : 6 using power valves and an improve-

ment to any receiver. Diverts the
Phonovox anode current from the loud -speaker,

Links a gramophone 'with the amplifier thus improving purity, preventing
and loud -speaker of a wireless set L.F. oscillation and prolonging the
resulting in greatly improved purity life of the loud -speaker.
andand reduced needle scratch. Volume

Write for Publication D7r.
Igranic components are always stocked ,by
reputable dealers. All reports received by us
of difficulty in obtaining them receive im-

n:ediate attention.

/fitolPAN),

IG RAN / C
ELECTRIC

%lig I TM
149 Queen Victoria Street LONDON, E.C.4

Works : Bedford
Branches : BIRMINGHAM BRISTOL CARDIFF GLASGOW

LEEDS MANCHESTER NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE

i,A4iAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAN\/NAAA

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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What is Happening
ONE does not seem to hear very much

of 5S'W just now, either by means of
the receiving set or by reports. One may
be wrong --one hopes fervently that one
is-but there is somehow the impression
that the B.B.C. has not so far taken up
short-wave transmission very strenuously.
With the plant available and with the
power that is behind it, one would have
expected some really outstanding results
to have been achieved ere this. I am not
saying that there have not been results,
but they have been a little disappointing.

The queer ways in which the short
waves behave are, of course, proverbial.
2XAD and 2XAF provide an excellent
case in point. During the greater part of
the summer, 2XAD was the better and
more certain signal in this country. 2XAF
was really well heard only at times round
about two and three o'clock in the morning.
Conditions now are exactly reversed.
2XAF is nearly always an excellent signal,
but 2XAD is at his best during the Satur-
day evening football match relays and gets
steadily worse as the night goes on. The
explanation is that transmissions on the
32.77 -metre wavelength are best heard
when it is dark in both countries, as it is
just now from 1s p.m. onwards.

Radio Drama
IN order to "lift" radio drama from its

monotonous level a number of recent
"productions" have had the assistance of
people additional to the production staff
at Savoy Hill. Some success has been
achieved, but, listening to these broadcasts,
it is difficult to detect any difference in
the manner of telling the story. The notice-
able difference is that the plays have been
more varied, In most cases this variety of
subject has not been achieved by outside
aid.

R.U.R.
THE revival of R.U.R. was very effec-

tive from the point of view of the
listener and the producer. The element of
luck was considerably reduced, and I was
pleased to note that the play was produced
by listening, and not in the old way of the
producer rehearsing the cast in the studio
as for a theatre performance. Undoubtedly
the best place to hear these plays is in the
noise studio, for there the greatest tragedy
becomes a side-splitting burlesque. Stand-
ing among the ghastly instruments which
produce these weird noises, you can see
through a glass door the actors and
actresses speaking their lines. That in
itself makes the most dyspeptic critic
laugh. Yet more is to follow. Some of the
Lines of Rossum's Universal Robots are
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appallingly doleful, but to the magician of
the noise studio these are but "cues." As
I listened to these depressing words the
magician rushed about with perspiring
brow, the book of the play in his hand, and
frantically stirred up all the noise instru-
ments within reach. There were whistles
blowing, the clash of machinery, and the
rushing of water.

It was all great fun to me, but from the
anxious look of the young noise -maker
I gathered that his " cues" were very
important. I remember that on one
famous occasion during one of the B.B.C.'s
first revues a dog was supposed to dis-
appearirc, a vacuum cleaner. At the critical
moment a moaning cat -call was given out
instead of the dcg's expected whimper.

Rossum's Universal Robots looked as if
they might be mixed in like manner at
any moment, but fortrinately the young
man working the gadgets hit on the right
noises at the appropriate moments. Per-
sonally, if I worked this medley of old iron
I should want a little more space. Another
point is that different instruments produce
different noises according to their move-
ments. If any listener wants full value for
his licence he should gain admission to
the noise studio during a full-blooded
melodrama. As a tip, I suggest that he
should wait for Metropolis.

ts

. A Puzzle-and the Solution
DURING the last week cr so until by

accident I discovered their solution,
I have been worried by two small problems
as regards the wavelengths of a Dutch and
an Italian station, of which the transmis-
sions are being received regularly in the
British Isles. I knew that the new Huizen
transmitter had adopted two wavelengths
-namely, 1,84o metres and 1,95o metres,
the latter in common with the commercial
Scheveningen -Haven transmitter-but for
the life of me. I could not make out at
what particular times these different wave-
lengths were used. For the guidance of
readers, I am pleased to say that I am now
able to give definite information. On Sun-
days, Huizen apparently transmits on
1,84o metres until 1.4o p.m. G.M.T., when
it changes over:to 1,95o metres, and again
reverts to the lower wavelength at 5.40
p.m. G.M.T.; on weekdays it broadcasts on
1,846 metres until 5.4o p.m. G.M.T., from
which time it works on 1,95o metres. The
reason for so doing is that at certain periods
of the day the Scheveningen -Haven station
sends out bulletins, and the two trans-
mitters could not possibly work at the
same time on the same wavelength,

-and Another
THE second puzzle to which I referred

is of a transmission picked up on most

matzur WIrdrzsi
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evenings on a wavelength of about 54o
metres, which it was easy to identify as
kmanating from Italy. On most occasions
the broadcasts were merely relays of the
regular Milan programmes. As the Como
experimental station which had been
erected during the period of the Volta
Centenary Exhibition in that city, accord-
ing to official statements, was closed down
towards the end of October, the solution of
the problem was rendered more difficult.
However, I now learn that the new 7 -kilo-
watt telephony plant has now been brought
into operation for the Milan service, which
is still using its old trans-
mitter. For the present, therefore, these
programmes, for the purposes of tests, are
simultaneously broadcast on. two wave-
lengths, namely, 317 and 545.6 metres.

Through the Fog
WIRELESS is always being useful to
the traveller by sea or by air, and the

other day we had a remarkable demonstra-
tion of what it can do to help when condi-
tions are adverse. Shortly after leaving
Le Bourget one of the cross -Channel aero-
planes ran into thick fog. The pilot, of
course, rose to get above this, and found
stretching below him an apparently endless
sea of mist. Still, he was able to continue
his journey, landing safely at Croydon
Aerodrome on scheduled time. From the
moment when he first encountered the fog
until that at which he landed at the aero-
drome he never saw land or water. He
was, in fact, guided the whole way by
wireless.

Startling
WANDERING gently downwards from

the 300 -Metre mark the other night,
I came suddenly upon a signal of terrific
strength. I was wearing the phones at the
time, and I can assure you that I very
hastily removed them for fear of having
my eardrums blown in. Dance music was
going on at the time, and when I had
switched over to the loud -speaker I sat
down to wait for the call -sign or some other
indication that might help one to identify
this amazing transmission. A reference to
the calibration chart showed that the wave-
length was just a tick ecider 246 metres.
A further reference to the list of stations
showed that there w<s nobody down as
using any such wavelength. Still, there
was the transmission right enough, and
I knew that the calibration chart did not
lie. Then an inspiration came. A rapid
calculation was made, and I bet myself
tuppence that I had spotted the station.

Before You read any further, just think
about it fora moment and sec whether
you can. You can't? Well, just try
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)  0 
  

dividing 491,8 by 2. The .answer (said he
with a superior smile) is 245.9. What I
was listening to was the second -harmonic
of 5GB. Any lingering doubts were shortly
set at rest by the voice of the announcer.
With me this harmonic is tremendous, and,
curiously enough, it comes through with
practically as good quality as the funda-
mental. I don't know at what sort of dis-
tance it is heard, but possibly some of those
who complain about spark interference on
5GB's wavelength may find it worth while
to try receiving him on the harmonic.
Curiously enough, I do not get a short-
wave harmonic on 49r.8 metres, but
several friends living farther away than
I do from Daventry tell me that they
receive it.

When I tuned down below 24o metres
I hear " Stoekholms Radio " again and
again -as the condenser settings are reduced.
Not a few of them are so good that excel-
lent loud -speaker reception is obtainable
with one high -frequency stage and two
note -magnifiers. Some, of course, are
heterodyned or swamped by mush, but the
majority are really worth listening to.
Another astonishing low -powered station
is Stettin, rated at .75 kilowatt. Catch him
at a time when he is working. alone on
236.2 metres, and you will be astonished at
both his strength and his quality. Of our
home relays, Edinburgh appears to have
wonderful distance -getting powers.

A Compliment

A New Scheme Wanted
THE basis of the original Geneva scheme

of wavelengths was, as you know, that
there should be a to -kilocycle separation
between all main stations and between
groups using common wavelengths. If you
examine now the complete list of stations
you will probably be astonished to find in
how few instances such, a separation still
exists. To take one little 'belt, we have
5GB with a frequency of 610 kilocycles.
Immediately below is Berlin Witzleben on
62o. The next station should be on 63o,
but it isn't. Lyons Doua has a frequency
of 624, Langenberg of 638, Barcelona of
649, Oslo of 65o, Paris PTT of 655, Stock-
holm of 66o, Rome of 666, and so on.

There should, in theory, be more hetero-
dynes than there are. There are enough,
goodness knows; but it is remarkable how
some stations manage to get through with-
out interference from neighbours that are
far too close according to Geneva ideas.
Hamburg is rather a case in point. Though
he is separated by only 7 kilocycles from
the group which includes Cork, Plymouth,
and six other stations, one can often
receive him quite well. And, funnily
enough, Cork, despite his seven group -
fellows, often elbows his way through and
is remarkably well heard. The great tip
when going for foreign stations is to take
the most powerful. If there is sufficient
strength behind a transmission it is often
able to entirely drown interference and to
come through exceedingly well.

Some Little Fellows
STILL, the rule about always picking

the highest powered stations does not
always hold good, for some of the little
chaps are remarkably well heard. Amongst
these I would mention the Petit Parisien,
which is rated at only .5 kilowatt, and the
wonderful Swedish relays. The strength at
which the latter are received, though few
of them are rated at more than .33 kilo-
watt, is nothing short of astonishing.

T WAS very interested the other day in
listening to Lahtis, in Finland, which

was transmitting a programme having a
curiously familiar sound. I do not speak
Finnish fluently (not at all in my usual
finished manner, as one might say); in
fact, I am not quite sure whether I know
a word of this attractive language. Never-
theless, listening to this programme, it
seemed to me greatly reminiscent, and sud-
denly I grasped what was happening. It
was none other than our old friend "Music
and the Ordinary Listener" translated into
Finnish. We had snatches of explanatory
matter accompanied by five -finger exer-
cises to illustrate the particular point, after
which' the whole thing was blended to-
gether in an exquisite rendering of the
" Guillotine March" from the " Three
Blind Mice." As I say, I do not speak
Finnish, so I may have misinterpreted the
actual item; but there was no doubt about
its character.

I am proud to say, however, that Britain
still holds the field. There was not the
same forceful vitality about this particular
transmission which we are accustomed to
associate with Sir Walford Davies, nor
were there the same joyous excursions into
song in order to elucidate some particular
point. But who shall say that British
broadcasting is dull when - we have such
striking evidence of imitations in such far-
flung corners of Europe? [It isn't very
fat !-ED.]

Atmospheric Disturbances
IN all probability many readers will think
I that I am referring to the noisy type of
interference when they see this title, and
more than likely they will wonder what
I have got to say on this subject at this
time of year. I am referring, however, to
the other type of interference which takes
place actually on our wireless gear when
the weather experiences those queer changes
which have taken place during the past few
weeks. More than likely, many readers will
have wondered at the very apparent change

in the tuning capacity of their sets or at the
noises which have arisen, but which are
clearly not due to the ordinary static dis-
turbances with which they became only
too familiar during the summer months
that have passed.

These noises and changes are often dile
to the dampness which, prevails in our
atmosphere, and which takes an early
opportunity of invading any unprotected
portions of the gear, such as unvarnished
coils or exposed condensers, poor lead-in
tubes and ebonite, and the like. Also a
marked falling off in signal strength might
be experienced from the same cause. The
moral is that when a set is built in the first
place, every care should be taken to render
it weather-proof.

The Short-wave Joke
NOW that we have at last reached that

stage of history in broadcasting when
we are able to listen to programmes on
extremely short waves, public interest will
be re -awakened in the design of suitable
receivers for this work. In this connection
it is very interesting to note that for some
years many writers, mostly American, have
written articles claiming that apparatus
described by them is capable of reaching
down to very short wavelengths such as
.5 metre, etc. It has now been demon-
strated beyond question that the ordinary
commercial valve, such as is used in broad-
cast receivers and transmitters, cannot be
made to generate such short waves, no
matter what circuits are used in conjunc-
tion with them, and that the fundamental
wavelength of the valve itself and its elec-
trodes is higher than the wavelength
named. The lowest wavelength which we
can hope to reach with such valves is some-
thing in the neighbourhood of 2 metres,
and even then the oscillations are hardly
steady enough for heterodyne reception
over anything but very short distances.

The wavelength of about 5 metres seems
to be about the lowest to which we can go
with ordinary tyPeS of valve, and even
then very special precautions have to be
taken to render the oscillations stable,
owing to the fact that a certain amount of
frequency pulling takes place on the fila-
ment. Some form of balanced circuit with
two valves seems to be a partial solutioh
of the problem. In the meantime, research
continues, for a considerable number of
stations can be placed in very narrow bands
on the short wavelengths without inter.
fering one with the other, and if by any
means these wavelengths can be made a
practicable proposition, we shall have
heard the last of an overcrowded ether
fora long time to conic. The Americans
are particularly keen on developing this
waveband for very obVious reasons.

THERMION.
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W& wireless enthusiasts naturally wish
to make the most of this opportunity to

show our friends how radio can help to make
a merry Christmas party still more jolly.

Table cloth C/0 Table

Loudspeaker
Concealed leads

To Set 74;b/e/e, -
Fig. 1-The Invisible Orchestra

Apart from the fun and pleasure our
experiments and tricks provide, there is
another side to it : Some of the members
of our party may as yet not be interested
in radio; and our humble efforts may
impress them more than any textbook.

An endless variety of radio tricks is
possible with quite a modest equipment
and few accessories, but it must be borne
in mind that the simpler the "stunt," the
more surprising will it prove. For this

044//gh/ Zns96Piefia's Small fXrer
eons,;.1

flowerpotCte,oe paper
sleeve

wooden
box
Loadreoke
"nit

Fig. 3-The Musical Christmas Tree
reason the tricks illustrated here are as
simple as possible.

Just a word of advice : rehearse each
trick beforehand, else one or two may fall
flat and your reputation will suffer.

" The Invisible Orchestra " (Fig. z) is a
tittle experiment which cannot fail to amuse.
Concealed under the tabl?, and held in

q0-EgsOS re
k4gIgfiltAS1/

position by a brass clip or leather strap, is a
small loud -speaker: Its horn points down-
ward, the leads going to the set are hidden
behind one of the table legs, and are run
along the floor, concealed under the carpet.

The overhanging tablecloth assists in
hiding the loud -speaker, and when the feast
is well under way, a confederate switches
on the wireless set which should be placed
in an adjoining room, if possible.,

The music must not be too loud, soft
music is much more difficult to trace; if the
set has a volume control this can be used to
increase very gradually the volume.

"Nice music," someone will remark,
"where's the loud -speaker? " If no speaker
is visible in the room it will take some time
before a budding Sherlock Holmes dis-
covers the hidden instrument.

The party will vote this a jolly stunt, but
we have further surprises for them. Let
us see how they will like the " Singing
Bust !"

We will assume that the stage is set;
on the mantelpiece, or on a shelf or even a
small table, stands a plaster bust which can
be obtained for a shilling or two.

When the rollicking fun has died down
for a moment, plug in the jack and switch
on your set-mellow music will come from
the bust !

When your trick is discovered, you can

\ **X.XXXXii

The
est

lueprin
Service
Amateur Wireless,
58/61 Fetter Lane,

London, E.C,4
404CIO.%0004

explain how it was done : A small loud-
speaker unit, such as the Lissenola, is
mounted on a circular wooden base with
three small clips bent from thin brass strips,

km -Plaster
bust

Short
cardboard
horn

Wood screw

L.S.
Ihut

Fig. 2-The Singing Bust

the bust stands on this base, a central
clearance hole in the latter affords a recess
for the adjusting screw of the loud -speaker
unit. A short horn, made from cartridge
paper or thin cardboard, is fitted to the
nozzle of the unit to improve the volume
(see Fig. z.)

Another "musical item" awaits the
attention of our party. In a corner of the
drawing room, on a low table, for instance,
stands a little Christmas tree. Although

8ar ofcigarettes
Table cloth

CIO aedd
lead to[tinfoil

7a6k
Thin enam. copper /4//re

Cardboard end)
Condenser - of tray folded
under tablecloth Nal

Fig. 4-The Cigarette -packet Aerial

our friends do not suspeCt it, this tree is
really musical, and we can prove it by
merely switching on the set.

Mellow music seems to come from the
very roots of the tree. The secret of our
experiment is revealed in the sketch (Fig. 3) ;
the tree is planted in a small flower -pot
and this is suspended inside a second,
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Wireless Stunts for Christmas (Continued from preceding page)

much larger, flower -pot in such a way that
a fairly large airspace is left between the
two.

The large flower -pot stands on a shallow
box which also houses a Lissenola or similar
loud -speaker unit. The nozzle of this unit
projects into the clear space between the
two flower -pots, so that this space acts
as a short horn. A crepe paper sleeve should
surround box and pot.

We have still more surprises for our
party ! Casually, we ask a fellow fan :
" Did you know that a packet of cigarettes
makes a jolly good aerial ? " Naturally,
he refuses to believe such an unlikely thing,
and, once more, we must prove our conten-
tion.

To show that there is no deCeption
whatever, we borrow from a member of
the party a packet of cigarettes, the only
conditions we make being that the
packet must be a large one (shilling size, for
instance) and that the cigarettes must be
wrapped in tinfoil-" Tin is essential as a
conductor of electricity, you know,"-we
explain.

A " twenty" box is placed at our disposal
by a friend, and we ask the members of the
party to examine box and contents care-
fully to see that neither is prepared in any
way.

The box is placed on the table; under the
box we lay a thin sheet of mica slightly
larger than the box.

The tray holding the cigarettes is partly
withdrawn as shown in the illus-
tration (Fig. 4), and folding back the
flap we attach a wire to a corner of the
tinfoil wrapper, using a small clip for
this purpose. The other end of the

wire is secured to the aerial terminal of
the set.

Now we ask a friend to switch on the set,

Oottihe coloptia

Top mica sheet

Two bawds ofyummed
,00per

Top mica sheet

Lead to
outdoor oeh&

(rho eaam. wire)

Copper for/
p/ate

nr-.4Saaeeomsfimr,sro,aa.

ifo/tom
shed

Thies egomeded
Wire to outdoor

aerAW
Figs. 5 and 6-Details of Hidden Plate

-he does so, and remarkably enough, the
set works as well on this miniature aerial
as with the big outdoor one.

-------------- ....

Operatin (I)

We can prove that the " juice" is actually
coming from the cigarette box, by simply
tearing off the corner of the tinfoil to which
the wire is attached. Immediately, the
music stops, only to start again when the
connection is once more established.

" Wonderful," some fellow amateurs will
exclaim, " how does he do it ? "

The solution is simple enough, the tin-
foil wrapper is one plate of a condenser,
the other plate is hidden under the table-
cloth and connected to the outdoor aerial
by a very thin enamelled copper wire.

Together, the two plates with the mica
sheets between them make a capacity
lead-in, a condenser in series with the
aerial.

The hidden plate is a piece of thin copper
foil, about 3 in. square; to insulate it the
copper plate has been placed between two
thin sheets of mica (Fig. 5) gummed paper
bands hold the assembly together, as
indicated in Fig. 6.

The lead-in coming from the outdoor
aerial is soldered to one corner of the
copper foil ; as very thin enamelled
wire is used for this connection, this lead
can be effectively hidden.

The concealed plate with its insulating
cover is quite thin, and will scarcely ' be
detected under the tablecloth. The latter
should be as thin as pos'sible, to give our
condenser sufficient capacity.

Naturally, when carrying out this experi-
ment, the demonstrator must know where
the hidden plate lies under the cloth, so
that he can place the cigarette box imme-
diately above it. The table should pre-
ferably stand in a dim corner, and not too
far from the aerial lead.

the "Standard Three"
IN cases where all three valves have to be
I used in this receiver the table gives the
correct sequence of types. The table was
compiled on the assumption that all three
valves are to be used, but where two are
sufficient, ignore column V2 and take v3
as the correct column for the second valve.

The simplicity of operation of this
receiver is one of its most attractive
characteristics. The main control is the
dial of the slow-motion variable condenser
which is rotated until the local station
is received. Adjustments of grid -bias
voltages, and detector H.T. voltage should
then be made until the maximum signal
strength combined with purity of repro-
duction, without reaction, is obtained. If
necessary the reaction condenser can be
used to bring up the strength. Do not
overlook the fact that a No. 6o reaction
coil, if closely coupled to the aerial -

The Three -valve Receiver described
in Last Week's Issue

2 -VOLT VALVES FOR USE 1N THE
"STANDARD THREE"

Make VI . Vz V3

13.T.H. .. Bzs B22 823

Cosmos.. SP i SiG SP16/R SP18/RR

Cossor .. 2I oll. F. z i oL.F. 220P

Ediswan

Marconi

HEzto GP2 PV2.

DEL2 io DEL2 to DEPz i 3
DEPz4o

PM2Mullard . . PM I H.F. PM iL.F.

Osram .. DELzio DELzio DEP215
DEP24o

Six Sixty SSzioH.F. SSzioL.F. SS2 i 3P

N.B.-Corresponding 4- and 6 -volt valves can, of
course, be used instead of the 2 -volt valves mentioned.

tuning coil, will give an appreciable "build-
up" effect with the reaction condenser at
zero. Over -application of the reaction
invariably mars the quality of reproduction.
This is not so noticeable on more distant
stations, owing to a number of other sources
of distortion.

Using two valves, with the change -over
switch " down," the local station was tuned
in at good loud -speaker strength. With the
switch `"up" on three valves, many distant
stations were readily receivable on the
loud -speaker. A short aerial assists in
" sharpening " the tuning, although for.
greatest signal strength a full roo
aerial is recommended, together with a
good earth connection.

An Ealing reader informs us that he has
Nos. r to 186 of AMATEUR WIRELESS and
would sell them to those who wanted them.
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FREE
CONSTRUCTION A L

BOOKLET

including blueprint and
full details, will be sup-
plied for any one of these
receivers. Booklets, in-
cluding blueprint of the
other five receivers, 6d.
each.

BATTERY -LESS
RECEIVERS

For A.C. Mains
3 -valve receiver em-
ploying the famous
K.L.2. valves.

K.2. Similar to K.r, but in
addition incorporates
an H.F. stage.

For D.C. Mains
D.P.r. 3 -valve receiver-

simple to construct.
D.P.2. Similar to D.P.r, but

gives greater range
and selectivity by
means of a neu-
tralised H.F. stage.

If you want
distance

there are two special cir-
cuits incorporating the
Marconi S625 Shielded
Valve.

T.i. 4 -valve receiver,
including i H.F. stage,
with S625 valve.

T.2. 5 -valve. Two H.F.
stages, with S625 valves.
Stations hundreds of miles
away can be tuned in with
complete stability.

For
convenience and economy

build this battery -less receiver

Model K.2 (for A.C. Mains)

BUILD for yourself a receiver that needs no batteries-no
accumulators; that costs next to nothing to run; that

will always spring to life at the turn of a switch. Build now
from the free Marconiphone circuits. Full constructional
details and full-size wiring plan are provided. You cannot
go wrong.

The receiver illustrated-the K.2, a 4-valver-in addition to
operating entirely from A.C. Mains, is fully as efficient as the
best four -valve circuits. And remember, in addition to taking
all maintenance worries from you, it also lightens maintenance
costs to an amazing and welcome degree. The K.2, used every
day for a year, costs, at most, 35s., and as little as los. or less
if a power supply is available. Compare this with the annual
cost of H.T. batteries and accumulator charging.

MARCONIPHONE
To the MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD., 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.'

Please send me FREE constructional booklet, including blueprint for circuit

I am also enclosing for the following booklets

NAME TO

A DDRES S COUNT Y
A.V.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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ON, /IX
RADIO
GIFTS

Make it a Wireless Christmas !

A Few Suggestions for Suitable
Presents.

Article

10 Coils in Presentation
Cat. No. Price

Cabinet 341 33/.
Single Coils 332 2/6
Patent Coil Holder - - - 346 7/.
Safety First Adapter - - 123 5/.
Pat. Slow Motion Dial - 349 6/-
Diamond Transformer - - 355 13/6
Electro Magnetic Pickup - 395 27/6
Perfect Cone Speaker - - 308 42/.
Gem z -Valve Set - - - 318 60/.
Bijou 2 -Valve Set  (with

cover) 319 75/-
3 -Valve Set in handsome

Cabinet 353 127/6
5 -Valve Portable 367 £22

All the above, together with many
other suitable gifts are detailed in
a beautifully illustrated catalogue
free on application to your Dealer
or direct from-

EDISON BELL
LIMITED

169 REGENT STREET
LONDON, W.I.

L54772 dieLO

The famous Ericsson
Super Sensitive Tele.
thones are reduced to

12,6 a pair !

Adopted by the B.B.C. for use in their studios. Used by all the DX
iNperimenters. Adopted as standard in 1969 by the Admiralty and in

by the Air Board. Three resistances, 120, 2,000, and 4:000 ohms-ona
price. 12:6. Get your pair to -day!

Even if you have a multivalve set, now and again you'll need a good crystal set.
Puy an Ericsson Crystal Set to -day. Sturdily and handsomely made and a
really sensitive instrument, Tunes up to 5GB. A real snip at 15'.

.41 all our agents or direct from the Company.

IIIICESON TELEPHONES LTD., 17,73 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

SUPER SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

irtiaefer.0)1WUCS,WrZoOeileSSOn--1.16.30X.e7CCSAVIL..6%

CO,

A RADIO BOOK
EVERY ENTHUSIAST

SHOULD HAVE
STiT BUILDERS. THE WORLD'S GREATEST RADIO

PUBLICATION IS HERE.

over

The component
parts for making
these sets are dis-
tributed through-
out Great Britain
by the Rothermel
Radio Corporation,
of 24 Maddox St.,
W.1, and may be
obtained from all

high-class dealers.

European Edition of Citizen's Radio
Call Book

Contains full details of very latest Ameri-
can Circuits and Receivers. Graphic
illustrations and diagrams, constructional
data and other information enabling the
novice to construct the World's finest sets.
Full list of Broadcasting Stations, helpful
hints and tips. Unquestionably the finest
value and most useful book of the day.
Over 200 pages, size 9in. by 12 in. cram-
med full of information and hundreds of
illustrations. NOVEMBER ISSUE NOW
READY-Secure your copy at once and
get to know about the most up-to-date
developments in Radio.
The European Edition of the Citizen's
Radio Call Book is on sale at all W. H.
Smith & Sons Bookstalls and can he
obtained also from The Rothermel Radio
Corporation of Great Britain, Ltd., of 24
Maddox Street, W.I. In France, Bren-
tanos,so.dya Ltd. Price 3s. per copy. Send P.O.

Published by
THE CITIZEN'S RADIO SERVICE BUREAU
Chicago, Illinois, United States of America

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Fresh as the Dawn
every' morrav

A PERMANENT SOURCE OF H.T.
SUPPLY THAT RECHARGES ITSELF

WHILE YOU SLEEP.
No matter how much you use it-night
I. NI after night, week in and week out-the
Standard. self -generating Leclanche battery will
provide your set with abundant H.T. supply.
Enthusiasts everywhere are loud in its praise,
and they have good cause to be.
It brings constant, permanent, unfailing H.T.
current at a price within the reach of all.
The secret . . . . IT RECHARGES
ITSELF OVER -NIGHT !

et
Stocked by

Halford's Cycle
Stores.

State number andtype of valve
when ordering.
For 2 ValveSets, A.4, 90

volts, 25/1.For 3-5 Valve
Sets, D.6, 108

volts, 37/3.
For Super Sets,
F.6, 126 volts,

696.

Goods for 10: -
or over carriage

paid.
Deferred Terms
easily arranged.

1771
Tfrilf -GEN NE RAT 0 .1.4L ill

Take the first step
by sending forFREE Booklet
describing every
detail for install-
ing and maintain-
ing this super-efficient and
money -saving

battery.

Write NOW to :

Dept. C,
WET H.T.
BATTERY CO.
12, Brownlow
Street, London,

W.C.1

votmANENt

SUPPLY

NeVlial Power io Radio/
M.B 14

Thousands
of Homes this Christmas will be

made happier by the advent of the

ETHOVOX
the Speaker that first made Wireless popular.

Will yours be one ? Will you add to the enjoyment of
your family and friends assembled for this greatest of all
festivals ?

To enhance their pleasure will give you a feeling of
contented happiness worth its weight in gold.

And what will it cost you to instal the speaker which
will make even the poorest receiving set, if capable of
working at loud -speaker strength at all, perfection ?

Just f3-for " a round £3 " will buy it-and if you
prefer to test our statement you can do so NOW.

Your local dealer will demonstrate, or we will gladly
do so at our Showrooms at 55 Bedford Street, Strand.

Anyway, don't delay, but ask us for descriptive folder now.
Then you will just have time to make another happier
home this Christmas.

BURNDEPT
Blackheath
London, S.E.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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e only perfect
Cone material

Perfect because it produces music most naturally and beauti-
fully ! Not a note missed or distorted, and you can follow
any instrument in an orchestra as if it were playing a solo.
This is what you can achieve when your Cone Speaker is
equipped with Six -Sixty Cone Speaker Paper. You cannot get
these wonderful results with any other material-that is the
reason practically all the world-famous Cone Speakers in
America are fitted with this material. Its qualities of reproduc-
tion are truly amazing.

All you have to do is to purchase one of the well-known
loud -speaker units from your dealer, affix it to the Six -Sixty
Cone-a job which will take you about ten minutes-and then
you can listen -in to wonderful music. In this way you can
make a perfect Cone Speaker for less than £i.

Six -Sixty Cone Speaker Paper is made in two sizes, is in.
diameter and 19 in. diameter, and is sold in a most attractive
envelope, with full directions for cutting and mounting.

Don't hesitate to write direct fo us if _you are unable to obtain it fiord
Jour kcal dealer.

Prices : 2/6 (I2 in. size) and 3/6 (19 in: size).
Brass Washers, 3d. ex -Ira.

THE ELECTRON CO., LTD., Dept. A.W.
122-124 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

The set of the season!
(Regd. Trade Mark)

DUAL SCREENED COILS
in the

PHOENIX FIVE
(Described in " Wireless Magazine," December, 1927)

represents the latest development
in radio reception

LEWCOS Dual Screened Coils are designed to facilitate
the change from the 250-550 m. Broadcast Band to longer
waves used by Hilversum, Radio Paris and Daventry. The
change is effected by a switch incorporated in the coils and
operated by a single panel control.

The sets are perfectly balanced before leaving the factory
and are suitable for use with triple gang condensers.

The London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths, Limited
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1

Parent .14,
:..70862

COMPLETE
UNIT

Ref. No.
DSP,3

for tae
PHOENIX
PINE O.
illustrated)

£5

No coil changing
No removable screens

Perfectly
balanced coils

Panel control
in multi coil units

Wavelength range
250-550 and 1000-2000

metres in one unit

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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adio Photo -Telegraphy
Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz describes the New

Lorenz -Korn System

MANY problems  which, until a short
time ago, were considered impossible

of a satisfactory solution have, during
recent years, in the quiet of the laboratory,
been solved, and difficulties once thought
unconquerable have been disposed of. This
was the case with the airship and aeroplane,
as well as radio broadcasting, to all of
which the man in the street, with surprising
rapidity, has grown accustomed. A similar
process is now going on with photo-tele-
graphy-the telegraphic transmission of
pictures, photographs, drawings, and hand-
writing-which during the last few years
has opened up new vistas of practical
application. While the fundamental prin-
ciple, ever since the early work of Professor
Korn and other pioneers, has hardly been
altered, the adoption of amplifier valves
has greatly improved results, reducing the
times of transmission to a fraction of their
initial figures, and thus providing un-
thought-of economic possibilities.

Professor Arthur Korn, of Berlin, on
whose system frequent transmissions of
press photographs had been made before

PHOTO -CELL

-LENS

SOURCE ENS
OF LIGHT

PICTURE
CYLINDER

'`"'"---111/1Mliitiii

RADIO
TRANSMITTER).

AMPLIFIER

obtained was made by Professor Korn at
the recent International Congress of
Physicists, held at Como (Italy). A sum-
mary of this address is given in the
following :-

Tele-photographic transmissions could,
until a short time ago, only be made with
transmitted light, i.e., with pictures made
transparent. Now, however, Korn, and
other experimenters have suc-
ceeded in working with reflected
light. In fact, the original
picture can be used for
immediate transmission in the
form of drawings, sketches,
photographic prints, etc.

An original such as one of these
at the transmitting end is attach-
ed to a rotating cylinder, which
at each rotation advances a
short distance in the direction

Prof.of its axis; so that all the
-various sections of the pictures will be
passing, one after the other, below the
searching device. the cylinder is about
13 cm. long and 20 cm. in circumference,
thus allowing pictures of 13 by 18 cm. to
be readily used.

The intense light of a lamp is, by means
of a lens, concentrated on a picture element
less than 116- square millimetre in area. The
light reflected from this minute section
eventually passes through a lens system
the focus of which coincides approximately
with the picture element, being ultimately
reflected therefrom on to a photo -electric
cell; that is, an electric cell sensitive to
light. Instead of ring -shaped cells, Korn
uses minute rectilinear glass tubes lined
inside with potassium, thus preventing any
but the light actually reflected from the
various picture elements from striking the
cell and eliminating, as far as possible, any
disturbing light effects. This is why there
is no need to cover the transmitter, which
in moderately strong daylight can be left
quite open.

The beam of light, which, according to
the actual shading of the corresponding

Diagram of Lorenz -Korn Transmitter

the war between Berlin, on the one hand,
and Munich, Paris and London, on the
other, as well as between the Scandinavian
capitals, has lately been working in con-
junction with the C. Lorenz firm-one of the
two or three German companies which,
ever since the early days of radio -tele-
graphy, have been engaged in develop-
ing wireless. The result of these joint
endeavours is an outfit which, even at
its present stage, is
well developed in
every detail, and
which, with surpris-
ingly short times
of transmission -
with or without the
intermediary of con-
ductor lines-enables
excellent photo -tele-
graphic reproduc-
tions to be obtained.

The first state-
ment of results so far

mom 141

.01ennirld,1.00. rre.
1=0. -ttebans

.0..dor. Le.. Web`:

IFF nbir rt. et kw, c -t

Examples of Radio Photo -telegraphed Reproductions

Arthur Korn, from a sketch by Fiau Kcrn

picture eleMent, is more or less intense,_
will in the sensitive photo -electric cell set
up a current impulse of varying intensity.
This is amplified as desired, supplied to the
radio transmitter, and super -imposed

HICH-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

LOW -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

C
CYLINDER

STRIDE
Cki.variommt.R.

Diagram of Receiving Arrangments

upon the electric waves issuing from the
latter-just the same as the microphone
currents in ordinary broadcasting.

At the receiving station there is a
rotating cylinder similar to that of the

transmitting station
which carries a sheet
of photographic film
or paper. The receiv-
ing cylinder turns in
perfect synchronism
with the transmitting
cylinder and, like
the latter, advances
a short distance with
each rotation. It is
located in the interior
of an opaque box
(Concluded on page 886)
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A Variable Grid leak
THE variable grid leak illustrated in

the diagram given below has two novel
features which will recommend it to con-
structors. In addition it is very simple and
cheap to fix up.

.The use of a graphite line as a resistance
is well known. The chief virtue of this
particular method of using the principle.is
that constant contact is ensured between
the moving arm and the graphite line by
the piece of lead pencil "nipped" on to the
end of the arm.

Some space and a good deal of trouble
are saved by having the pencil line on the
back of the panel itself. The constructor

?Ma

. A Variable Grid Leak
should first roughen the ebonite with emery
paper; it will then take the lead better.
Care should also be taken that the line Makes
contact with the terminal to which the
connection is made. It ins advisable to
use a second' terminal or stop.

All other constructional details are shown
in the drawing. C. V,

Making.Accumulator Cases
MANY amateurs choose to make their

own accumulator cases. Usually
soft wood is used because of the difficulties
encountered when working hard wood.
The next difficulty is that they are not acid
resisting and do not last long as accumu-
lator cases.

To overcome this give the case two coats
of black enamel. This preserves the wood.
To preserve the enamel against the acid,
sprinkle over the bottom of the case a
little solid sodium bicarbonate or baking
soda. This will neutralise the acid as it
reaches it. Of course, the sodium bicar-
bonate has to be renewed periodically and
the case cleaned out- C. M. B.

Centre -tapping Home-made
Coils
SHOWN in the illustration is a neat

method of centre -tapping home -con-
structed honeycomb coils, which the writer
has made use of very successfully.

When winding the coil a loop should be
left where it is desired to make the tapping.

WAYtiEfiS

40,00,'

A Centre -tapped Home-made Coil

The loop should then be bared and clamped
under the washer and nut of a small ter-
minal, the shank of which is pushed through
one of the openings in the honeycomb, as
shown in the drawing.

A large washer should be placed on each
side of the coil so that when. the nut is
tightened up the terminal will not damage
the wire. K. C.

Obtaining Voltage Tappings
the way shown in the drawing givenIN

1 below an ordinary flash -lamp refill can
be converted into a very serviceable grid -

Flash -lamp Grid -bias

SOLDERED
JOINTS

Battery

bias battery with tappings at r 1/2, 3, and
412 volts. It is certainly one of the neatest

,ways of doing this and it is simple to effect.
The dravAng makes most points clear.

Ordinary valve, sockets are obtained and
soldered on to the positive tag and on to

the zinc cases of the three cells, which are
exposed by cutting away the casing of the
battery.

Connections are, of course, made by
means of valve legs soldered to the t
G.B. leads. H. B.

A Gramophone Pick-up
THIS idea will be of special interest to

those listeners who possess gramo-
phones. Although this pick-up may not
be as efficient as the purchased article, the
results obtained with it are good.

The essential part is the rocker plate.
This should be cut and bent into the shape
shown. It is drilled in the centre for the

SOLDERED

TO DIRPOR6I1

en! ( )10
tifft0126747-4 SCVeAwIrsragno

WIN=
fid

ROD IAA 80100
SOLDERED MRPEO

Seftekl

A Gramophone Pick-up

4B.A. round -headed screw, to which it is
then soldered. The screw is also soldered
into' the half of a wire connector.
These connectors are sometimes known as
"barrel connectors."

The two 6B.A. screws and the spring
keep the round -headed screw lightly against
the frame of the earpiece. They work
easily and tend to restore the needle to its
original position as it is rocked to and fro
by the groove in the record..

It is also essential that the rod from the
rocker plate to the diaphragm be of steel.
A flimsy rod will not convey the vibrations
faithfully. A piece of bicycle -wheel spoke
is recommended.

As regards attaching the earpiece to. the
sound -box arm-, it is best to leave this to
the individual constructor, as methods
will doubtless occur to his mind. The unit
is, of course, connected to the valve in the
usual way, that is, through a transformer.

G. C.

DO NOT MISS THE COM,
-PETITION ANNOUNCEMENT

ON PAGE 904
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BROADCASTERS OF THE MONTH
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HELENA CECILE.-One of the most popular
, entertainers and singers at 2 L 0 , as well as the

14.4 provincial stations. She makes a speciality of
character studies and scores also as a raconteur.
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C: KATHLEEN 11100RHOUSE.-A young Man-
Mester 'cellist, she has already achieved success as

5\4 a member of the Halle Orchestra. She has
' toured the stations as soloist, and is also a member

of the Edith Robinson String Quartet.
(1,
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HORATIO NICHOLLS.-Few composers have
written more popular songs than Mr. Nicholls.
He May be termed the "best seller" of pantomime
hits. His latest is "Souvenirs," which has

caught on in London

0

CRUZ; DAVIDSON.-One of the earliest of
broadcasters, Miss Davidson recently broadcast
with immense success from 2LO. She possesses
a very wide range as well as a repertoire varying

from folk songs to operatic arias.

00
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BEN LA WES. -Popular entertainer. His
metier is the Pellissier type of entertainment and
he makes an ideal pierrot. Over the ether, he
has made many friends, and his witty style of

humour is always appreciated.
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LOUIS GOLDIN-G.-This well-known novelist
has broadcast several times from 2LO. He makes
a point of actually travelling through the scenes
in which he lays the plot of his works. His views
are distinctive, and carry weight because of the

experience behind them.
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TOM CLARE. As an actor and entertainer
Tom Clare is known all over the world. He was
the originator of the title role in "Cohen on the
Telephone" which has been acted, recorded, and
phono-filmed. He appeared recently at 2LO.
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HERBERT PARKER.-_A clever baritone and
a popular broadcaster, Mr. Parker has sung at
most of the big concert halls in the country. He
makes a special cult of folk songs, as well as of the

more classical songs.

f.
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GWYNNE DAVIES.-This famous iVelsh
singer has been principal tenor at Covent Garden
and Carl Rosa operas, besides singing at all the
great concert halls in the kingdom. His finest
operatic role is Rudolph in "La Bahente."
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

THERE is -nothing like wireless for a
wet day ! Nothing like the London

Radio Dance Band and the Birmingham
Studio Orchestra to clear away depression
caused by the ubiquitous fog.

What would be intolerable in some moods
becomes most acceptable under these
circumstances.

I listened, for instance, with concen-
trated contentment (a good phrase this !)
to the Hackney Schools Musical Associa-
tion concert relayed from the Hackney

- Empire. I wonder how many hearts
thrilled at the singing of that haunting
school number, "Oh, Who will O'er the
Downs with Me ? " The Hackney kiddies
certainly deserved the encore:

Did you hear Professor Davey's address
from the Glasgow studio during the service
which he conducted? It was of particular
interest to me, because the reverend

the prayers and the
reading in quite ordinary, rational tones.
His address, too, was delivered without
that over -powering exhortation which
frightens so many of us. It was a scholarly
address, too --or should I say essay ? One
fault, Professor Davey. You speak too
fast. You must recollect that your audi-
ence gets what you say more or less second-
hand, and consequently the impression is
not so striking nor so easy to follow as it
would be if one could see you as well as
hear you. Next time, cut down what you
have to say by half and do the whole
thing in the same time.

And, while on this matter of addresses,
it would be a good point if the B.B.C. not
only timed a speaker, but helped him by
suggesting a limited number of words. In
my view, no address should be longer than
a thousand words, which is more or less
a column of newspaper press. If a man
cannot say what he wants to say at this
length, then he is a poor appellant.

The British Vocal Quartet is a great
success. There is Dorothy Bennett
(soprano), Esther Coleman (contralto),
Eric Greene (tenor), and Dale Smith
(baritone). That fascinating " Catch," which
they sang unaccompanied, was irresistible,
and would certainly have evoked insistent
calls for encore had it been given publicly,

That, old favourite, " Carmena," was also.
a joy to listen to, but I fear that the
soprano was drowned by her more powerful
colleagues. Miss Coleman -sang divinely,
although I didn't like the setting of "The
Sweetest Flower that Blows." Dale Smith
was in fine form.

I see I forgot to mention, in regard to
the religious service from the Glasgow
studio, that the usual order of things was
reversed. Whereas the address was good,
the singing was not at all up to the London
standard.

Yvette Darnac hits a good voice, and
one would like to hear her in some French
ballads instead of the commonplace Eng-
lish songs that she 'sang. Harry Hemsley
excelled himself with the Cinderella story
the same evening. He is certainly a palpable
wireless " hit." Neil Kenyon's subtleties do
not always get across. Perhaps it is because
he does them hothe with a sledge
hammer.

As I expected, Harriet Cohen, the
renowned pianist, has made good and has
been playing to us a good deal since first

Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz, the eminent German
writer, who contributes the article " Radio
Photo -telegraphy " appearing in this issue

I noticed her in these columns. She is
certainly one of the world's best pianists.

I wonder how many lay listeners realise
that Sir Herbert Brewer is one of out
notable composers? Isn't that song,
" Ninetta," captivating? It is remarkable
to think that only through the medium 01
wireless have Most of us had an oppor-
tunity a appreciating the talent of out
native composers. -

A Bonny Boy, a comedy by R. Bromley
Taylor, was better than some of the other
plays to which I have drawn attention,
I guessed the denouement, however, because
of the hesitation by the- mother " when
asked what her son's name was. Others
in the room, however, were mystified right
to the end. Were you ?

Sorry, but the Roosters do not appeal to
me greatly outside their war reminiscences.
The other evening they followed the ten-
dencies which I spoke about recently-
jokes about drinks, popping of corks, and
inanities of that sort. If they go on doing
this they will lose their reputation for
originality and will have to change their
title from the Roosters to the Roisterers !

And I certainly must give a little space
to the entertainment entitled " This Pro-
gramme Business," which was written and
arranged by Cecil Lewis. Lewis is certainly
an egotist, and all through the entertain-
ment I was trying hard to conjure up the
sort of listener who would be interested in
this `,Cecil-ing," "Donald-ing," and " Mac-
ing." Why don't they Call each other
" darling," and be done with it ? As for the
Pekin story, which 'seemed to occupy most
of the time, I am at a loss to understand
why it was given at all.

Donald Calthrop, by the by, was less
voluble and, consequently, much better in
his little effort.

Mr. R. E. Fraser, assistant sales manager
of the Electron Company, approves my
estimate of Mabel Constanduros. " Speak-
ing for myself," he writes to me, " I was
very pleased to read your criticism, as she
is, in my view, the best comic broadcasting
turn to -day." A sentiment with hich
most of my readers will certainly agree.
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Sti C I -I incomparable
reproduction of any
broadcast programme

as only the New ORMOND
" IDEAL" Loud Speaker can provide, might con-
ceivably create the illusion that you were sitting
in the studio, with the artistes actually performing
in your presence.

With the New ORMOND " IDEAL " Loud Speaker
fitted to your set you can hear music reproduced with
such fidelity of tone as to equal the real thing in the
quality of its rendering.

But only with an ORMOND " IDEAL " Loud Speaker
is such perfect reproduction possible.

Specially recommended for the Cossor Melody Maker.

The New ORMOND " IDEAL " Loud Speaker

PRICE 3 GNS.
41,

'3

Registered Trade Mtak,

199-205 Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.1
Telephone Telegrams :

Clerkenwell 8344-5-6 " Ormondengi, Kincross."
Factories: Whiskin St. and Hardwick St., Clerkenwell, E.C.1
Wholesa!e Distribu orf : Messrs. F. A. Hughes & Co., Ltd.,

204, 206 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.1
Continental Agents: Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd., Phonos
House, 2 & 4 Bucknall St., New Oxford St., London, W.C.t
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There is an " EKCO " unit for
every purse and voltage.

First in the field,
and to -day still

foremost

Model M.2, D.C. Model I.V, D.C.

Model Voltage Tappings Sets Suitable for D.C. Price A.C.*

M.1. 6o or go Or 120
M.2. 6o and 120

to 3 -valve sets only

1.F go and Power
2.F 6o, 120, and "Power"
3.F 6o, go, 120, and "Power"

Majority of sets of not more
than 5 or 6 valves

£ s.  d. s. d.
0 17 6
1 9 6 3 7 6211(; 6 2 6
3 5 0 6 15 0
3 17 6 7

1.V o--Ioo variable and
120 fixed "Power"

2.V
o-Ioo variable
0-120 variable and

120 fixed "Power"

3.V
o-ioo variable
0-120 variable and
100-150 var. "Power"

(a) Multi -Valve
(b)- Super -Het

(c) Sets depending on a
critical voltage adjustment

(d) Fada, Burndept, Elstree
Six, etc.

4 2 6 7 12 6

5 7 6 8 17 6

6 0 0 9 10 0

C.2 COMBINED H.T., G.B. UN IT FOR D.C.
Provides :

(a) H.T. 6o, 120, and "Power."
(b) L.T. Current for 3, 4, or 5 .r amp. valves or for any combination of

valves of the same filament voltage, provided the sum total of current
consumed by the filaments is not less than .3 amp. and not more
than .5 amp.

(c) G.B. Tappings at ti, 3, 41, 6, 9 .. Complete

The outstanding unit
of the Year

7s. 6d.

^)-1*; :77tpc,

Model I.V, A.C.

*Extras payable on A.C. Models only.

F. & V. TYPE M. TYPE.
Mullarri D.U. to Valve 15/- Marconi D.E.5 Valve 12/6
Roy -,1 y 12,'6 Royalty .. 12j6

If you cannot see the unit model
you require in the above list
write to our Dept. " K." We

will satisfy. your needs. Modal 0.2, D.C.

. COLE '12:UM WORKS, LON DON R D.111 I G H -ON -SEA
Advertisers Like to Know That "You Saw it in `A.W.'"
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;THE 1" FISHING
-and Identifyin (

411,
the Catch

By J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS

TN his excitement, Graves kicked me on a
i ender spot.

' What's that ? " he shouted with glee.
Aly shin, if you don't mind," I retorted

huffily as, bending &wit, I rubbed it
Vigorously.

The new wireless set had been delivered,
and a friend had sent out through the tele-
phone an urgent S 0 S to which, with the
curiosity possessed by every radio fiend, I
had readily responded.

" Sorry, old man," he added, " but what
.vas that ? Sounded like a ticking noise."

"A metronome," I replied. " The question
is, from which station have we picked it
up ? Vienna uses it, Berne possesses one,
Radio Toulouse switches it on between
items, and most of the Germans have
adopted it as an interval signal."

As Graves had never heard of a wave -
meter, it was evident that we should be
compelled to identify the station by other
means.

"But this is not so difficult as it would
appear at first sight," I added. " Jot down
the condenser readings, and remember that
the one controlling the closed circuit is the
more important of the two."

He did so. "And the next step ? "
" Is to find two transmitters, one on each

side of, and as near as possible to the mystery
station."

'r

"If we wait," retorted Graves, we may
pick up the call."

"Certainly we may, if we wait. For how
long shall we have to hold it? Better to
work on another portion of the band and
come back to this station later."

Fates were propitious; it was a favourable
night marred by but few atmospherics, and
the time, 8 p.m. (G.M.14.), was one at which
both home and foreign stations were on the
air with their main evening programmes.
A twirl of the condenser brought in an
orchestral transmission at very loud strength,
it was our luck to capture the closing bars
of the item.

" Here," I mentioned as we read off the
degrees on the condensers, "it is our duty
to stand-by for the call." It was not long
in teming, although the interval 'vas
greater than was the case with our hOme
broadcasters : Achtung, said a gruff voice,
Hier der Sender Langenberg. The balance
of the announcement, to us, at least, was
superfluous.

"Above our mystery man? " asked
Graves.

"Yes," I replied. "Langenberg on 468
metres. Roughly speaking, I should say
that your metronome station was about
5o metres below."

"You're going too fast for me," he
observed, "and
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Perhaps I was, so I switched off, lit my
pipe and sat back in my chair.

What are They
"1'o assist in the identification of trans-

mitters," I explained, "it is essential you
should have, (i) a list of stations in order
of wavelength, (2) another list of the trans-
mitters classified by countries, and also
the same order. You will find a very useful
one in each week's copy of AMATEUR
WIRELESS. When you have had consider-
able experience with this or any other
receiver, you will only need them to refresh
your memory, but as you do not know all
the wavelengths, you should keep them in
front of you when tuning your set. Of
course, you will say it is quite easy to pick
up 2LO, and noting its readings, use them
as a basis, It is, but as you are within
two miles of this transmitter, you will prob-
ably receive its broadcasts in more than one
position on your condensers:. in fact, as
regards the aerial circuit, it is quite likely
that the transmission may cover several
degrees. The exact tuning point of 2L0
can be ascertained later when you have
plotted out the positions of various foreign
stations."

Graves nodded assent.
" Very well then, what we must do is to

establish roughly the wavelength on which
our mystery is 'operating. We know thy
we are using coils for the ordinary broad-
cast band, say 250-55o metres, and,
consequently, our two outside limits are
fixed."

I pointed to the log taken of Langenberg.
"We also know that this wavelength is
468 metres, and now require another jump-
ing-off point. I suggest that we try for two
or three stations which are usually fairly
easy to receive, say Stuttgart, Frankfurt -on -
Main and Rome."

We switched on the set, and having, with
some difficulty, cutout London,,heard a song

(Concluded on page 900)
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ir\Picture
N the constructional articles given week

I. by week in AMATEUR WIRELESS the
detailed instructions refer to the particular
receivers under consideration, and owing to
lack of space there are many constructional
procesSes which have to be taken for
granted. The pictures in these pages illus-
trate typical stages in the work of assemb-
ling wireless receivers, which, with these
notes, should help readers to the successful
building of AMATEUR WIRELESS receivers.

Blueprints
The task of assembling a receiver is sim-

plified by the use of our blueprints. To
prepare the ebonite panel for drilling, the
dimensions on the blueprint can be copied
with a rule and scriber. Alternatively, the
constructor can use the full-size blueprint
as a drilling template, in which case care
should be taken to see that the blueprint is
" squarely " placed on the panel. It should
hardly be necessary to add that standard
size panels, such as are used in AMATEUR
WIRELESS receivers, need no trimming or
rubbing down.

Baseboard Layout
The baseboard layout is usually a simple

matter. A careful study of the blueprint
and photographic views which illustrate
the article is, of course, necessary. In cases
Where there is a risk of components "foul-
ing " (for example, a moving coil -holder and
a transformer) the distances shown on the
blueprint should be carefully measured. If
components other than those specified are
used, due allowance must be made for the
difference in baseboard space that will be
required.

Drilling
A good hand drill is preferable for the

panel. drilling, although a brace, with
an adaptor chuck to hold the smaller
sizes of metal twist drills, can be used
successfully. In " working '-' the ebonite,
treat it as a metal-use metal drills and
a metal hacksaw.

To drill a clean hole it is necessary to
rest the panel on a smooth board, other-
wise a jagged edge often results. Another
reason for jagged holes is due to exerting
too great a pressure on the drill when the
drill is nearly "through." If a considerable
number of holes are to be drilled, the twist
drill should be dipped frequently in tur-
pentine to prevent the ebonite from binding.

Mounting Components .

The majority of wireless components are
secured to the baseboard with two or four
wood screws. Do not try to economise by
using half the required number l L.F.
transformers require securely mounting.

A gramophone needle in the end of a wooden rod makes
a simple scriber for marking out an ebonite panel from

blueprint instructions.

Covered wire, like Glazite, can be straightened and
stiffened by nipping a bared end in a vice and stretching

it by pulling at the other bared end with pliers.

Rough edges of ebonite panels or term.n I strips are
easily smoothed by clamping the ebonite in a vice

and using a fine file.

" A.W." blueprints can be used as panel drilling
templates. Place the blueprint square on the panel

and centre -punch the holes indicated.

r

When drilling an ebonite panel hold the
drill upright, and when nearly through,
slacken the pressure, other%,ise a jagged

hole results.

Much time and labour can be saved in
cutting large holes in ebonite panels for
meters, valve windows, etc., by the use of

a disc cutter held in a brace.

A close up of the disc cutter, showing
the small pilot drill and cutter fitted in

the chuck of the brace
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A well -tinned bit can only be obtained if the bit is clean. A stick of solder held at the point of a hot, well -cleaned
An old medium -cut file is the best bit cleaner to use. bit, which has been dabbed with flux will soon tin it.

To make the solder run into a joint, hold the bit at the
angle shown in this picture.

Remember that any instability in a com-
ponent will be passed on to its associated
wiring with detrimental results. Never
crowd the parts closer together than
advised; it is always better to space them
too much than to overcrowd them.
Altering the Layout

In order to make use of an existing
cabinet, some constructors use a totally
different size. of panel and baseboard from
those specified, with the inevitable result
that the layout has to be seriously modi-
fied,. It is preferable to invest in a new
cabinet than to court failure by altering
the specified layout.
Wiring Up

One of the most common sources of
failure in making a receiver can be traced
to poor wiring. It is not that the point-to-
point connections are incorrect, but rather
that the way in which the connections are
made is at fault.

So many constructors avoid soldering,
wherever possible, and clamp the connec-
tions under nuts and washers. But, once
the simple art of soldering has been
mastered, it will be found quicker to solder
a wire than to secure it under a nub and
washer.
" Pressure " Joints

Wherever possible, it is advisable to
solder the wires, because, although a per-
fectly good "pressure" connection can be
made in many ways, the contact surfaces
eventually oxidise and reduce the electrical
efficiency of the connection.

Soldering
If the constructor_finds real difficulty in

making a good job of soldering, the follow-
ing hints may be of assistance, particularly
to the novice.

The soldering bit must be kept scrupu-

(
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/ SERVICE TO
CONSTRUCTORS

As an invaluable complement to
the profusely -illustrated construc.r tional articles appearing in "Amateur

Wireless," there exists a special depart-
meat that deals exclusively with the com-

prehensive
't

range of "A.W." Blueprints.
A full.size Blueprint is available of the

majority of recent "A.W." receivers, and ii
cases where any difficulty is encouitered in
following the published instructions we
strongly recommend a Blueprint.

Our interest in your receiver does not end
with the building of it, however, and any
queries relating to the assembly or incorrect
working of the receiver will be promptly
answered if the querist conforms to the sim. $
pie rules outlined on the Information page. :..

The skilled technicians in the Bureau 4
Department are fully qualified to

deal with all the general
wireless problems which

confront the
NI.

amateur. JO.i.Ittioarior

lously clean, by filing the surfaces near the
point with an old medium -cut file until
the bright copper appears.

Heat the iron to just below red heat.
This sounds simple, but is often the most
difficult part of the process ! A bright green

flame usually appears when the iron is hot
enough, but on removing the iron from the
gas ring, see that it is not red hot. Quifkly
file each surface while still hot, and dip
the bit into a tin lid which contains some
flux and small pieces of solder ; or the
bit may be dipped in the flux and rubbed
with a stick of solder until the bit is

...thoroughly coated with solder.
Those with electric -light Mains installed

will find an electric soldering iron a valuable
acquisition-, since the heat is constant and
the bit does not require frequent cleaning
and re -tinning:

Preparing Wire
Whether bare tinned -copper wire' or

covered wire be used, both kinds require
§traightening and stretching if the same
neat wiring as that photographed in our
receivers is to be duplicated. No. 16 -gauge
bare wire is sold in i-lb. reels, and this is
the best form in which to buy it. The end
should be anchored in a vice, 'and a few
feet of wire uncoiled and stretched until
the length uncoiled no longer gives. Suit-
able lengths can then be cut off with pliers
ready for use.

Covered Wire
Care must be taken, when stretching and

straightening covered wire, only to stretch
the wire, and not the covering, which will
crack if:stretched. Bare each end of ,the
covered length, Secure one end of the wire
in the vice, and pull the other end of the
wire with pliers.

Fit the panel to baseboard by (1) screwing brackets to
panel; (2) screwing brackets to baseboard; (3) screwing

panel to baseboard.

A home-made coil can be easily wound by allowing the
reel to revolve on a rod held in a vice.

When testing the receiver, insert the valves by
holding the anode 'pin with the first finger to

avoid a bum -out,
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A Rear View of the " C.T." Four -valuer

THE basis of the C.T. circuit was
detailed in last week's issue. The

fundamental principle is that a capacity -
tapped transformer is employed in place of
the usual inductive coupling, as a result of
which we are able to obtain not only simpler
circuits, but definitely better efficiency.
The present receiver incorporates this prin-
ciple, and although the layout and con-
struction will be seen to be simple in the
extreme, yet, nevertheless, the receiver is
capable of excellent performance.

The circuit is shown by the diagram. The
principal features of the circuit are the
stabilisation of the first valve, the capacity -
tapped arrangement in the H.F. trans-
former circuit, and the anode -bend detec-
tor. The first valve is stabilised by a
neutralised system, a rifith tapping being
utilised instead of the more usual centre
tap. This gives a greater voltage on the
first grid circuit. It should be noted, how-
ever, that a .000r neutralising condenser is
required. From the anode circuit of this

the detector so that tuning is ob-
tained in the normal manner. The
fixed .002 condenser effectively pre-
vents the high-tension voltage from
short circuiting to earth or being
applied direct to the grid of the
rectifier valve.

The actual voltage developed
across the grid of the rectifier is the
that across the coil, and by suitable
choice of the Values of variable con-
denser and the fixed condenser
we are able to obtain a practically
uniform transfer of energy over the
whole Scale.

Anode -bend rectification is adopted,
followed by a resistance -coupled Tow -fre-
quency stage. This is the most satisfactory
way of using this particular form of recti-
fier. The negative bias on the grid has the
effect of increasing the impedance of the
valve very considerably, and if this is fol-
lowed by a transformer stage, poor quality
almost inevitably results. The use of

resistance -coup-
ling following a
valve which
normally has
not too high a
resistance gives
satisfactory re-
sults, and this
system has been
adopted in the
present case.

The use of
anode -bend
rectification re-
sults in a definite
increase in the
selectivity of the
circuit, since the
detector damp-
ing is reduced
to the minimum
and the tuning

is consequently

List of Components
Ebpnite or Bakelite Panel, 21 in. by

7 in. (Raymond, Peto-Scott, Radion,
Ebonart, Pertinax).

Cabinet (Cameo, Raymond, London
Radio Supply Co.).

Baseboard, 21 in. by 9 in. (Cameo,
Raymond, London Radio Supply Co.).

Ebonite or Bakelite terminal strip
8 in. by 2 in. by } in. (Raymond, Peto-
Scott, Radion, Ebonart, Pertinax).

Two .0005 variable condensers (Cyl-
don, Centroid, Formo, Jackson Bros.,
Ormond).

Four valve holders (Lotus, Lissen,
Benjamin).

Two H.F. chokes (Lissen, R.I. & Var-
ley, Trix, Wearite).

L.F. transformer (R.I. & Varley,
l'larconiphone, Lissen).

R.C. coupler (Carborundum, R.I. &
Varley, Lissen, Dubilier).

Reaction condenser (Ormond, Peto-
Scott, Bowyer -Lowe).

C.T. coils (Wearite, Lissen).

Neutralising condenser (Peto-Scott.
Wearite).

Lamplugh resistor.

One rheostat (Igranic, Lisscn).

One potentiometer (Lissen, Igranic).

Two 6 -pin coil sockets (Lewcos,
Wearite, Peto-Scott).

Terminals (Belling -Lee, Eastick).

ti -volt battery (Ever Ready).
Two fixed condensers (Dubilier,

Lissen).

Connecting wire (Clarite or Junit).

valve, energy is passed through a .0005
variable condenser on to the grid of the
detector valve. Across this condenser is a
coil in series with a fairly large condenser,
which builds up the voltage transferred to  ..... 00000

of the detector
sharper.

A final stage of transformer -coupled low -
frequency amplification is added, any high-
grade low -frequency transformer being

   4.4.4. 4.411.40.

circuit
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J. H. REYNER'S LATEST DEVET_OPMENT-

A Four -valve Capacity -tapped Receiver

J

The Author Operating the "C.T." Four

suitable for the purpose. This combina-
tion gives an amplifier capable of true and
faithful reproduction, while the efficiency
of the high -frequency portion of the
receiver enables a large number of different
stations to be tuned in direct on to the loud-

speaker without any difficulty whatever.
The construction of the receiver is

straightforward. On the left-hand side of
the panel we have two tuning condensers,
provided with slow-motion dials owing to
the sharpness of the tuning. On the right-
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This Photograph Clearly Shows the Wiring

hand side we have the reaction con-
denser, which, as already stated,
is little used owing to the con-
stant sensitivity of the receiver. It
can be left set a little off the
oscillation point and many stations
can be tuned in without any further
adjustment. A small variation- over -
the whole range will be found, and to
obtain distant stations at full
strength some small adjustment of
this condenser will probably be
found necessary, but otherwise it
does not require to be altered.

On the baseboard we have the two
six -pin bases corresponding to the two tun-
ing condensers. These bases are well spaced
and with the connections as shown there is
little interaction between the circuits.
Thus it has been found possible to dispense
with screening with its attendant compli-
cations.

For the detector a small 1/;, -volt cell is
sufficient to provide the necessary bias,
the negative end
of this being
taken to the coil
in the detector
circuit, while
the positive end
is taken to a
slider of a poten-
tiometer con-
nected across
the L.T. battery
so that a vari-
ation of the
actual grid
potential can be
obtained. With
the slider' on the
negative side,
the full
volts negative
is applied to the
grid, while as the
slider is moved round towards the positive,
less and less negative bias is applied accord-
ing to the actual voltage of the accumulator.

One and a half volts may seem to be a
very small bias for anode -bend rectifica-

entatturWiraesi

don, It must be remembered, however,
that the circuit is being used as an amplify-
ing detector and that a certain amount of
reaction is employed. As we increase the
negative bias on the detector we reduce the
effective amplification, and a point is
rapidly reached where the reaction ceases
to operate, due to the fact that the valve is
not amplifying sufficiently. This effect
more than offsets any increased efficiency
of rectification; in practice, I have found
that there is definitely a most sensitive
spot which occurs with only a -small nega-
tive potential when a high -resistance R.C.
valve is being employed.

The valve in this detector stage should
have an impedance of the order of 70,000
ohms, with a corresponding amplification
factor lying between 3o and 40. - A very
high impedance valve should not be em-
ployed, although a somewhat lower imped-
ance can be used satisfactorily with a slight
loss in signal strength. The -anode resist-
ance following the detector . valve is

The Circuit
Diagram
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moderate in size only, being roo,ocko ohms,
and not 300,000 to 300,000, as is very com-
monly the case in modern R.C. units.
Consequently, it should be particularly
observed, when ordering this unit, that the
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A Rear View of the " C.T." Four -valuer

THE basis of the C.T. circuit was
detailed in last week's issue. The

fundamental principle is that a capacity -
tapped transformer is employed in place of
the usual inductive coupling, as a result of
which we are able to obtain not only simpler
circuits, but definitely better efficiency.
The present receiver incorporates this prin-
ciple, and although the layout and con-
struction will be seen to be simple in the
extreme, yet, nevertheless, the receiver is
capable of excellent performance.

The circuit is shown by the diagram. The
principal features of the circuit are the
stabilisation of the first valve, the capacity -
tapped arrangement in the H.F. trans-
former circuit, and the anode -bend detec-
tor. The first valve is stabilised by a
neutralised system, a rifith tapping being
utilised instead of the more usual centre
tap. This gives a greater voltage on the
first grid circuit. It should be noted, how-
ever, that a .000r neutralising condenser is
required. From the anode circuit of this

the detector so that tuning is ob-
tained in the normal manner. The
fixed .002 condenser effectively pre-
vents the high-tension voltage from
short circuiting to earth or being
applied direct to the grid of the
rectifier valve.

The actual voltage developed
across the grid of the rectifier is the
that across the coil, and by suitable
choice of the Values of variable con-
denser and the fixed condenser
we are able to obtain a practically
uniform transfer of energy over the
whole Scale.

Anode -bend rectification is adopted,
followed by a resistance -coupled Tow -fre-
quency stage. This is the most satisfactory
way of using this particular form of recti-
fier. The negative bias on the grid has the
effect of increasing the impedance of the
valve very considerably, and if this is fol-
lowed by a transformer stage, poor quality
almost inevitably results. The use of

resistance -coup-
ling following a
valve which
normally has
not too high a
resistance gives
satisfactory re-
sults, and this
system has been
adopted in the
present case.

The use of
anode -bend
rectification re-
sults in a definite
increase in the
selectivity of the
circuit, since the
detector damp-
ing is reduced
to the minimum
and the tuning

is consequently

List of Components
Ebpnite or Bakelite Panel, 21 in. by

7 in. (Raymond, Peto-Scott, Radion,
Ebonart, Pertinax).

Cabinet (Cameo, Raymond, London
Radio Supply Co.).

Baseboard, 21 in. by 9 in. (Cameo,
Raymond, London Radio Supply Co.).

Ebonite or Bakelite terminal strip
8 in. by 2 in. by } in. (Raymond, Peto-
Scott, Radion, Ebonart, Pertinax).

Two .0005 variable condensers (Cyl-
don, Centroid, Formo, Jackson Bros.,
Ormond).

Four valve holders (Lotus, Lissen,
Benjamin).

Two H.F. chokes (Lissen, R.I. & Var-
ley, Trix, Wearite).

L.F. transformer (R.I. & Varley,
l'larconiphone, Lissen).

R.C. coupler (Carborundum, R.I. &
Varley, Lissen, Dubilier).

Reaction condenser (Ormond, Peto-
Scott, Bowyer -Lowe).

C.T. coils (Wearite, Lissen).

Neutralising condenser (Peto-Scott.
Wearite).

Lamplugh resistor.

One rheostat (Igranic, Lisscn).

One potentiometer (Lissen, Igranic).

Two 6 -pin coil sockets (Lewcos,
Wearite, Peto-Scott).

Terminals (Belling -Lee, Eastick).

ti -volt battery (Ever Ready).
Two fixed condensers (Dubilier,

Lissen).

Connecting wire (Clarite or Junit).

valve, energy is passed through a .0005
variable condenser on to the grid of the
detector valve. Across this condenser is a
coil in series with a fairly large condenser,
which builds up the voltage transferred to  ..... 00000

of the detector
sharper.

A final stage of transformer -coupled low -
frequency amplification is added, any high-
grade low -frequency transformer being

   4.4.4. 4.411.40.
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suitable for the purpose. This combina-
tion gives an amplifier capable of true and
faithful reproduction, while the efficiency
of the high -frequency portion of the
receiver enables a large number of different
stations to be tuned in direct on to the loud-

speaker without any difficulty whatever.
The construction of the receiver is

straightforward. On the left-hand side of
the panel we have two tuning condensers,
provided with slow-motion dials owing to
the sharpness of the tuning. On the right-
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This Photograph Clearly Shows the Wiring

hand side we have the reaction con-
denser, which, as already stated,
is little used owing to the con-
stant sensitivity of the receiver. It
can be left set a little off the
oscillation point and many stations
can be tuned in without any further
adjustment. A small variation- over -
the whole range will be found, and to
obtain distant stations at full
strength some small adjustment of
this condenser will probably be
found necessary, but otherwise it
does not require to be altered.

On the baseboard we have the two
six -pin bases corresponding to the two tun-
ing condensers. These bases are well spaced
and with the connections as shown there is
little interaction between the circuits.
Thus it has been found possible to dispense
with screening with its attendant compli-
cations.

For the detector a small 1/;, -volt cell is
sufficient to provide the necessary bias,
the negative end
of this being
taken to the coil
in the detector
circuit, while
the positive end
is taken to a
slider of a poten-
tiometer con-
nected across
the L.T. battery
so that a vari-
ation of the
actual grid
potential can be
obtained. With
the slider' on the
negative side,
the full
volts negative
is applied to the
grid, while as the
slider is moved round towards the positive,
less and less negative bias is applied accord-
ing to the actual voltage of the accumulator.

One and a half volts may seem to be a
very small bias for anode -bend rectifica-
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don, It must be remembered, however,
that the circuit is being used as an amplify-
ing detector and that a certain amount of
reaction is employed. As we increase the
negative bias on the detector we reduce the
effective amplification, and a point is
rapidly reached where the reaction ceases
to operate, due to the fact that the valve is
not amplifying sufficiently. This effect
more than offsets any increased efficiency
of rectification; in practice, I have found
that there is definitely a most sensitive
spot which occurs with only a -small nega-
tive potential when a high -resistance R.C.
valve is being employed.

The valve in this detector stage should
have an impedance of the order of 70,000
ohms, with a corresponding amplification
factor lying between 3o and 40. - A very
high impedance valve should not be em-
ployed, although a somewhat lower imped-
ance can be used satisfactorily with a slight
loss in signal strength. The -anode resist-
ance following the detector . valve is
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moderate in size only, being roo,ocko ohms,
and not 300,000 to 300,000, as is very com-
monly the case in modern R.C. units.
Consequently, it should be particularly
observed, when ordering this unit, that the
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values are not the usual values supplied
with the unit,. and that a specially low
value of anode resistance is required. If
the 300,000 ohms resistance supplied with
the normal unit is employed the circuit
will not oscillate, and the results will not
be so satisfactory.

Little comment is required
about the remainder o f
the receiver.

Of interest is that a separate H.T. has been
provided for the last valve. This is to avoid
trouble when using battery eliminators, a
double choke scheme being used as out-
lined in my article in AMATEUR WIRELESS
No. 284.

Details of Panel Drilling

A volume control has been fitted on the
high -frequency valve between the two
tuning dials. This not only serves to reduce
the volume on some of the more powerful
stations (and it is not only the local station
which requires this volume control, several
foreign stations coniing in at great strength),
but it also serves to cut out the high -fre-
quency valvafor the purpose of neutralising,
if the reader lives close to a local station.
By extinguishing the filament and tuning
in to the local station, a silent point can be
obtained by adjusting the neutralising con-
denser, and it will be found that a crisp and
accurate zero is readily obtained, indicating
that the method of neutralising is a true
balance method.

It may be remarked, in passing,Ahat the
arrangement of the components in this
receiver is very similar to that in the old
" M.C. Four," so that any reader who wishes
to modify his " Mk. Four" to the
new circuit can do so with very little
alteration. In- those cases of readers who
have experienced difficulty in obtaining

sufficient selectiv
this change -over
Operation

Some few word
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ity with the ."M.C. Four,".
is to be recommended: -

s concerning the operation

This photograph will be of
assistance in arranging the
components of the " C.T."

Four

of the receiver will
be of use. The valves
should be of the follow-
ing general typ e.

For the HI, stage a H.F. valve having
a medium impedance with a medium ampli-
fication factor. For the detector valve, a
resistance -capacity valve having a not tco
high impedance; a value of 70,000 ohms,
with an amplification of 3o to 4.0, will be
most suitable in this case, as has already
been pointed out. For the first low -fre-
quency stage an L.F. valve should be em-
ployed. The R.I. transformer must not
be used after a valve taking more than
four milliamps anode current, so that a
power valve is unsuitable for the first L.F.

The Components
are not crowded
and the entire
receiver is neat
in appearance

The last stage should
be a power or, prefer -
'ably, super -power valve.

Having inserted the valves in the sockets
in their respective positions, set the neu-
tralising condenser about half -way round.
Set the reaction condenser to a minimum
and insert the coils in the correct positions.
Place the two tuning dials approximately
together and tune in to the local or nearest
station, the approximate position of which
will readily be determined from the accom-
panying test report. Adjust the neutralising
condenser until, with the reaction at
minimum, no oscillation takes place when

DECEMBER 10, 1927

the two dials are both tuned in. Gradually
increase the reaction condenser and adjust
the neutralising condenser until the reaction
demand is the greatest. It will be found
that for normal working about half of the
reaction condenser will be required. If the
circuit will not oscillate with any setting
of the reaction condenser, alter the setting
of the potentiometer on the detector valve
until proper reaction is obtained. Then, by
rotating the two dials together, numbers of
stations will be heard at good loud -speaker
strength. The high-tension voltage should
be from ioo to 150 on H.T.i and the same,
or a little more if desired on H.T.2. More
detailed operating instructions, with specific
recommendations for valves to be em-
ployed and details of the coils for those who
wish to wind their own, will be given next
week.

Radio Photo -Telegraphy
(Continued front page 875)

into which the light is only allowed to
enter through a minute aperture-slot
shaped in connection with " black -and -
whits" transmissions and of the shape of
an isosceles triangle in the case of trans-
missions of shaded photographs.

The most vital organ of the receiver
-the device for re -converting the current
impulses into bright and dark picture ele-
ments or (in connection with actual photo-
graphs) into various shadings-is a string
galvanometer, which with each current_
impulse is deflected and alternately opens
and closes the window, giving access to the

light rays directed toward the photo-
graphic sheet on the receiving cylinder.

The 12 kilowatt Kharkov Narkompotchel
(Ukraine) broadcasting station has increased
its wavelength to 176o metres, and is
causing considerable interference with
Radio -Paris.
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LISSEN GRID LEAK, 1,-

LISSEN
COMBINATOR,

BETTER BUILD
WITH LISSEN PARTS

Congratulations to Messrs. Cossor on an excellent
set, but we suggest it should be built with Lissen Parts

USE
the Lissen Transformer in preference

to all others-your reproduction will be
loud, clear, and natural. Use the other Lissen
parts as well Resistances, Condensers, Rheo-
stats, Valve' Holders, Batteries, etc.

Lissen parts for the Melody Maker
1 Lissen L.F. Transformer (price 8/6).
1 Lissen .001 Fixed Condenser (to be put across the

primary of the L.F. Transformer) (price 1,6).
1 Lissen Baseboard Rheostat, 7 ohms (price 1/6).
2 Lissen Key Switches or I,issen 2 -way Switches (price

1/6 each).
2 .0003 Lissen Mica Fixed Condensers (Grid Leak Clips

are included) (price 1/- each).
1 Lissen .0001 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1;-).
1 Lissen .001 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1/-).
1 Lissen .002 Mica Fixed -Condenser (price 1,6).
1 Lissen Mansbridge Type Condenser, 2 mfd. (price 3/6'.
1 Lissen Grid Leak, 3 megs. (price 1/-) and 1 Lissen

Combinator (price 1/-).
1 Lissen Grid Leak, .25 megs. (price 1/-).
1 Lissen Grid Leak, 4 megs. (price L-) and 1 Lissen

Combinator (price 1/-).
3 Lissen Valve Holders (price 1,- each).
1 Lissen 9 -volt Grid Bias Battery (price 1 6).

Also use a Lissen H. T. Battery
All these Lissen parts for the "Melody Maker " are obtainable
from to,000 radio dealers throughout the country. Ask for
Lissen parts in a way that shows you will take no other and be
sure of perfect results.

LISSEN
LISSEN LIMITED
16-20 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
MANAGING DIRECTOR: THOMAS COLE

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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AS stated in last week's " Simpler Wire-
less" article, the first experiments re-

lating to the use of the system on A.C.
supplies involved the use of rectifying valves
and transformers. But although, the
results obtained with tlwrmionic rectifiers

Fig. 1-How the Rectifier Cells are Connected

were perfect in every way, these rectifiers
had certain disadyantages, principally
connected with the high voltages which it
was necessary to use, which rendered them
rather unsuitable for general amateur use.

Accordingly search was made for another
type of rectifier which. would give as good
results as the _valveS' but which would be

IL

.Sec

from

Realer

Fig4 2 ---The Simple Snioothing Arrangement

without the disadvantages of the latter.
Electrolytic rectifiers appeared to have
possibilities provided that they could be
made really reliable and trouble -free. In
fact, in an article published as long ago as
last June, the writer forecast that possibly
this type of rectifier might eventually prove
the best solution of the problem of working
"Simpler Wireless" sets from A.C. mains.

But in the past electrolytic rectifiers have
gained an unenviable reputation as requir-
ing constant attention and being anything
but reliable. However, if every amateur
had to makee\his own accumidator it is
certain that this type of battery would soon
earn a reputation at least as bad as that
associated with the electrolytic rectifier !

The writer has long realised that a great
future lay before the electrolytic rectifier
if only some responsible firm would develop
it on commercial lines and turn out aiChit
as 'reliable and as trouble -free as an
accumulator which never required re-
charging.

This has now been done and there is at
present on the market a small four -cell
electrolytic rectifier of a much -improved

838 DElzMitEk 10, 192i

n Introductory Chat on
the A.C. ectifyint Unit

By J. F. JOHNSTON
type which, during our tests, has proved
quite reliable. An the usual disadvantages
of the electrolytic rectifier have apparently
been overcome. The electrolyte does not
require constant attention to keep it
neutralised. The electrodes do not rapidly
corrode, a rise in the temperature during
operation only increases the efficiency, and
the price is extremely reasonable.: The only
attention the rectifier requires is the occa-
sional addition of distilled water be, make
up for evaporation and this .attention is, of
course, required by an aecumularor. And
it should be rdnieniberect that this small
rectifier replabes not only the L.T. accumu-
lator, but the H.T. and grid-biaS batteries
as well,. when used with- a " Simpler
Wireless" set.

Various Voltages
Now the usual voltages used for electric

lighting in this country vary from 200 to
240 volts and "Simpler Wireless" sets are
designed to work with voltages within these
limits. But there is bound to be some loss
in every rectifier, however efficient, and
there will also be a voltage -drop across the
smoothing choke. At the same time it was
desired to avoid the use of a transformer
and still to provide a smoothed D.C. out-
put of from 200 to 240 volts even when the
voltage of the A.C. supply was only zoo.

Accordingly resort was had to a 'method
of connecting up the rectifying cells which
while well known
in some quarters,
is very seldom
used. This method
of connection is

necessary to do so, a choke coil having a
D.C. resistance of i,000 ohms could have
been used for smoothing and still have left
the output of 200 volts TOO milliamps
required by a " Simpler Wireless " set.

The choke actually used had a much
lower resistance than this and so there was
voltage to spare. This was reduced by
connecting a suitable lamp in series with
one of the leads from the mains to the
rectifier. The simple smoothing arrange-
ments are shown in Fig. 2. A double -choke
(consisting of two windings on one core)
was employed and a fixed condenser was
connected across the supply leads to the set
both before and after the choke windings.

Complete Receiver
... A circuit diagram of a complete A.C.
" Simpler Wireless " installation is shown
in Fig. 3 and it will readily be conceded that
this is by far the simplest "all-from-the-
A.C. mains" circuit ever evolved.

This method of A.C. working is also by
far the cheapest. It would be Possible to
build the complete installation shown in
Fig. 3, including everything but the loud-
speaker, for something like and this
price would allow the very best components
obtainable to be used throughout. The
rectifying and smoothing unit would
account for about half of the figure
mentioned.

The results obtained by the aid of this

Fig. 3-Circuit Diagram of "Simpler Wireless "
Three-valver for use on A.C. Mains

Actually, when the
arrangement shown in the diagram Fig.
was used on a 200 volt alternating -
current supply, the output voltage was
30o volts when a current of roo milliamps
was being taken. Thus, if it had been

shown in Fig. 1.

The four cells arc
arranged in two
pairs and each
pair used to
charge a separate
fixed condenser.
The two conden-
sets are connec tea,
as tar as the out-
put circuit is con-
cerned, in series.

The output
voltage is then
twice the input
voltage; lesS an
amount depen-
ding upon the loss
in the.. rectifier. rectifier are in every way quite.as good as

when the rectifying valves were used.
Perfect reception was obtained during tests
with various "Simpler Wireless" sets and
there was no back -ground whatever, even
when no signals were being received.
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THERE is limitless power in nature-in the vast
coal beds, mighty waterfalls, great oil wells.

There is great power also in the chemical genera-
tion of energy in the Lissen New Process battery.
Not only great energy, but energy which is long
sustained and smooth flowing all the time you
use it, never a sign of ripple in it, and never a trace
of noise. That is why you get such clear repro-
duction when you use the Lissza New Process
Battery, and that is why you find that your re
production is as true and clear at the end of the
longest programme as it was at the beginning,
hours before. No other battery yields such power
-no other battery in the same way yields such
oxygen for your valves, because no other battery
embodies the new process and chemical com-
bination which Lissen alone uses. because Lissen
alone holds the secret.
Next time you want a good battery ask for Lissen
New Process in a way which shows you will take
no other. Ten thousand dealers sell it through the
country at a price which brings it within the reach
of all.

60 volts (reads 66) .. 7/11

OWEI12/

0

100 volts (reads 108) 12/11

741
--.011111k- 9 volts (grid bias) .. 1/6

PROCESS
NEW

IN*

LIMITED, 16-20. Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
illonaging Director : TIIOS. N. COLE. J. 510

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.),

Imperial R.C. Coupler
RESISTANCE -CAPACITY coupling is

in favour with levers of pure repro-
duction.

The Imperial R.C. coupler_is one of the
most compact units which we have exam-
ined. The condenser and two necessary
resistances are mounted in a neat arid
well -finished circular ebonite case having
a diameter of 2 in. and a depth of ;',1 in.
Four terminals with soldering tags are
mounted on the component beside which
the necessary lettering is engraved in gold.

On test, the anode resistance proved to
have a value of 1.6 inc'gohms, the grid -
leak 1.3 megOluus and the coupling con-
denser a capacity of approximately .00t,
microfarad. Good reproduction was
obtained although it was necessary to
employ a high -impedance valve in order to
obtain the best results. The instrument is
suitable for the first stage of an amplifier,
but a lower value of anode resistance is, of

Imperial R.C. Coupler

course, necessary in later stages, in order
to permit of the use of lower -impedance
valves having a correspondingly greater
grid swing.

The Wireless Apparatus and B.C, Co.,
256 Narborough Road, Leicester are the
makers of the unit.

Pickett Cabinet.
TWO alternatives present themselves

when the constructor begins thinking
of the housing of the set. He can either use
a cabinet of the usual type and keep it on
some suitable table, or he can combine the
"function of wireless cabinet and furniture'
in one and use a cabinet which is self-
contained and worthy of a place in the
particular scheme of furniture.

An interesting sample of this latter type
of cabinet has been sent to us by= Messrs.
Pickett Bros., of Bexley Heath. This -is in
the form of the Queen Anne period bureau.
The top of the cabinet is occupied by the
receiver, a fall -front being provided,
while immediately below are two doors
opening on a large compartment wherein
batteries, eliminators and similar devices

can be housed out of sight. The cabinet is
constructed throughout of solid oak, light
or dark, and the doors are framed to
prevent warping.

Pickett Cabinet

The price is 1:6 15s. for the ordinary
double -depth model which is suitable for
receivers such as the "Phoenix Five " and
somewhat less,for cabinets taking the more
usual to in. baseboard. De luxe models at
slightly higher prices are available.

Lamplugh S.L.F. Condenser
OWING to the extreme eccentricity of

the plates, S.L.F. condensers often
occupy a large panel space. The condenser
made by S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., of King's
Road, Tyseley, Birmingham, which we

Lamplugh S.L.F. Condenser

have recently tested, has a special sym-
metrically -mounted plate, which reduces
the extreme width to less than 31,4 in.

The condenser is mounted in a light,
rigid framework. The spindle is provided
with a rubber-lvred wheel 3 in. in dia-

meter, which engages with a spindle run-
ning parallel with the axis of the condenser.
re.is provides a slow-motion drive of a
reduction of 14-I. The spindle proper pro-
jects through the panel, and is provided
with a pointer moving over an attractive
scale having black engraving on a silver
background. Two holes are necessary, one
for fixing and the other for the operating
spindle.

Tests on our capacity bridge gave a!
maximum capacity of 54o micro -micro -
farads and a minimum of 14, while a few
check points indicated that the S.L.F. law
was correctly obeyed.

Tromba H.T. Battery
THE heavy anode current required by

a modern receiver is often very great.
The most practical solution lies in utilising,
cells of large capacity. Of late the well-
known Leclanche battery has been popular
since a number of fairly compact cells will
form a battery from which a high discharge

Tromba H.T. Battery Cell

can be taken for long periods, whilst,
during the time when the set is not in use,
the cells will recover and be ready for
other long periods of use. When the useful
life of the battery is attained; the exhausted
elements can be replaced at' low cost.

We recently tested and approved a set
of Tromba Leclanch-type 1-1.T. batteries;
the makers, the Tromba Electrical Co., 17
White Hart Lane, Tottenham, X 7, have
now improved the design, in consequence of
which the discharge rate has been con-
siderably increased. In the new pattern
the zinc electrode is kept clear from the
,sacs containing the depolariser by thick
rubber rings which makes for bower internal
resistance, while the use of a mixed solution
of 2 oz. zinc chloride and 3 oz. sal -
ammoniac per I 1/4 pints of water is claimed
to check the formation of oxy-chloride of
zinc crystals on the sacs.

Tests showed that the 'cells were capable
of giving a discharge of 20 milliamps, which
corresponds to the discharge from a 5- or 6 -
valve set, without polarising.
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And it really is stupendous ! Never in the history of
Radio has such a wonderful success been attained.
Six -Sixty experts have achieved (tie almost impossible
in the design of the New Six -Sixty ipe kers. They
have combined the clear cut notes of the Horn
Speaker with the mellow beauty of the Cone. Until
now, this has been reckoned an utter impossibility.
Hearing is Believing. Go to -day to your dealer and
ask him to demonstrate the New Six -Sixty Speakers.
You will be amazed ! You will hear what you h ye
never heard before - Crystal clear reproduction
which is absolutely natural and true to life. Every
high and low note of the orchestra is repro' aced
with an unequalled clarity. Nobody has ever heard
anything like it.
SIX -SIXTY SPEAKERS WILL, LIKE THE FAMOUS
SIX SIXTY VALVES, BE THE MEANS OF ATTRACTI sG
THOUSANDS TO RADIO.
PRICES : PEDESTAL TYPE £2 : 5 : 0

CABINET TYPE £4 : 4 : 0
The Six -Sixty Speakers will be gladly demonstrated at any
of the 170 depots of Messrs. Currys, the Cycle People.
In any case of difficulty write direct to us, enclosing your dealer's
name and address.

SIX -SIXTY SUPREME CONE SPEAKERS
The Electron Co., Ltd., 122-124, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Tel. Regent 4366.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

concerning the

Cossor "Melody Maker"
THE enormous success of the Cossor " Melody

Maker " has resulted in a slight temporary delay
in the deliveries of one or two of the components.

We are assured by those manufacturers concerned that, by
working day and night shifts in their factories, they are
very considerably increasing their output. Within the next
few days, therefore, there should be no reason why any
person desiring to build up the famous Cossor "Melody
Maker " should have to wait for any of the components.

The wonderful Cossor " Melody Maker " owes its over-
whelming success, firstly, to its Cossor Valves and, secondly,
to the very careful choice of components used in the set.

Those about to build the Cossor " Melody Maker " are
warned that the substitution of any components for those
which we have deliberately specified in the Cossor " Melody
Maker " Chart may be prejudicial to its correct functioning.

In publishing this announcement we are actuated only by
the desire to see that every builder of the wonderful Cossor
" Melody Maker " shall be able to obtain the same amazing
results (under normal conditions broadcasting is available
from six countries) which this set is capable of obtaining
when the correct components are used.

A. C. Cossor, Ltd.

Highbury Grove,
London, N.5

Gkkj 1165
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DO YOU
REALISE
that when an expert designs a wire-
less circuit he specifies the use of
certain components because he
knows that they will give you
satisfactory results from the set?

When you are tempted
to substitute inferior
components on the
grounds of so-called
economy, be advised and

do not
listen
DUBILIER

.Advt. Dubitier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W3.
7C E6.

D D F

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name

and address. See announcement below

Restoring Crystal.
Q.-The surface of my crystal, once very

brilliant, has now become dull and the crystal
seems to have lost a good deal of its sensitivity.
Is, there any way of cleaning the crystal and
restoring its sensitivity ?-S. P. (E.5.)

A.-You could wash the crystal with methy-
lated spirit, benzine, or petrol, using a camel's
hair brush for the purpose, and it is probable
that this treatment will restore the sensitivity.
-G. N.
Which L.T. Terminal to Earth ?

Q.-In most sets one side of the L.T. battery
is connected to earth. Sometimes it is the L.T.
positive terminal and sometimes L.T. negative.
Which is the better L.7'. terminal to connect to
earth ?-R. S. D. (E.5.)

A.-From the point of view of the operation
of the set, it makes very little difference which
of the L.T. terminals is connected to earth.
However, from the point of view of safety of
the valve filaments, it is better not to have the
L.T. and H.T. batteries in series with each
other as far as the earth connection is con-
cerned. In other words, it is better to earth
the L.T. terminal to whichever the H.T.
negative is connected.-N. F.

A Simple Wavemeter.
Q.-Can you give me a few instructions for

making a simple buzzer -type of waverneter ?-
G. L. P. (Hendon).
Cl

When Asking
Technical Queries-

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can
be provided, but it will be necessary to
charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.

A,-The components required are a
.0005 microfarad variable condenser, a coil
(about sixty turns will be suitable to cover the

ordinary broadcast hand), a buzzer, and some
form of switch. The buzzer, switch, and a
suitable battery are joined in series and put
across the coil and condenser.-N. F.

Rectification.

Q.-Why should the leaky grid -condenser
method of rectification give stronger signals than
anode -bend rectification ?-G H. K. (Carnarvon).

A.-When working at the bottom of the
characteristic curve, the positive impulse
cause pulses of anode current to flow, but the
negative impulses can, of course, have no
effect. Consequently the pulses of anode cur-
rent are magnified images of the positive signal
impulses. When a grid condenser is used,
however, the effect of a whole train of oscilla-
tions is to charge the grid up negatively, each
negative half -cycle increasing the negative
charge. Thus the grid becomes more and
more negative throughout the arrival of the
train of oscillations and the collective effect on
the anode current is considerably greater than
would be obtained with anode -bend rectifica-
tion, though the anode current is no longer a
true replica of the signal current. Hence grid -
condenser rectification gives stronger signals,
but of poorer quality than anode-bend.-G.N.

el WILL DAY, LTD., SUGGEST M
REAL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

What could be a better or more economical gift for your friends than any of the following :-
An Electrical Pick-up to convert your Gramo-
phone into a Radio Broadcaster 03
for the home. From, each, a

A Brownie Crystal Receiving Set with pair of
Headphones and 100ft. Aerial Wire CI 716
with two Insulators. Complete Li

A Marconi 2-, 3-, 4-, or 5 -Valve Set on the An Amplifex Loop Aerial, the finest
Hire Purchase System. Full particulars on loop aerial yet devised. Only, each,

application.
New and up-to-date components by all makers always in stock.

Demonstrations of all types of loud -speakers proceding throughout the day.

QUICK, RELIABLE AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

Our new Catalogue is now ready. Send to -day for your cop) -66 pages profusely illustrated with
all the latest wireless components. Price 6d. to defray postage and packing. CALLERS FREE.

/-

WILL DAY,
LTD.,

The Best in\
k the West

19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C.2
Telephsne : Regent 4577 Telegrams : Titles, Westrand, London.

sn
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T.H. Headphones are unexcelled forB.
faithful reproduction and volume.

These are the first qualities demanded of
any pair of 'phones. B.T.H. 'phones, how-
ever, have more to their credit: They are
supremely comcortable-not only when
first put on-but for hours afterwards.
They cannot catch in the hair or cause
headaches. If you want true listening -in
comfort always use B.T.H. 'phone's-
they only weigh si ozs.

Price 15s. Od. per pair
The above price is applicable az Great Britain and Northern Ireland only

HEAD .ONES
The British Thomtan-liousto Co., Ltd.

1810

EVERYTHING

-7.-

ELECTRICAL

A Set of the
(V4 srain

ayes
with Melba/amen/

MADE IN ENGLAND

A COMPLETE SERIES FOR
2 Volt, 4Volt, & 6Volt, users

Sold by all Wireless Dealers
Advt. of The General Electric Co ,Ltd., illagvet House, Kingsway, London, IV C.2.
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CARBORUNDUM
RADIO PRODUCTS

MAKE IDEAL XMAS PRESENTS

CARBORUNDUM STABILISING
DETECTOR UNIT.

This Unit is an elec-
trically controlled
Carborundum Detec-
tor and is adaptable
to all detector circuits.
This is because of the
resistance controlling
feature whereby the
Detector may be made
to match the impe-
dance of any circuit.
The unit control is
exceptionally fine
and smooth, accu-
rate to about tit000th
of a volt. The Unit
consists of a fixed
detector, high-resis-

\-...., / tailce potentiometer,
built-in mica con-

denser and clips for the dry cell, all mounted on a low -
loss base. Single hole mounting.

No. 32. Price - each 12/6
Dry Cell (price extra), each 5d.

No. 30. Carborundum Detector (without
Stabilising Device). Price - each 5/-

CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCE
CAPACITY COUPLING UNIT.

This unit is quite different from any other at present on the market
presenting as it does many distinct advantages ove; units employing
ordinary Grid Leaks and Anode Resistances. The Resistances used
in the Carborundum Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit are solid rods
of unbreakable Carborundum, which is created in the largest electric
furnaces in the world, at the terrific temperature of 4060° F. They
cannot burn out, present no capacity effects, and are absolutely non-
microphonic. The unit takes up far less room than the smallest L.F.
transformer, and the complete absence of background noise enhances
the already great possibilities of R.C. Coupling. Not being dependent
on a metallic film, the resistances will not disintegrate and are unaffected
by atmospheric changes. No. 76. Price 8'6.

CARBORUNDUM ANODE RESISTANCES AND
GRID LEAKS in all standard values. Price - each 2.6

ANODE ' 111111 -114.) -

RESISTANCE
>4.

.

All
Carbcrundurn
Radio Products
ore sold under
our complete

guarantee
that they will

operate
satisfactorily
in properly

designed
circuits.

Send for new 24 -page Book containing
Circuits and much useful information.

THE CARBORUNDUM CO., Ltd.,
TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER.

RIDLEY
RADIO

The main principle of this business is Satisfac-
tion or Money Returned in Full. This is your
guarantee when purchasing radio parts. You
can therefore order with absolute confidence.

Olinda. Headphones.
the finest value ob-
tainable. 1 year
guarantee with everypair. 3/1
LPostage 6d. extra.

ALL WELL - KNOWN
MAKES OF PARTS
SUPPLIED. Lisscn,
Benjamin, Igranic, For-
m°, Edison Bell, etc.
Ali Valves, Loud
Speakers, etc. Write
for Lists.

CO SSOR
MELODY
MAKER.

The Set of the Year.
Write for diagram
and prices for complete
parts, which show great

saving.

TO CLEAR
A quantity of 4-v Power
and Ordinary Frelat
Valves.

Price, each 4/'

FREE
To all ordering complete
parts for any set, the
Ebonite Panel will be.

given quite F R E E.
State size.

ORDERS BY
POST

Goods value 20/ -
end over sent car-
riage paid. Under
20,- add postage.
Goods also sent on
C.O.D. system if

desired. Please
state.

ASK FOR NEW SEASON'S
CATALOGUE -POST FREE

Aslett Coils, 40, 113; 60,
1/5; 75, 1/6; 200,
216. Centre -tapped, 1/ -
extra.

Seaford Coils, 50, 1/6;
60 & 75, 1/6; 100,
1/8; 150, 2/3; 200,
219; 250, 319. Centre -
tapped, 6d. extra.

L.F. Lissen Transformers,
816.

2 -way Coil Holders, Red
Diamond 243.

Fixed Condensers, Edison
Bell, 0003, 1/-; 004.
1/6; -0001, 11.; 001,
11.; 0002, 0005, It-.

Murray's Variable Con-
densers, -001. .0002,
0003 & 0005, selling
off at 2/6. Usually 61-.

Lissen Rheostats, 2'6.
Baseboard Type.

Marconi Valves, RR5v,
5'-; D.E. 211 & I..
10.'6. 2-v. D.E. Power
Valves, 1216.

JACKS &PLUGS
Single - Circuit

Jack,open,113.
Ditto. closed,

116.
Double Circuit

Jack. 1/9.
Filament.tack,

single, 1/9.
Ditto, double.

213.
Ediewan Bell

Plugs, 2,9.
Lotus Bell Plugs.

Ashley Bell
Plugs, 1/6.

Igraine Bell
Plugs, 1/6.

D.0 C. Wire, 16, 18, 20
S.G , I lb., 86.; 22,
24, 26, 28, 1/-; 30,
32, 34,

Potts led Blacktrnserateh-
able Ebonite Panels,x 7', 3'8; 14" x
7", 412; 24" x 7',
Moire finish, 716; 18°
x 9", Moire finish, 6/8;
26" x 13% Oak finish,
1213.

Malin rd P.M.1. H.F.
Valves, Dull Emitter
Type, 10/6.

Grid Leak Holders, 66.
Square Law Condensers,

varia UUUS ordinary
J.B., 8/..

Black & White Celluloid
Degree Discs, 3d.Wire Accumulator
Carriers, with Rubber
Handles, selling off at
1/6.

Benjamin Valve Holders,
antidnicrophonie, 2/,

Belling Lee Indicating
Terminals, Metal 6d..
Ebony 9d.

New Corlabs, packet, 96.
Tins of Fluxite, selling

off at 86.
Push -Pull Switches, 81-d.
Variable Neutralising

Condensers, each, 216.
Oxidised Panel Brackets,

pair, 86.
Baseboard Var. Resist-

ances, each, 1/..
Baseboard Coil Plugs,

each. 96.

Variable Resistances.
each, 66.

Slow Motion Dials, each,
3'6.

Push -Pull Switches, each,
Bid.

Coloured Insulated Wire,
20 ft. for 1/6.

Large Shell Insulators,
2 a 16.

Neutron Crystal. 76.
Permanent Detectors,

usually 3/6; to clear,
1/3.

Voltmeters, 0-10, each,
216.

Croix Transformers, 3-1
and 5.1, each. 319.

Variable Grid Leaks,
each, 66.

Rheostats, each. 66. (6
ohm).

Dundas Loud Speaker,
full size, 30"-.

-0005 Var. Condensers,
each. 51..

60 -colt 11.T. Batteries,
M.A.L., 4/11; postage
9d.

Flash Lamp Bat tortes, 41
volt, per doz.. 3/6;
postage 9d.

Loud Speaker Plugs and
Sockets for room wiring,
each. 1/6.

Flusolda, per tin, 1/3.
Loud Speaker Cords, 11-.
Ultra 'Phones. usually

1716;
Six -pin Coil Bases, each,

1)3.
Six -pin Coil Formers,

each, 41-.Banana Plugs and
Sockets, each, 26.

2 -volt Triotron Valves,
each, 3/6.

2 -volt -06 Nowak Valves,
each, 4/-.

Induction Coils, 35. 1/2;
50. 1/4; 75, 1)6; 100,1/9; 200, 2/8; 250,
219. Centre -lapped, 6d.
extra,

9 -volt Grid Bias Bat-
teries,- each, 1/,

II.F. Chokes, each, 4/6.
2 -mid. Condensers. each

2/3.
16 -gauge Tinned Wire,

20 ft., 116.
Aerial Wire, copper. per

I lb., 1/-.
Red and Black Flex. per

yd., 11d.
2 -volt Triotron Power

Valves, each. 7/6.
Basket Coil Holders.

each, 9d.
Micro - Radio Rheostats.

each. 1(9.
Transfers, per packet,

56.
On -and -011 Switehes,each,

1/..

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE -POST FREE

CECIL RIDLEY
"RADIO HOUSE," MIDDLESBROUGH

Mention or "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Pr ompt Attention
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MY CHRISTMAS DIARY "

(Continued from page 862)

parents. Two hours' splendid music after
supper, the three of us listening together.
Simultaneously listening is, I believe, the
correct technical term; but I wish that
boy of mine had not developed that, horrid
schoolboy trick of moving his ears up and
down. Makes a disturbing noise in the
other simultaneous listeners' phones.

December 26.-Spent the evening with
the Ebo-Knights. Understand their maid
has a sister who is engaged to a postman
who delivers the postcards to Savoy Hill;
so they, ought to know what's what about
the 'Wireless programmes. Heard some
grand loud -speaker stuff at the Ebo-
Knights. Must buy a loud -speaker, set for
the boy as soon as he is able to manipulate it.

December 27.-Might buy a three -valve
loud -speaker set for the boy on his next
birthday. He ought to be able to manage
the set then.

December 28.-Great idea ! Douglas -
Smith suggests that I make a valve set
myself. Decided to start on a set straight
away, so as to have it ready in good time
for the boy's birthday. Bought a soldering
bit on the Way home.

December 29:-PUrchased a stick of solder
and 'd bottle of soldering fluid. Praetised
soldering on an Old tin kettle-at least, I
thought it was old until the wife infcirnied
me otherwise. Getting on splendidly.
Glad the one severe burn was on my left
thumb and not on my right.

December 3o.-Obtained blueprint and
component parts for valve set. Splendid;
very excited. Have taken to soldering like
a duck takes to water. Great progress'with
set in evening. Shall take a day off to-
morrow to finish set. Must have it ready
for Dal's birthday-September 15.

December 3i .-A day of days. Valve set
finished just before midnight. Shall be
able to get it in good going order for the
boy's birthday. Results from set wonder-
ful. Gave set to Dal for a New Year's
present on condition he only uses his
crystal set when I am not at home. This is
going to be a grand wireless year for me.
Must make a portable set for the summer
and a set for the holidays, and . Rather
a wireless year for me. Cheerio, brother
wireless enthusiasts !

Sir Hamilton Harty is to conduct the
Wireless Symphony Orchestra at 2L0 on
December r r, when saBantock's Song of
Songs is being broadcast. The soloists are
Dorothy Silk, Trefor Jones, and Norman
Allin

With a view to placing the weather, mar-
ket reports and agricultural bulletins
broadcast by the Buda-Pesth (Hungary)
wireless telephony station, at the disposal
of all farmers and growers in the country,
the Hungarian State intends to instal at
least one official receiving instrument in
every village.

maimStandard
The Benjamin Standard is known throughout the
Radio trade. It stands for a greater efficiency, a far
higher degree of excellence and an unequalled value.
Every component that is stamred with the name of
" Benjamin" is the very best of its class.

THE BENJAMIN RHEOSTAT
has its windings protected inside the dial. Three
windings -6, 15 and 30 ohms. Price 2/9.

THE BENJAMIN IMPROVED
EARTHING DEVICE.

Twelve feet of one inch copper in Ile x 1k"
giving 288 sq. in. of surface area. The inclined plane
of the plates ensures perfect contact. Price 5/9.

THE BENJAMIN BATTERY
SWITCH.

Simplest and most efficient switch. It's OFF when
it's IN. Single contact, one hole fixing. Price 1/--.

THE BENJAMIN
BATTERY ELIMINATOR

for Alternating Current 200-240 v. 50 cycles.
Delivers current for loads up to twelve valves,
giving 180 volts for power valve. A really dry elim-
inator. No acids, no liquids, no hum. £7 15 0.

THE BENJAMIN
VALVE.HOLDER.

No other valve -holder so efficiently disperses micro.
phonic noises and absorbs shocks so thoroughly.
Valves free to float in any direction. Price 2/,

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC
LTD.

Brantwood Works, Tariff Road,
ciTottenham, N.17.

PCIalialS11111111111110011mommill11111.11.11111W

Benjamin
Rheostat.

Benjamin
Battery
Switch.

Benjamin
Valve -holder.

Benjamin
Improved
Earthing
Device.
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It will pay you
to use

TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINALS

because there is all the difference between
ordinary brass terminals, which are
almost things of the " stone age," and
EELEX treble -duty terminals. Also by
fitting EELEX terminals the danger of a
wrong or accidental connection is prac-
tically impossible. Here are nine reasons
why it will pay you to use EELEX
terminals :

1 Whatever method of connecting a wire
1  to your set you employ, there ,s in the

EELEX terminal a means of securing
it as firmly as if held in a vice, no
matter whether you use a spade, soM,
or tag, plug, or just bare loose wires.

2Plugs can be inserted in top or side of
 terminal. The former is of great value

where space around terminal is limited
or where terminal is not easily acces-
sible.
EELEX terminals have indicating tops,

J. which include 36 different ind:cators
-t Red, -- Black .
also in colours, White, Black, Blue, Red,
Green, and Yellow.

4Slotted stem, which enable internal
 connections to be secured without the

bother of soldering.
M For those to whom soldering is not a
U difficulty, a special tab is incorporated,
6EELEX terminals are nickel -plated and

 improve the appearance of your set.
EELEX terminals are standardised

  EELEX fittings and interchangeable.
8EELEX terminals cost no more, in

 spite of their many additional uses and
advantages, than any other nickel -
plated terminal with indicating top.
EELEX terminals are chosen by the

a leading designers and manufacturers
to -day, and millions are being used by
discriminating amateur constructors.

EELEXInsulated
Coloured Plugs,
Spades, Pins and
Eyes, 2d. each.

tr=4:mt.t.)

Price 4,d. each
(Terminal T2LC).

Plain Top, 3d. each
(Terminal T2LN).

By adopting the EELEX colour
system of connections, by using
coloured terminal tops, plugs, and
flex, you can still further eliminate
the danger of a wrong or accidental
connection.

Stocked by all the leading wire -1
less dealers. Drop a post card
NOW for List J41, which gives
full details of all EELEX Wire-
less Accessories, to :

culAsTicKEsoNs 1)

Eelex House,
118 Bunhill Row, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.1

Telephone : Clerkenwell 9282-3-4

It
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ROADCAST TELEPHONY
(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wav2length3).

GREAT BRITAIN 1:i!o- , Station and Power Kilo- St: lien and Power
Kilo- Station and Power Metres cycles Call Sign Kw; Metres cycles Ca.:1 Sign Kw.

-cycles Call Sign Kw.
2602.' 17:1195, Toulouse-Py-09

Montpellier
3.0

ITALY
Chelmsford 317 946 Milan (Milano).- 4.0

(5SW) 2o.o renies (PTT) 0.5 333.3 910 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
252.E ',zoo *Bradford (2LS) 0.2

45
268 - Strasbourg Rome (Roma)... 3.o

272.7 1,100 *Sheffield (6F (SGF) .r5L) 0.2510 65.6 69606 Milan 7.0
275.2 1,090 *Nottingham 273 1,095 Limoges (PTT) o.5 IRISH FREE STATE

(5NG) 0-2 278 1,079 Grenoble (Poste
des Alpes,PTT) 1.5

319.1 4409 Dublin- (212N) 1.5
.r277.8 ,oSo *Leeds (21,S) o." 40o 750 Cork (5CK) 1.5

288.5 1,04o *Edinburgh 279 1,075 Bordeaux (Pro 1.0.
(2EH) 0.2 287 2,656 Lille (Poste du

NORWAY
"0

(5ST) 0.2 291.3 1,030 Radio Lyon 1.5

370.4 810 Bertgen
294.1 1,020 *Stoke-on-Trent Nord, PTT) 0.7 4231709No odde i 0.7

294.1 1,020 *Swansea (5SX) 0.2 2c41 1,02) Rennes 0.5
434.8 69? Fredriksstad ...x.t

7.5
294.1 1,020 *Dundee (20E) 0.2 207 1,010 Radio Agen 0.5

448 670 Rjukan

-, 302 993 Radio Vitus
461.5 650

POLAND
0sl o 1.5

294.1 1,020 *Hull (6KH) 0.
297 1,010 *Liverpool (6LV) 0.2 (Paris) 1.0
306.1 93o Belfast (2BE) 1.5 30) 970 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5 344.8 870 Posed (Poznan) 2.5

12
3 z 2.5 960 -Newcastle (5NO) 4.5 340.9 88o Le Petit Parisien,

422 711 Cattowitz
Soo Coo Cracow 4-0

(6BM) 1.5 37o 822 Radio LL, Paris o.5
Paris o.5326.1 920 Bournemouth x,rri 270 Warsaw

391 767 Toulouse
(Varschava) 10.0

353 85o Cardiff (5WA)... 1.5 RUMANIA
361.4 830 London (2L0)... 3.0 (Radio) 3.0 1,600 287.4 Bucharest 5.0384.6 78o Manchester

(2ZY) 1.0
400 759 Mont do Marsan o.3 RUSSIA
558 (55 Paris (Ecole

Sup., PTT) 3.0 223.9 1,349 Leningrad 4.0
400 750 *Plymouth (5PY) 0.5

1,75o 271 Radio Paris
1.0 1,0607. 44430 MoscowLeniLeningrad

10.0
PopoiT) 10 .0

405.4 740 Glasgow (5SC)... 1.2 480 624 Lyons (PTT)...
491.8 610 Daventry EX

(5G13) 20 (CFR) 3.o 1,450 209 Moscow

500 60o Aberdeen (2BD) 1.5 2,650 113 Eiffel Tower (Moskva) 40.6
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The "Home -station Three"

IF
you ask the family which station they

prefer to listen to, almost invariably
they answer " The local station." To them
there is no thrill in a distant transmission
accompanied by atmospherics and battery
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Circuit of the Home -station Three
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crackles ! If you are a DX enthusiast, why
not build the less scientifically inclined

members of the family a local -station
receiver ? The "Home -station Three " is
an ideal set for the purpose. A special
blueprint (A.W.45), giving full construc-
tional layout and wiring details, can be
obtained, price is., from this office. The
description of the "Home -station Three':
appeared in AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 280.

" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should he addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or the Publisher, " Amateur
W i re less," 5`3-61 Fetter Law, London E.C.4
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
nont'Snavantee

or
Have you decided
that the giftwill be a-

REGISTERED TRADE MFRR

GEC0PHONE RADIO RECEIVER
OR

LOUD SPEAKER?

B.C.2820. GECoPHONE 2-valvo
Radio Receiver and Gramophone
Reproducer in Mahogany.
Price, including
OSR A M VALVES C9 5 0
end Royalty . .

MADE IN ENGLAND

A lover of good music, truly
rendered, will welcome a
GECoPHONE Set or Loud
Speaker this Christmas.
Let the
Brochure (B.C.4524) help
you in your final selection.

B. C.1670. G -PHONEECo"Plaque
Cone" Loud Speaker
for suspension from
a picture rail. Cir-
cular frame, finished

Price'aln"t 4 10

WRITE FOR THIS
FREE BC OKLET

The GECaPHONE
Sets Brochure, B.C.
4524, will be found
invaluable fcr select-
ing your Chris ma3
Wireless Gifts. Sent
POST FREE cn

request.
WRITE TO -DAY

B.C.16C0. GECoPHONE
Horn Loud Speaker. An
excellent instrument at
a low price. Finished
in crystalline black.
Height 191 ins. qq/
Price . . .

SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS
Ach-t. of The General Electric Co., Ltd Magnet House, Kingszvay, London. W

Get
*better
perfaf a e
for
a
LO.
PE

MHE wonderful filament of specially treated nickel pos-
.1 sesses certain properties (essential to the perfect function-

ing of a valve) possessed by no other metal. That is why,
when these valves are used, broadcast prograntrnes become
uncannily real, and are endowed with an atmosphere which
has hitherto been lacking. This re-creation of the trans-
missions is yours simply by changing over to these modern
valves. It is surly good to get these results. It is still
better to know you can keep them. You can, too-for a
considerably longer period than with any other valve.
No doubt exists as to the superiority of B.T H. Nickel
Filament Valves, but we ask you to satisfy yourself by
trying them in your set. Your ear will do the rest.

B. 210 H.
H.F.

Fil. Volts . . . 2
Fil. Amps. . 0.10
Max .H .T.Volts150

10s. 6d.

B. 210. L.
General Purpose

Fil. Volts . . -2
Fil. Amps . .  0.10
Max. H. T. Volts 120

10s, 6d.

B. 215 P.
Power Amplifying

Fit. Volts . . . . 2
Fit. Amps . . 0.15
Max.H.T.Volts 1.20

12s. 6d.
The abol,e prices are applicable in Gt. Britain & Northern Ireland only.

Your dealer holds adequate stocks of these valves.

NICKEL FILAMENTVAIWilLuie 561 N.D

Made at Rugby in the Mazda Lamp Works
Tic Br risk Thomson -Houston Co. I,td. 2872A
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Build
the new
Polar II
for Xmas

WRITE a postcard to the
address below for FREE
POLAR -TWO Envel pe,

and make your set a real success.
All details are contained, in-
cluding full-size blueprint and
drilling template. Price list of
components required, photo-
graphs, constructional and
operating data, coil chart, general
notes, etc.

Edited by

J. H. Reyner
B .Sc . (Hans.), A .M.I.E .E .

No technical knowledge is
needed and your set will be
exactly the famous POLAR II.
Mahogany Cabinet and all
necessary parts

.ccst only - - £4  12 2

Alternatively the POLAR
II Receiving Set may be
bought - completed set
£6, Royalty extra.

Writing from Devon a pleased
user of the Polar III says:-

" The results are surprisingly
good, in fact, speaking candidly
as a technical man, they are
better than could be expected."

Set of all necessary parts -
Polar III Receiving Set - £9

(Royalty extra)

Ask your -dealer to demonstrate

Wiligr OVe & Rogers, Ltd
Proprietors of the Broadcasting business o
RADIO COMMUNICATION CO LTD.

Arundel Chambers
189 Strand, London, W,C.2

MANCHESTER LIVERPOOL
GLASGOW 'NEWCASTLE

CARDIFF

Ether Fishing-and Identifying the Catch
(Continued from page 88i)

to the accompaniment of a piano, followed
by an announcement : zwei minuten pause,
which even Graves, in his ignorance of the
language, appeared to understand. Then
came clearly, three musical notes repeated
at intervals of about one second.

"Luck is on our side," I said. with a smile.
"Log Stuttgart, 379 metres. You see, we
now again find two'limits, namely, 379 and
468 metres. Somewhere .between the two,
on about 43o metres, I think, we shall
pick up our mystery station."

We did ; the ticking had ceased, and a man
was announcing in German. It was Frank-
furt -on -Main.

"Are there none but German stations on
the air to -night ? " queried Graves in
sarcastic tones.

"By no means," I retorted, "but they
happen to possess the most powerful
stations, are not too far away, and very
conscientiously repeat their. -call. They
are of great use to us in calibrating a
receiver as you will see."

We had now logged a few transmitters, so
the next move was to search for Rome.
The wavelength list showed that this
station would be half -way between Frank-
furt and Langenberg, that is, from the

condenser ".point of view. As it happened
here again we struck an interval signal,
but it was a very diStirictive one, three
strokes- on two different bells, frequently
repeated, immediately followed by a woman's
rather deep voice : Radiofonica Italiana,
stazione di Roma.

Graves got busy with his pencil; the hunt
had taken on some excitement, but I called
for a pause.

" With a fairly selective receiver, and an
efficient aerial," I said, "we could carry
on this game for quite a long time. I think,
however, you grasp the method I use. It
is merely a question of " straddling." Find
two stations; wait, if necessary; some time
for their call; log them. Now halve the
difference in wavelengths and search again.
If you will look at yoUr list (in sequence),
you will get some idea as regards the
stations you may pick up. A few evenings
devoted to your receiver and you will have
plotted out a fairly useful scale. You must
see that if you compare your condenser
readings of newly found transmitters with
your chart, you can ascertain at a glance,
what stations you may have picked up.
Careful elimination by an examination, of
their programmes should settle their
identity."

"Yes," said Graves rather doubtfully,
but how do I recognise them? "
"Firstly, by their approximate wave-

length," I explained, "then by a definite
call. In the beginning some of these Ian.;
guages-may appear strange to you, but soon -
you will find that you can d istinguish between

say an Italian or Spanish announcement,
and a German or Swedish one. Then again,
some stations use very distinctive signals
such as you have heard from Rome,
Stuttgart, and Frankfurt. It is true that
many have adopted the ticking of a metro-
nome, but they differ, either in tempo or in
tone. The one used by Radio Toulouse, for
instance, is totally different to the one you
hear from the Vienna studio. Moreover,.
A eddying is typically German, and only that
country uses the word to precede the call.
The French say Allo ! Allo ! (no aspirate,
as you hear) ; the Pole says Rhalo; Oslo
says Aal-lou. Take Berne, the call is
religiously given between each item : Allo !
Radio Berne, and the announcements are
made in both German and French.

Nothing would satisfy Graves however. I
foresaw that for the next few nights, at
least, many hours 'would be spent in his
wireless den, touring Europe.

" Just one minute," he said, "you stated
that some stations possess very distinctive
signals. Let me have them

"Take this down," I retorted "Langenberg,
during intervals sends out the letter U in
worse, Warsaw W, Hamburg Ha, Bremen
BRM, Berlin (Koenigswusterharusen) B,
Buda-Pesth, two notes, a dash and a dot,
the former on a lower tone than the latter;
and Madrid sends out a bugle -like call of
four notes."

" And ? " queried my examiner.
" Similarly. to Stuttgart, whose signal as

you heard consisted of the notes C, D, G.
Munich utilises the same method, but trans-
mits A, F sharp, D, Bratislava F, A, C, C,
and Radio Vitus, Paris, F sharp, D sharp.

" But you said nothing about the French
stations."

" Well, Radio -Paris gives its call as
frequently as is humanly possible; Radio -
Toulouse you cannot miss owing to the
metronome and the constant repetition of
its name between items. Some difficulty
may be experienced with the French
official transmitters, as in every instance
you will hear the words Postes et Tele-
graphes, but Paris PTT always mentions
the Ecole Superieure, Lille and Rennes both
claim that they are of the Nord (North),
Grenoble styles itself Poste des Alpes, and
PTT Toulouse hyphenates itself to the word
Pyrenees.

" But Paris does not call itself Paris."
" No. Surely you know Paree ! I admit

it somewhat puzzles the listener when he
hears Radio -Praha, for Prague, or Tallinn
for Reval. It is true that the native name
of Brunn is Brno (Broono), of Warsaw
Varschava, of Moscow, Moskva; of Munich,
Muenchen, and of Copenhagen Kjoebenhavn,
but the difficulty is not great in Milano,
Napoli, or Roma." '

J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS.
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PERFECT TERMINALS

Make your set distinctive by fitting
Belling -Lee Terminals. Recommended and
used by all the leading Radio experts, and
by manufacturers of the best battery
eliminators, the Belling7Lee patented ter-
minal has long since proved itself to be
the best designed terminal for Radio.
Following are a few of its unique
advantages :-

Insulated Non -Rotating engraved
top.

Highly finished screw - action
insulated head.

Non -threaded stem and cross -hole.
Specially made to grip spade or

pin terminal, or flex.
Shielded metal clamping faces.
Highly finished insulated collar.
Metal parts nickelled.
Transverse slot with clamping nut

eliminating soldering.

PRICES :
Type " B."-Standard laqe insulated, and guaranteed model

Polished black bakelite, 9d. each.
Type " M."-As Type "B," but smaller, and with only the

engraved top insedated. "R" Best nickel -plated brass. 6d. each.

Made with 3o different engravings.

Send for attractive Illustrated Brochure.

BELLING.LEE
TERMINALS

BELLING & LEE, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders
End, Middlesex.
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J. B. True
Tuning S.L.F.

'The ideal combination in both Car
and Condenser. The product with the
High Finish wins always-your own
experience has taught you that. That
is why you, as a discriminating pur-
chaser, choose J.B.
When you purchase a J.B. Condenser
you know you are getting a component
which is perfect in every detail. In
fact, in no other Condenser can you
find such perfection.
The high efficiency of J.B. Condensers
ensures very sharp tuning and
maximum signal strength.
The Perfect Combination of Finish
and Efficiency in all J.B. Condensers
has made them famous and used
generally, throughout the world.

Prices J.B., S.L.F. Slow Motion
(True Tuning S.L.F.) Double Reduction
Friction Drive, Ratio 60-3-. Complete with
2 in. Bakelite Knob far Slow Motion
Device, and 4 in. Bakelite Dial far .coarse
tuning. .0005 mfd., 16!6; .00035
05/6; .00025 mfd., 151-; For Sh011 Wave
Receivers, .00005 mfd., 15,'-; J.B., S.L.F.,
.0005 mfd., LI /6 ; .00035 mfd., I 0/0 ;
.00025 mid., ioj- ; For Short Wave
Receivers, .00015 73/1d. , 15

Write for full particulars of Logarith-
mic and Neutralising Models.

8. POLAND ET. -OXFORD ST
LONDON -

Uerepficule..-
GERRARD 740
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THE INTERDYNE
AT a special demonstration by Messrs.

R.I. & Varley, Ltd., two members of
the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff
were able to judge for themselyes the per-
formance of the new five -valve Interdyne
receiver.

The principle of the Interdyne is as
interesting as it is novel. In each valve
there are five electrodes, comprising two
anodes, -a double grid, and the usual fila-
ment. But the filament is so disposed that
it affects only one of the anodes. The two
grids are joined in series, and to all intents
and purposes act as one grid. The anodes
are quite separate, and across them is con-
nected an accurately centre -tapped coil.
The centre -tap connection goes to H.T.
plus, sb that currents flowing in opposite
ends of the centre -tapped coil are 18o
degrees out of phase. Hence any electrode
capacities generated inside the valve are
automatically cancelled out inside the valve
by the spare anode.

Amplification
In this manner a fool -proof and highly

effective H.F. amplifier has been arranged.
In the model we inspected there are two of
these special valves in cascade, in order to
obtain the high degree of selectivity and
sensitiveness which modern conditions
require.

The simplicity of the controls on the

902

five-valver most impressed us. There is
one tuning control-fdr three tuned cir-
cuits. A good system of condenser ganging
made this possible. A range Control in the
form of a small reaction condenser to assist
in searching is seldom required. There is
one more knob, which is a joy in itself, a
combined on -off switch and volume control.

As the demonstration was given early in
the evening, there was not a great number
of stations on the air, but those that were

The R. I. & Varley
Interdyne Receiver

on came in very well. After a few pre-
liminary rounds, we were invited to try our
luck. Without more ado we applied the
"acid test." We tuned in Leipzig with the
knob that rotates the ganged condensers,
and were pleased to find that there was but
a faint background of 2LO. But this was
evidently not good enough for the demon-
strators, who, with a slight turn Of a small
auxiliary control, slightly "de -ganged" the
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condensers and brought iii Leipzig clear of
even a, suspicion of interference.

Other stations on the air came in at short
intervals round the dial with a pleasing
evenness of tone and volume. The L.F.
side of the Interdyne receiver is designed
for purity and consists of a stage of R.C.
coupling, followed by a stake of "straight-
line" transformer coupling.

Two models of the Interdyne are avail-
able, one for 250-55d metres and the other
for both 250-55o metres and I,000-2900
metres, The price is moderate and the
performance unquestionably good.

SHORT-WAVE CALIBRATION
THE Q.R.P. Transmitters Society have

decided to transmit calibration waves
between 44 and 46 metres for the benefit of
amateurs interested in short-wave work.
These waves will be accurate within r per
cent., i.e., about ,o5 metre. The times of
transmission are as follows : Sundays,
December it and 18, 1927, January i and
8, 1928, at Jo, 10.5, ro.ro, 10.15, and
10.20 G.M.T., the call being : "Q.R.P.
de g 5YK. Here Q.R.P.T.S. calibration
service Q.R.H. metres." This will be
followed by 17:2 -minute dash, A.R. The
wavelengths will be in steps, beginning at
about 46 metres (the exact wavelength will
be given at the time) and finishing at about
44 metres.

tit!

CAUSTON

Coniplete Outfit for
Wiring Two Rooms :

"Lotus" Radio Relay,
"Lotus" Relay Filament
Control Wall Jacks, I 30!"Lotus" Jack Plugs, 2r
yards of Special 4 -strand Wire.'
Each Additional Room, 7/6

Eliminator Emote
Control for control-
ling L.T. accumulat-
or and H.T. from
tro mains, 12 5 0
compItte for two

rooms.

vaess inevery, room this
lliky

THE LOTUS- REMOTE CONTROL enables you to listen -in in the dining
room, sitting room, bedroom, kitchen-everywhere-anywhere. Simultane-
ously and without interference with each other,
Simply place the Lotus Relay near receiving set, wire up to rooms desired,

and connect with Wall Jack and Plug. No technical know-
ledge is needed.
The same volume of sound throughout. The last one to
switch off automatically disconnects the set. Suitable for
any valve set.
FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW FOR FREE BLUEPRINTS AND INSTRUCTIONS

THE

"onus
REMOTE CONTROL

FREE ! To Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

Please send Erie- FREE gLuE Name
PRINTS and instructions explain-
ing how two rooms can be wifed in
half an lour.

Address

A.V.

ice12-2.7
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YOU DON'T NEED COILS NOW
The Dunham " ALLWAVE " Tuner
completely dispenses with trouble-
some, inefficient and expensive coils.

The " Allwave " Tuner is adaptable to any set
already made, covers all wavelengths from 150 to
2,000 metres, and is complete with reaction. It
is simple to operate and easily affiXed-one-holt
fixing. Constant aerial tuning is employed and
dead-end effects are entirely eliminated. Reaction
is free and easy and remarkably smooth on al]
wavelengths. Used and recommended by most
wireless journals.
THE " ALLWAVE " TUNER LENGTHENS
YOUR RANGE, INCREASES YOUR TONE,
AND ADDS ANOTHER VALVE TO YOUR
RECEIVER. .

" ALLWAVE "
TUNER. 916

complete with
instructional

blueprint.

SIMPLICITY ITSELF
ONE IAL TUNING

If you have already paid Alan-oni
Royalty on Dunham Receivers you

need not do this again.

4rrO STATIONS ON .0100 SPEAKER
This Dunham 3 -Valve Cabinet Set illustrated on
right has been on the market for nearly five years
and has been gradually brought to its present
remarkable degree of efficiency. Many thousands of
sets of this type have been sold readylgade, All
valves are enclosed and there are no loose wires.
A lock and key is provided, and there arc no
troublesome coil -holders or -hordes of inefficient and
expensive coils.
YOUR OWN SET TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE

WITH PLEASURE.
TRUTH IN ADVERTISING. LET US PROVE TO
You -f11/af EvErtY cLuiM WE MAKE FOR
OUR SETS IS ABSOLUTELY TRUTHFUL.
TWOPENNY STAMP SECURES OUR CATA-
LOGUE, TOGETHER WITH LEGALLY SWORN
EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF THESE CLAIMS.

TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS AND
DISTANCE FANS.

Our New Two -valve Receiver, Ilostrated on left, meet,/ the
needs of those who want an extremely simple set, yet it

opera es a loud -speaker at 25 miles from local station and about 100 miles
from Daventry. One Dial Control only, with a smaller knob to enable you
to vary strength of reception. Antimnerophonie Valve -holders. Automattu
Filament Control (you lust insert plug to switch on
set and start loud -sneaker working). No coils of
any description needed. Oak cabinet with neat
H.T. battery compartment under. wt. Sal/plied
complete with two Cossor Dull -Emitter Valves: Exile
Accumulator, extra large H.T. volts) Battery,
Dunham Loud Speaker -in fact, an installation com-
plete for 12a. ed. deposit, and balance by easy monthly
payments. Cask price complete, £7 15a. ed.
Simplicity Three -Valve Set, £12 10a. 05.
complete, or 20,'- down and 20!- monthly
secures. 5 per coq. 4i18,01.111t for coll.
Order now for Christmas.

r------- --------------------
I For those who like to make their
Iown receivers, we have produced an

I attractive Constructor's envelope of
this set, in simplified form, contain -
mg drilling jig, panel lay-
out, wiring diagram, and, i LI.

I in fact, all particulars.
Post free ..

_ 7
Here are a few stations that clients receive almost daily on i

1

loud.speaker with' this set. Can you equal this with sin
valves, or indeed any number of valves? ,

Stockholm Swansea Breslau - . I
I &intm] t Lausanne San Sebastian l
I Berlin Hamburg Vienna

Manchester Paris -Toulouse Hilversum
Nottingham Birmingham Oslo '
Aberdeen Bournemouth Madrid

1 Belfast Glasgow Milan
i Plymouth Cardiff Dortmund
i Three Dutch Edinburgh Prague

Station, Liverpool Radio -Paris
Frankfurt Copenhagen Mont-de-Marsau
Leipzig Barcelona (three Langenherg
London stations) La Petit Porisien
Newcastle AIIISterlim Brume
Daventry Seville Nuremberg

IDublin Mons, ir Three different
Sheffield home American stations

Make this wonderful Three -valve Self-contained Cabinet Set
-it gives you range and strength equal to any five -valve
receiver. Write to -day fur the Dunham Constructor's Envelope,
giving full particulars of simplified pictorial method of con-
struction which the merest novice cannot, fail to understand.

Every envelope contains five pictorial diagrams, drilling
sheets, full book of instructions, advice on aerial and earth

system, and, in
fact, a veritable

35/6 deposit secures this com-
plete set (royalty paid),

-- with loud -speaker, and,
as a special Christmas offer, eve are
supplying on all orders for this outfit,
sent:before December 18th, H.T. WOOS
Eliminator -FREE OF CHARGE, instead
of usual dry H.T. batteries, if you mention
this paper.

---

Z a e r°
asanee

tiee
t;BseisnagiaPseen

Enquiry Dept., ELM WORKS, ELM PARK,
BRIXTON HILL, LONDON, S.W.2

It sou purchase our three -valve set we will take your
own sat in part exchange. Write for full details.

gold mine of infor-
mation fur home
constructors. En-
velope complete.
rust free ..

4 ''..'\
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Make the most of the coming festive season by filling your home with radio melody
through the  Orphean Gem." Do not do the "Gem" the injustice of thinking it is
a Baby speaker with a baby voice-it isn't. It is full-sized and gives clear full -toned
results of great purity. At 30,1-, it represents speaker value which has amazed the trade.

Ca-.,Plet. range of fully guaranteed Speakers
THE ORPHEAN " GEM " *THE ORPHEAN "STAN- .THE ORPHEAN "DE- THE ORIEL "CABINET," a
referred to above and DARD,' aimitir to the LUXE,- a real power beautiful cabinet mole!.

illustrated at side "Gem," but larger speaker Mahogany 63;-, cr Oak 60:-
30,- 50,'- 70 -

(Demonstrations at all good Wireless Stores.)

LONDON RADIO MFG.,CO.LT-L)

Telephone : Wimbledon 4658
Send a postcard to Head Office for detailed list and name of convenient Stockist who a -ill .letnon trate

any or all of the models.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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IT PAYS !
to DEAL
with SPECIALISTS

1 If you have electric light, and are
still using batteries, you have not
experienced the majestic volume
obtainable from modern valves
when fed with that steady main-
tained voltage supplied by a
Regentone mains unit. Upkeep
costs are negligible.

24 Models are available - one for
every type of receiver. You can
choose the model exactly suitable
for your set and save money.

3We invite you, before definitely
deciding to purchase, to satisfy
yourself as to efficiency by testing
on your own receiver for 7 days
without obligation to retain.

4In every Regentone instrument,
irrespective of price, quality, work-
manship and high efficiency are
guaranteed.

5 Behind each Regentone in-
strument are four year's
specialised experience.

0,1111,014,

WRITE FOR
OUR

12 -PAGE
C ATALOGUE

It describes and illustrates a full range
of H.T. units, H.T. and L.T. com-
plete power units, Mains Receivers and
component parts for A.C. and D.C.

REGENTONE COMPLETE POWER
UNITS MAY BE USED WITH ANY
TYPE OF VALVE AND DO NOT
NECESSITATE ANY ALTERATIONS

TO EXISTING RECEIVERS.

ASK YOUR DEALER OR COME AND SEE US

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
SHOW AND DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

21 BARTLETT'S BLDGS., HOLBORN CIRCUS,
E.C.4

(<,,r,a

£35 Cash Competition
Open to Every Reader

I'Vhich is Your Favourite Circuit ?
PRIZES

First Prize - £20 Fourth Prize - £3
Second - £5 Fifth 9 12 £2
Third - £4 Sixth - £1

To the right is a list of twelve
popular sets or circuits. We invite
you to tell us which among them
are your favourites. To encourage
you to take the little trouble
necessary we are offering some
splendid- money prizes.

- All you have to do is to select
what you consider to he the six
best sets or circuits and insert
them in the special coupon given
on this page in what you believe
to be their order of merit or popu-
larity. With our readers' votes in
hand, we shall be able to deter-
mine which set has the honour of
first place and in what order of
popularity the rest should come;
then, in due course, we shall he
able to give readers the advantage
of our information.

Readers whose lists agree, or
most nearly agree, with the
majority result will win the prizes.

RULES
TO BE MOST CAREFULLY OBSERVED

Every competitor agrees to accept the Editor's
derision as final and as legal! y binding.

All entries to be written IN INK on the special
coupon printed on this page.

Competitors may submit more than one coupon,
but will not be awarded more than one prize.

In the event of two or more competitors tying
for place, the Editor will deride as to the next
step.

We bind ourselves to present prizes to a minimum
total valve of £35

We shall not be responsible for entries lost or'

mislaid.

No employee of Bernard Jones. Publications.
limited (the proprietors of AMATEUR WIRELESS),
may compete.

The names arid addresses of prize -winners will be
announced in AHATRI:R WIRELESS early in the
New Year,

The closing date for entries is December 31,
1927.

A 2-valver.-Detector with reaction, followed by -
one transformer -coupled L.F. valve.

R2-valver.-One reflexed valve, crystal de-
tector, and one L.F. valve.

C3-valver.-Detector, using anode -bend rectifi-
eation, followed by two stages of resistance-
, apacity L.F.

n 3-valver.-High-frequency valve, neutralised;
go rising plug-irt coils, followed by a detector valve

and transformer -coupled L.F. valve.
E3-valver.-Detector valve with reaction, foi-

lowed by two transformer -coupled valves with
switch to cut out last L.F. valve.

C 3-valver.-Detector with Reinartz reaction,
followed by one resistance -coupled L.F. stage
and one transformer -coupled L.F. stage.
4-valver.-High-frequency valve neutralised;

gla plug - in coils, detector followed by two
transformer -coupled L.F. valves:

U 4-valver.-High-frequency valve, neutralised,
II detector with reaction, followed by one resist-

ance -coupled stage and one transformer stage
of L.F.

I 4-valver.-Two high -frequency valves, neu-
tralised, detector followed by transformer -
coupled LX
4 -valver.--Three valves and

u detector.
K5-valver.-Two high -frequency valves, neu-

tralised, detector followed by two stages of L.F
5-valver.-TWo high -frequency valves and

0. detector, neutralised and screened -with single
control; followed by one resistance -coupled L.F.
and one transformer -coupled L.P.

OOOOOOOOOO 111110,..11n1

COUPON
Fill in this coupon IN INK, using the capital
letters as above to identify the sets and

circuits. Then post It to--
" My Favourite Circuit,"

"Amateur Wireless,"
58-61 Fetter Lane.

London, E.C.4.

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

I agree to abide by the printed rules govern-
ing this competition.

Name

Address
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15/-
SURPRISED !

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT

With
4 inch
dia-

Itragm

AS
FITTED

TO
OUR

16 POST
HORN.

Reduced from 32/6 to 15/.. solely
as an advertisement for the famous
Bullphone Nightingale Speakers.
Sedan magnet guaranteed for all/.1 time.

Postage

Fxactly as fitted to
cur own Speaks's.

MAKE YOUR OWN
CONE SPEAKER
TWO WONDERFUL
UNITS AT ONLY

YOU'LL BE
The Now Wonder "Nightingale"

CONE UNIT

AS FITTED
TO OUR CABINET

CONE

I From a h ply board, kit.
square cut cut a 12 . cir-
cle then cut %strip otwood

16 x 3,4. and make a hole
,i6" dia. hi centre, this
will carry the Mil I . Fix
strip to......board as howl].

awaw. . wow

104
DEPOSIT

CABINET CONE
Size 17 ins. high by 15 ins. in Mahog-
any, Walnut or Rosewood finish.
.77/6 CASE!, OR EASY TERMS.

10/- deposit.
and 12 monthly payments of 6/-.

ASTONISHING RESULTS,
equal to the most expen-

I sive Loud Speakers y= tI made, are guaranteed
with either of these Units.

51.
DEPOSIT

21 ins. Vgli
with 11 -inch
Bell Mahog-
any finiRhed,
with platedarm and
stand.

DE LUXE
5.7/6 CASH, OR DEPOSIT

of

SEND DEPOSIT NOW-NO REFERENCES-SPEAKER BY RETURN
SATISFACTION GUARANTEEDOR MONEY REFUNDED

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

38 HOLY WELL LANE

SPEAK NS

LONDON

Advertisers Like

`Che

Cabinet Loud -speaker

at 35/.
Every note, every syllable, clear cut
and distinct; sweet mellow tones
distributed evenly all over the room;
no distortion or drumming on the
high notes.
Try one of these lovely instruments
yourself on seven days trial. If you
decide not to keep it during that time
your money will be returned to you.

Fine Leatherette Finish - 351
Polished Oak or Ma'ogany - 42/ -

Packing free, postage 113

LONDON: 93 Great Portland
Street, W.1, and 20 Store St.,
Tottenham Ct. Road, W.C.

BIRMINGHAM : 248 Cor-
poration Street.

BRIGHTON : 31 Queen's Rd.
BRISTOL: 36 Narrow Wine

Street.
CARDIFF: Dominions Arcade,

Queen Street.
GLASGOW: 4 \Vellington

Street.

LEEDS : 65 Park Lane.
LIVERPOOL: 37 Moorfields.
MANCHESTER: 33 John

Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE : 36 Grey St.
NOTTINGHAM: 30 Bridle -

smith Gate.
PORTSMOUTH: Pearl

Bides., Commercial Road.
SHEFFIELD: 11 Waineate.
TONBRIDGE : 34 Quarry Hill

FELLLEssOWS

NoRE
PAW ROYAL, LONDON, N.W.10

to Know That "You Saw it in `.9.W°"'

The Junior
The famous horn -type
Loud -speaker, 19 ins.
high, powerful and dear
as a hell - 13/6
Packing frce, postage 1 /3

Our beautiful fully illus-
trated Catalogue will be

sent free on request.

1410,66,
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Plantations
and Panels.
2. The Sap from the tree is

now taken by the oxen -
carts to the tanks.

WAY back in a Malay
rubber plantation our
tree is giving forth its

latex. This latex, or sap, is now
collected in pails by the native
and transferred to an oxen -drawn
cart. This takes it to the factory
where is begun the long process of
transformation from a milky fluid
into a Resiston Panel.
Only the pick of the rubber is used

 to make Resiston Panels. The
slightest flaw which has crept in
during the many stages of manu-
facture bars a piece of rubber from
VAT becoming a Resiston Panel.
Utter Purity is the Resiston
Standard.
That is one of the reasons why the
Resiston Panel is famed for its
sheer beauty. Why Resiston has
such amazing strength. Why
Resiston's insulation is WO%
efficient. Why Resiston's dielectric
constant is so low. Why Resiston's
colour is permanent. Why, in
short, Resiston will give you that
satisfaction which comes from
knowing that the Panel in your set
is efficient. Ask your Dealer for
Resiston.

Resiston Panels come in 13
"bl. stock sizes in black and Ma-
hogany -grained. From 6 in. x 9 in.
in black, 3/5, to 8 in. x 30 in.
Mahogany -grained 19/,

" 24 hours Cut Panel Service"
A vt. American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd.; 23a. Fore St. E C.

1M 1153

"MAKING LIGHT DO WO
(Continued from page 861)

K"

acts as a sort of electric eye, taking count
each instant of the exact shade of each
minute area of the photographic image, and
as the electronic emission from the cathode
is directly proportional to the intensity
of the light, we can, by connecting up the
cell as a grid leak-or in other ways -
cause the variations in intensity'of the light
to control the output of a wireless trans-
mitter. The feeble current generated by a
photo -electric cell, amounting to about
one hundredth of a microampere, can also
be magnified by valve amplification; this is
actually done in the Ranger system of
trans -Atlantic wireless photo -telegraphy,
the current being sufficiently amplified to
operate an automatic telegraph relay.

In television the amplified currents of the
photo -electric cell are transmitted on a
carrier -wave and are utilised in a variety
of ways to form the image in the receiving
instrument. One of the most ingenious of
these is the control of the beam in a
cathode-ray oscillograph, which excites a
phosphorescent screen and causes a luminous
`spot, varying, of course, always in intensity,
to redraw the original image with incredible
rapidity.

Other Uses
These light-sensitive elements have other

uses too. A well-known example is that
of the automatic beacon. A buoy is pro-
vided with compressed acetylene, a let of
which is controlled by a relay, and the relay
in turn is actuated by a selenium cell in
series with a battery or used as one arm of a
Wheatstone bridge. At dawn the light of
the newly born day falls upon the cell
increasing its conductivity sufficiently to
pass current to the relay. The relay
operates the valve and cuts off the supply
of acetylene until nightfall.

There is actually a machine in use in
America in which cigars are passed on an
endless band in front of a photo -electric cell.
Any cigar that is too light in colour reflects
an abnormal amount of light upon the
photo -electric cell, which instantly operates
a relay that in turn unceremoniously pushes
the cigar into a rejection basket.

One of the lecture experiments which I
frequently use to show the poSsibilities of
light-sensitive cells is shown in the diagram
in Fig. 4. It provides a means of causing
the light of a match or the flash of an
electric torch to light some distant electric
lamp, or to burn a piece of fuse wire and so
set off a gunpowder " bomb," or to perform
any kind of work, such as opening a door,
etc. If the relay be connected to an electric
lamp, a flash of light on the cell will cause
a flash of light to be given by the distant
lamp, thus demonstrating the first prin-

ciples of picture telegraphy or television.
S is a selenium cell (which can nowadays

be bought for a few shillings), RI, R2, and
R3 are suitable resistances making, with
the cell., the four arms of a Wheatstone
bridge. Br is a battery of a few dry cells,
and RE a relay sensitive to a current of
r or 2 milliamperes. The local side of the
relay can, of course, be connected through
a battery, to an electric lamp, a bell, or
any mechanical device. If connected up
with a 31/, -volt dry battery and a small
lamp, the lamp will, of course, light up
immediately from a flash lamp-or even
a match-if held in fron4 of the cell S.
By a similar arrangement it is possible to
release a catch and make a door swing open
if a flash of light is thrown upon a small
cell sunk into the woodwork by the' side
of the keyhole, and so on.

There are, however, many non -frivolous
uses to which selenium and photo -electric
cells are being put. There is the new type
of talking eine-film, in the making of which
the performers' voices are recorded by a
microphone in the usual way. The micro-
phone currents are made to displace a
minute shutter-actually the flat "string"
of an Einthoven galvanometer-which acts
as a shutter controlling the amount of
light falling upon an edge of the picture
film. When running such a film through
the projector, the fluctuating light which
passes through the oscillograph record is
made to fall upon a photo -electric cell,
which generates new currents exactly
similar to those from the microphone
making the "record.- These currents,
after the usual amplification, operate the
loud -speaker.

As I write this article, news comes from
the General Electric Company's research
laboratories in the United States of a photo-
electric warning device for use in industries
where mercury is employed. Too much
mercury in the atmosphere will blacken a
strip of paper sensitized with selenium
sulphide, and the immediate effect is that
light which had been reflected from the
white paper is no longer reflected on to the
ever watchful photo -electric cell. This
upsets the electron emission from the cathode
and a relay is put into action which sets
an alarm bell in motion.

New developments in the television world
depending on novel and highly powerful
photo -electric cells were revealed at the
October annual meeting of the Optical
Society of America, when Dr. Ives dealt
with the Bell Telephone Laboratories' new
system of televising large subjects such as
landscapes, sporting scenes and so on.
These will be dealt with on a future
occasion.
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DOES YOUR
BATTERY COMMIT

SUICIDE ?
DOES YOUR BATTERY HAVE ITS VITALS EATEN
AWAY BY CORROSIVE ELECTROLYTE ?

IS IT POISONED BY SAL -AMMONIAC, AND DO ITS
ZINC CYLINDERS CORRODE IN CONSEQUENCE ?

IF IT IS AN ORDINARY DRY BATTERY, YES
BUT IF IT IS A

PERTRIX" PATENT LONG LIFE
NO SAL -AMMONIAC

BATTERY ----NO

NO SAL -AMMONIAC
(that's the point) and there-
fore NO CORROSION

and
LONGER LIFE.

Send a p.c. for full particulars.

A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS Ltd.
(Pertrix Dept.)

\ V Al

A ,
RITto

comepoAfE Ans
0.14.

COILS B.B.C. WAVELENGTH 10/6
5XX Po 12/6

H.F. CHOKE (STANDARD) 6/6
(SHORT WAVE 4/6

STANDARD 6 PIN BASE - 2/9
COPPER SCREEN AND BASE - 10/6
PUSH-PULL BATTERY SWITCH - 1/.

-PAXOLIN
PERFECT INSULATION

MAHOGANY FINISH PANELS

STANDARD SIZES FROM STOCK
THICKNESS, iV'; PRICE id. per sq. in.

FORMERS IN STANDARD SIZES FROM STOCK

Price Li t on Applica ion

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740 HIGH ROAD,

TOTTENHAM, N.17.
Telephone:

TO/Jed/1MR. 3132

15111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

m

es

120 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1 
"The Battery that dies of old age."

mmININENmMIIIIIImmIsilm

"We are greatly
impressed by the
beautifully clear tone

Don't be satisfied with of the" quite a good one,
now that you can buy this
marvel of loud speaker per- newmarvel

new Ediswan
"ONE DER."
Acclaimed by the musical
authorities-sold by all the best
dealers-just go to a shop and
heir for yourself the rich tone
of the new " One der " Loud
Speaker-note how faithfully
even the lowest music notes
are reproduced.
Coloured a deep brown tone,
the '' ONE -DER" is a speaker
of such refined appe ance that
it will tone w th almost any
scheme of decoration.

Price £2 : 10: 0

Ediswan
ONE -DER

Loud
Speaker"

Fully licensed under Patent
Nos.

239331, 243431 and 243432.

Ask your dealer, or s-nd for particulars of the Ediswan Low
Tension Accumulator Charger - - Price £2 : 2 : 0

EDISIWANI
VALVES

CLEAREST- STRONGEST
LAST THE LONGEST

THE ED SON SWAN ELECTRIC CO LTD., 123;5, Queen Vid.oria.St., London, E.C.4
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Implortrrikbur
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO ADVERTISE
ALL THE WIRELESS PARTS NOW
ON SALE BUT IF YOU WANT THEM
TRY RAYMOND'S FIRST !
BE SURE YOU VISIT THE Bargain Window.

LOUD SPEAKERS (All makes stocked)
Amplion, A.R.311, 331-; A.R.65, 651-; Oak Flare,
13(6 extra; Cone A.0.3. 75/-; A.O.1, 52(6; Jacobean
Oak A.C.7, £6 10s. Celestion, £5 10s. to £25.
B.T.H. 02, 60', Sterling Mellovox, 45:-. Geco-
phone, all metal, 35'-.
UNITS and PICKUPS, all makes.

SET OF THE SEASON

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
COMPONENTS FOR SAME
2 Ormond 0005 S.L.F. at 6'-; 2 Do. SlowMotion Dials at 5'-; T.C.C. Condensers, 0001,
001. 0003, -002, 2,4 each; 2 mfd., 3,10; 2 GridLeak Clips, B.B.. 96.; Dubilier, 3, 4, and 25
meg., 26 each; 3 W.B. V.H. at 119; 1 FerrantiA.T.3, 25!-; 2 Bulgin P.S. at 116; Wound Coil,
ready to use. 6/3; Terminals, Glasite, Systollex,31-; Variable Resistance, B.B., 31.; 9-v. Grid
Bias, 2,-. Handsome American Type Cabinets,
baseboard, hinged lid, solid oak, for 21 a 7 panel, 251-..
Ebenart, Resiston, Parfait Pallets, Mahogany, or Black
Polished, (trade A, from 5'-.

KIT £4/10/0 AS SPECIFIED
THE 21 in. x 7 in. CABINET IF
PURCHASED AT SAME TIME
WITH ABOVE PARTS - l51 -

TO CALLERS ONLY.
NO POST ORDERS ON ABOVE GUARAN-
TEED TO ANY PARTICULAR TIME
OWING TO THE GREAT DELAY IN
DELIVERY OF CERTAIN COMPONENTS.
NOTICE MESSRS. COSSOR

HAVE KINDLY ADVbED
ALTERNATIVE COMPONENTS WHERE
NECESSARY. INFORMATION ON REQUEST.

CCP Et YALYES
In 4 types and 3 voltages.
2 -volt t 210 H.F. (Red Band), for H.F. use. 1016;
210 Del. or L.F. (Black Band), for Detector or L.F.
use, 10/6; 210 R.C. (Blue Band), Resistance or Choke
Coupling, 10)6; 215 P Stentor Two -Power Valve,12/6.
4 -volt: 410 H.F. or Det. (Red Band), for H.F. or
Detector use, 10)6; 410 R.O. (Blue Bond), for .Resin.
lance or Choke Coupling, 1016; 410 L.F. (Black Band)
First L.F. Stage. 10,'6; 410 P (Stentor Four) Super
Power Valve, 1216.
6 -volt: 610 B.F. or Det. (Red Band), for H.P. or
Detector use, -10;6; 610 R.C. -(Blue Bondi, for Reins -
lance or Choke Coupling, 10/6: 610 L.F. (Black
Band) First L.P. Stage. 10;6; 610 P. (Stentor Six)
Super Power Valve, 20!-.
MIJLLARD P.M. YALYESr, 2-voll accumulator.
PAVIA H.F. . 10/6
P.M.1 L.F. 10,6
.P.P1.1A (Rcsist.Capae(ty)10'6
P.M.2 (Power) 12/6
Fur 4 -colt accumulator or

3 dry cells.P.M.3 (General Purpose)
10 6

P.111.3A (Resist. Capacity)
10 6

P.M.4 (Power) ... 12'6

For 6 -roll accumulator or
4 dry cells.

P.M.SX (General Porpo,,
10'6

(Resist.Capao,ity.
10 6

P.16.6 (Power) 12.6

Super -Weer valres for last
L.F. Blade.

P.M.254 (4 volts).. 20/-
V.P1.256 (6 volts).. 201-

MARCONI, EDISWAN, OSRAM, B.T.H.,
COSMOS VALVES at USUAL PRICES.

DON'T FORGET TO READ
THE BARGAIN COLUMN.

OUR NOTED 1-VALVL (LF.) &CkYSTAL SET
In oche collates Cabinet.

CiMPLETE WITH LION MICRO DETECTOR.

SET oily 22/13 Carr. 1!6.
Or complete with valves, phones, H.T. and A t II
L.T. Units, Aerial Equipment. Extraordinary LIU
value. Post 2 -

0. A. Ross, Esq..
TESTIMONIAL. 21, Wharfdale ltd.. 5.1.

March, 1927.
Messrs. Bayniond,-I am sending this letter to tell

you how pleased I am with the three sets pur-
chased from you. They are working in Billericay.
Chiswick, and Wandsworth, and I must say the results
ore simply wonderful, loud -speaker reception being im-
possible to beat.You may rest assured that I shall heartily ream-
mend- them to anyone whom T know is in need of a set.
OA there is no better value obtainable anywhere.

(Vie above entirely unsolicited.)

PERSONAL SHOPPERS

NOTE
CLOSED XMAS DAY
OPEN BOXING MORN 11-1

WEEK BEFORE XMAS OPEN LATE

USUAL HOURS
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY

TWO SHOPS
if one is closed
the other is open.

IIIP/111199.3111=b,

ALL DAY EVERY DAY
9 a.m.to 8 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday mornina 11-1

NOTE WONDERFUL OFFER BELOW !

STUPENDOUS BARGAINS
BE SURE YOU ARE AT RAYMOND'S !

These SPECIAL LINES ARE SOLD to
CALLERS ONLY who are pur-
chasing their regular wireless
supplies at the same time.

ALL BRAND NEW.
YOU CAN ONLY BUY THESE AT RAYMOND'S
WHEN BUYINC OTHER GOODS. NOT SOLD
AT THESE PRICES ALONE OR BY POST

1111111=Ell
H.T. BATTERIES VERNIER DIALS
Very best quality,
60 volt . , . . , 3 6;.3 b

(List, 6/11)
Brand new, 100 volt 511 I

(List, Ill-)
Can be purchased with
ordinary goods to the value.
of 15 - & 20 - respectively. Price 17- with other goods.

HIGH-CLASS
VOLTMETER S

Price 2 3 with othergoods.
(List, 416)

Dead beat, double
r'ding for H.T.&L.T...i 11

(List, 7,11)
Can be purchased with
ordinary roods value 17 6.

AMERICAN MAHOGANY
POLISHED CABINET -
Hinged lid. baseboard.
12.; 8 SI- (List, 10,'9)
14 < 8 7/1 (List, 15111)
Can be purchased with
ordinary goods value
25 - & 39 - respectively.

LOUDSPEAKERS
7111 8 11 10'11

15'- 211 -
All listed at double. Can
be purchased with orders
value 20 - up to 50 - ac-
cording to speaker chosen.

HIGH-GRADE
EBONITE PANELS

(not cheap rubbish)
10x8 1:6 14<8 2/6
12';8 2/- 21x7 3/ -
Can be purchased with
a reasonable amount of

ordinary goods.

INDOOR AERIALS
(List, 2:-)

4' EBONITE DIALS
(List, 1;8)

6d. each with other goods

LOG - MID LINE
VARIABLE

CONDENSERS
(List, 4'11)

Price 2/3 with 10 9 worth
of ordinary goods.

6 -PIN SPLIT PRIMARY
ri.F. TRANSFORMaRS

(List price, 716)
Long or Short Wave

Price 315 with reasonable
Purchase of ordinary goods.

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
(List, 9 11)

Can be purchased for 5' -
with 20,'- worth of ordinary

goods.

ACCUMULATORS
(2 -volt 40).

Can be purchased for 4 II
with 20 - worth of ordinary
goods. List 8 11.

NO POST ON ABOVE
BARGAINS

MANY OTHER LINES CHEAP
(As part of our advertising scheme)

OAK CABINETS'
American type, opens at
back, compartment under-
neath for batteries etc.
12 by 8 by 0 in. deep 18'11
16 by 8 by 9 in. ,, 25111

Case aped Carriage 2,6
Solid Oak, mass finish,

beautifully made.
WEST de n 'GILA N1C , CLIMAX
EVERREADY HEli.ESEN,
SIEMENS', PORNO, FEE.
RANTI, WEARITE, ORMOND,
I 5., BENJAMIN. LOTUS.
BULLARD. DUBILIER, 'IS
SEN I,EWCOS. UTILITY,
vIAGNUM. PETO-SCOTT,
eEERLESS, BURNDEPT HEE,
vtancogi, McMICHAEL
2015105 CARBORUNDUM,
J. I. VARLEY, CAMBRELL,
dROWN'S, STERLING, Abe -
"LIONS IN FACT EVERY-
THING IT IS P)SSIBLE
TO STOr K

WATE'S UNIVERSAL
TEST METER, L.T. &
H.T. Also READ'S,
from 1 to 35 milli -
amps. A really won-derful instrument.

Post Free 8 6 U.K.

COMPONENT
PARTS

STOCKED FOR
Radiano Three, Mono -
dial, Lodge "N,"
Mullard P.M., Nelson,
Rodney, Franklin,
"Wireless Magazine "

Sets, etc., etc.

West End
Depot
for all

Magnum
Parts

EFESCAPHONE

VALVE SETS
complete

2 -VALVE SETS
with

Mullard Valves

411/- Loudspeaker

Accumulator

All Aerial
Equipm.nt

Grid Bias
100 -volt H.T.

Tax Paid.

Delivered on
first payment of

20/-
and

12 payments
of 21 /- each.

ASK IS THIS

RAYMOND'S

SETS OF COMPONENT PARTS
RADIAN() . THREE " (March, '27, Wireless Con-

structor). All parts as specified with Terminals.
a Ormond S.L. Variables with friction gear; 3 Coil
Sockets T.0.0. 0003 and Cites and 2-meg. Leak; 3
Benjamin Valve Holders; 3 Fixed Resistors and Bases;
'In and Off Switch, Oecophone 1st Stage L,F.; B.T.H.
ind Stage L.F., Engraved Strip, with Terminals and
Nuts, 2 B.L. Terminals for Front Panel; 1 Gross Pinch-
, Spades, Rubber Flex. £4.'10,0 lot, post free U.K.
EDISWAN B.C. THREESOME. Set of Parts:

Ediswan R.O. units; 1 Ediswan P.V.2 Valve; 2
cdiswan 11.0 2 ditto. S Lotus V.H 3 Fil. Rheostats.
9-v. Grid Bias, Lotus 2 -way L.H. 0005 Tuning

Condenser. £3; 5)0 the lot, post free F.K.
SIGNAL BOX (P. Harris. May, '27, W. Cans.) .

t Ormond S L.F -0005 and 2 -0003, with friction
gear; 2 6 -Din bases; 1 N'cutrovernia; 1 Neutralising;
4 VII., 4 Resistors; 0001 and stand; R.F. Choke;
100,000 Anode and Base, 3 o/o Switches; Carborundunt
('nit. R.I. Multi; Ferranti do.; 4 Strips and Terminals;
015 Dubilier; Clazite, 6 -pin ELF Trans., S.S. type;
9o. S.P. for Broadcast Range. Components as specified.
the lot, post free nett, £711010 U.K.

FAMILY FOUR PARTS (Percy Harris, Aug., '27.)
14 Belting -Lee Terminals; 4 Anti -Micro F.M.; 4 Burn-
-lent Res. & Banes; .1 30 -ohm B.B.Rheostat; 2 six -pin
Bases. 1 Formodenser; Dubilier -0003, with clips; 4
nieg and i-meg. Leaks; 015 Fixed, 610 type with
series Clip; 100.000 ohm Wire Wound; 300.000 ohm
ditto Resistances (Dubilier or R.1.Varley); Neut. Con-
denser. B.S.; It.F. Choke; (lecophone L.F.; 2 " J.B."
0005 and 2 5.11 Dials; Popular 0003;, Igranic oro

Switch, 2 Lotus D.C. Jacks and Plugs; Binocular Co'is
250)550; S.P R.F. Transformers, 2501550 and
1,00012,000 metres; S. Secondary ditto for Daventry.
l'HE COMPONENTS. ALL AS SPECIFIED. SENT POST
FREE NETT FOR ,E13,13/0 U.K.
PANELS. CABINETS, VALVES, PHONES. LOUD

SPEAKERS. TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

BE SURE
ITS

RAYMOND'S

K. RAYMOND
27&28a, LISLE St.,

LO N110)1, W 0.2.
'Phone : Gerrard 41337.

COME TO

LEICESTER SQ. TUBE
(Important)

Ask for back of Daly's Theatre
This address is opposite.
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EDISON BELL COILS.
25

... 243

... 2)6
150 ...

00 ...
3
36

3550 - 243 200 . 4 6
75 ... 3/6 250 ..4/6

300 .. 443
FIXED CONDENSERS.
Dubilier. ()001. 2, 3, 4.
5 each 2.6. 001 2. 3,
4 5 b. each 3/, Olrld
Leak. 2,6. Edison Dell.
-001 0001 2 3, 4. 5.
11-; -002. 3. 4, 6, 6. 1.6.
0003 and grid leak, 2,
Meld tette& with clips -0001.
to 000(15. 210 each .001
to 006. 3, each
LITZEN WIRE is the
best for Tuning Coils, Varlet.
meters, and II F Trans.
formers Each individual
strand Is silk -covered with
an overall covering of silk
20 yds , 5/6; 25 yds . 61E5;
50 yds., 12,-; 60yds.,1443

CALLERS
PLEASE MAKE OUT
YOUR LIST FOR
ORDERS OVER 20 --
IF REQUIRING COM-
FONENT PARTS FOR
ANY SET AND WE
WILL GIVE YOU A
FIXED INCLUSIVE

PRICx,.
rARTS IN 610118 FOR till
ELSIREE SI.X, SOLODYNE.
MEWFLEZ ELS I NEEFLEX..
.92, FIVE, AND ALL Lai

IEEE CIRCUITS

THE NEW No. 3ORMOND
S.L.F. GONDLNSEH
-00025, 516. 00035, 5.9
0005. With 4 -in Dim

With Friction 55-1 44n
Mal, 6,- each extra
ORMOND, Square Law
Low Loss. 0005 916;
0003. 643 (1,6 each ittott

110 vernier); Friction
Geared, -0005, 15'
11003. 14,6; -00025. 13 6.

Straight Line Fre.
queries Frictio
Geared, -0005, 201.1
-00035,19;6. S.L.F. -0005.
12,-; 00035, 111-.
FILAMENT RHEO-
STATS. Dual 2 6:
ohms or 30 ohms 2'-.
Potentiometer, 400
ohms 2,6 0001, Reac
Lion, 4-.; Air Dielec
tric. 2, ; Neutralising.
4,-; Neutrodyne. 2"-
T w In Gang. -0005,

Triple, H.F.
Choke. 716 Geared
Dial 5 -

AMAZING VALUE
BROWNIE CRYSTAL
SET (200 1.700 metres.
Latest Model No 3. 12'6
Pair 4,000 ohm Head-
phones, 7,8. Aerial and
Lead-in 2/11. I8/1The .1000 let

VALVE HOLDERS N. n
nocrophonic
2.9: Lotus. 2 6, 2 3:
W B Vu ; Magnum 2 6;
Raymond 119; HAMM.
1,4; Standard 9.1.. 11 -

BENJAMIN - Battery
Switch 1'-. Valve Holder
2/.; with Grid Leak, 5,3
With -Condenser and Leak.
71- Rheostat 2:9.
BRETW 000. End Less
de Luxe, 3 6; with ens
denser 4;13 Anode. 3,6
CLIMAX. - Potentisi
Divider 5'-. Speola. Choke
10,6 Shock Absorbers, 3,
pr Earth Tubes Sr-. LI.
Insulators 1, pan..
COLVERN SCREEN ED
COILS, &c, Former & Base,
5 6 pie Base 1)6 Former
only 4:-. Screen and Base.
96 S P11 PT, 9,6. 9.8
do 9,13. 2 Monodiat, 19/.
DUBILIER. Dumtrohm
Wire wound 20 00/1 to
100.000 ohm resistances.
51 each Brae 1/0.
200.000 ohms, Si-. Vol.
Control Unit, 7/6 Donato

e a k. 7:6 Durnetnion
Holder V-.

IGRANIC TRIPLE.
HONEYCOMB INDUC-
TANCE COILS, 30, 2 9;
40. 2 9; 50, 219; 60. 3'.;
75, 313; 100. 3'6; 150.
319; 200, 4/; 250: 4,0;
300, 4/E1, 400, 5/6; 500
71.; 750, 9/6; 1,250,
14/-; 1.500. 16.,,.

ALL PARTS STOCKED.
R.I.-VARLEY Latest L F.
Transformer. 151.; Multi,
25/.. Straight Line, 25/-;
Choke, 9,6. Anodes all
capacities. R.0 Coupler,
201. 22'6) Tuner,
Model " A," 4718; " B."
37.6; Standard, 39,6 -
CRYSTALS. - Shaw's
Genuine Sealed Herizile,
11-, 1/6; Wyray 1.6:
Superzito, Long Range, 1'8.
Crystal Detectors. Mi.
crometer. fitted Crystal.
216. No post
TRANSFORMERS (L.P.(
Gecophone, 2-1. 1716; 4-1,
2216. Forum, 5-1. 3.1,
10'6 each Igranlo, 3-1,
15t.; 5-1, 16,-. Tolsen
Radiogrand, 12,6. " Ace."
8 6. Marconi Ideal, 2-7.1
4.1, 6-1, 25; each. Pye.
2.6-1 and 4-1 17/6; 6-1,
20/..
PETO - SCOTT BAL.
CONDENSER, 718. Neu-
tralising, 51- (Panel 619)
Screen and Base, 9113.
Binocular, screened. and
usual lines stocked
BOWYER LOWE
VALVE HOLDERS,
White Line, 2/3; Antipong,
2/.; Popular -0003 and
0005, 10'6. Screening
Boxes. 6/-.
DUBILIER,K.C.rariable,
12/, 8.11 200.1. Wire -
wound resistances, Leaks,
COndensera,MansbridgeCon-
densers, R.C.C. units, all
in stock.
LISSEN Valve holders.
1,-;

.,
Fixed Con.,1/-, 1/6;

Leaks. 14 So/tches. 1,6,
2:6; Latest' 2-way Cam
Vernier, 4/6; Rheostats,
2 6; 13 B , 1/6; Lissenola.
13,6; L.P. Transformers
8 6; 100-v. LIT., 12111;

7/11-; Coils, 60X.
6/4; 250X, 9,9. State,
minor, major.
MANSBRIDGE CON
DENSERS, 2 mfd.. 3.6
1 mfd., 2'6. Other sizes.
L.F Chokes 516. Phones.
8-6.
CARBORUNDUM. De-
tector only (No 301. 51,
Stabilising Detector Unit.
with No 30 Detector.
12.0. R C.0 Unit, 13,6.
LEWCOS C.T. COILS,
35, 50, 75, 3,6; 150,
200. 250 5/3 each. Bino-
cular Coils. Split Primary
Aerial, H.F.T. S.S_ list
prices. Litz wire stockedBENJAMIN. - Battery
Switch, 1,, Valve Hotder,
2-., with Grid Leak, 5,3
With Condenser and Leak
7) Rheostat, 2,9.
BILETWOOD.-Grid Leak
de Inn,. 3 6: with con
denser 4'6. Anode, 3'6.
BURNDEPT ETHO-
VERNIER DIAL (with
Etholog Stant., Indicator
18-1 St-.
J.B. Condensers, T.T.
Friction Ver., -0005, 16,6;
00035, 15/8: 00015

15/-,"S.L.F 0005. 11,6:
00035, 10.6: 00025
10,-; 000)5. 10/-; Sq
Law -001. 9,6; -0005,
8' : 0003 7, : Neutral's
ing, 3'6.
ACCUMULATORS 2 v,
40. 7,11. 13,6, 8111; 4-v.
40, 15,. 15/11, 18'6;'
2-v 60, 10,- 11/6; 4.0.
60, 18/11, 19111; 2-v. 80,
12.43. 13/6, 14,6; 4-v. 80,
23'6, 25'-; 6-v. 60,
26 11, 301, all best
quality Carriage. 1/ and
1'6 each. Exide. 3 star
stocked
JACKS & PLUGS.-Lotus 5.0.0- 2'.; S C C.,
2,3; U.C., 2,0: F S 0
2/6; F.S.D., 3/.; Jack
Plug, P.P J.S .
S P 3,3; D.P D T
4; -.
IGRANIC PACENT 61.
2' : 62. 2'3; 63. 2'6;
64 243; 65 2)0: 663'-, etc., Univ Plug. 1/6.
ASHLEY OE.. 1/3;
S C.O.. 1,13; D.C., 1/9;
F.S.C.. 1/9; P D.C. 213.
Phone Pings. 1,6.
H.F. CHOKES. Watmel.
5, ;T.J.S ,4,6 ;McMichael,9,' R.I. Varlet' 91 ; Split
Coll type, 1213, Success.
1043:COIMI0s.616;FloWyer
Lowe 9/. Lessen, 5/6;

11%6; Special for
Eliminators. 10,6 :Wearite
6/6

A.147-1 POST ORDERSIN STRICT ROTATION

-VALVE SET Sil9aWfl in

AMERICAN TYPE CAI ET
hinged lid, with 3 Illultard D.E.
Valves and B.B.C. Tuning Coils.

All parts Tax Paid.
enclosed

NO POST £4 1 2 6

N0 POST ORDERS.

CABINETS
Large stocks of realty use
Jul cabinets kept or made
to order Solid oak HMS"
finish American type
hinged ltd. baseboard

10 1 8 x 8 ... 8111
1228 x 9 11,6
14 x 7 x 9 13111
16 x 8 2 9 16-11
18 x 8 x 9 ... 19-11
20 x 8 x 9 22-6
21 x 7 x 9 ... 25,-
24 x 7 x 9 27,6

AMPLION CLIMAX
BENJAMIN WEARITE
COLVERN DETEX
DUBILIER PENTON
ED1SWAN ORMOND
FERRANTI HARLIE
IGRANIC LOTUS
LISSEN PORMO
MARCONI MULLARD
OLDHAM WATMEL
POLAR EXIDE
W. & B. DUBILIER
MeMICHAEL MILL rY
HELLESEN B.1.11.
SIEMENS BURNDErT
EVER -READY LEWCOS

BELLING LEE
and all proprietary Ines

stocked

COIL STANDS. 2.way
Polar, with dial, formerly
10/-, new price 5, Lotus,
7/-; L Handle 8/' (also
left hand) " Hay -Ray,"
geared (P. or B I 2 11:
extra value, 316. Gesio-
phone, bark of Po tic'
one -hole Using,, size for

B 13 , new price, 5/..
Grand value lu B of P
3 11. Three-way. variot...
makes. Special after ebonite.
3 -way, geared 6,6, Post
extra
H.T. BATTERIES (car
riage extra). Siemen' a.
60-v.. 943; 100-v., 15 6:
Odd Bias, 2,- : 609
Double Capacity Power.
17,43; 100-v data 29 G.

FARA DEX
AN

SEAFORD
COILS

Plain and emir -
tapped

DUNHAM "ALL
WAVE " TUNER rovers
all wavelengths from IS
to 2,000 metres, and is com
plete with reaction All
wave " Tuner. 9/6
EVER READY 11.I
Popular 66 v 9,6. Do
108.5.. 15 6 Standard
6641, 12,6, 108-v 21,
L.T.3, 7;6 (440.1. Plus/.
Lamp, 4.5, 6, dozen Grid
Bine 9 Tapped 14.v., 2.-
I'S11 AL LINES STOCK 1,1 I
LEWCOS.-Frarne Aerial
Wire, 100 ft. 3/6 Multi
way Battery Leads, 4 -way.
516; 5-waY, We,' 7 way
8 -6.Glazite stocked. Lewcos
Dual Screened Coil Units
32'6, 67/6. and £5.
Screens and 6 -pin base,
910 H.F. Transformers.
6 -pin, 10/-. All kinds
stocked.

LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW.
005 A Ch.. rarlaote
/00.. ondenser

Imply mar
each venom value

By Post it.call3e not Dr

5111 ag.e or 0121 lit:
With VERNIER II- extra.

LO,.41110-LINE
try our NEW VARIABLE
ONDENSERS, made m

he Log -Mid -Line principle
0005 at '0003, with a 4 -in.

cLa'rep!'hAY pit' the' mt'oe3dterve°'11-1
price 5/1 I post fitl

each

R.C. UNITS.-Ernawan
7 -; Dun; her, 7/: Cosmos88 (with V.13.. 10
Magnum. 10,-; R.I. Coup-
ler,

,6
201 : Graham Parish.

3
FERRANTI. - A.E.3.
25, ; A.F 4 1716; Outs
put. 20/. and 22/8.
HELLESEN (post free),
66-v . 12,6; 99-v., 21/-.
Grid 13tas, . 2/-i 44.e.
tapped 14-v., 1/2.

PANELS
. rade A out to elan, id

inch 5,16 or id r
(In Reduction Large %Ise.
HYDRA CONDEN
SERB (Tested to 500

D.0 I. .1. 1/9; 25,
2,-; 5, 2/3. 1 add .
2'6; 2 uifd 316; 4 mid.,

CALLERS' LiNES (No Post)
TERMINALS. Nickel W.0 Pillar, 'Phone, 1.1 doz.
(3 to 4d. with N slid W.), Brass do , 1011. dos (Id
each with N and W), all high quality Valve -Pins
with outs, 2 a Id. Ormond Screws. 6 or 4 B A , 6,1
dozen, with nuts, washers 12 a 14 Red and Black
Spades. -crew at side, 344. pr Plug and Socket Red
or Black 346. Wander Plugs, Red or Black 336.
pr (large good) 'Phone Connectors. Id. Flush panel
scwkets and nuts, 4 for 46., 10d dozen Brass Spade
Tags. 6 a ld. Large ditto, .3 a /d. Nickel Soldering
Tags, 4 a ld. Valve Pins and Nuts 2 for lid Fu.'
set of Circular Discs for Panel. 9d.
SOLDER, with Resin, 2d, foot 1/16 sq Bus Bat
2. ft. ld. Tinned Copper, 16 and 18 gauge, round, 9d.

2per I It. D C C.. 1 lb 20 gauge, Bd.; 22 gauge, 96.:
4 gauge. 10d.; 26 gauge, Slit.; 28 gauge 1/; 3/I

gauge. 1,2. I) S.0 and LITZ stocked
GRAND VALUE IN GRID BIAS 44v., tapped

, 104d. & 1,-; 9-V., tapped I iv , 1,3. 1,6, 1/9. 21-.
AERIALS. -100 ft. 7,22
Bard drawn 1,11. Extra
heavy. 2/2. Phosphor 49
strands. 1,8. Electron
stocked Special INDOOR
Aerials phosphor, with
ebonite separators and rub-
ber rings 112 ft. x 8
strands) total 100 ft . 4/6.
() V 216 Rubber Lead-in
highest quality, 10 yds
1/ : 10 yds 1/3; 10 yd.
116. Extra heavy, 2d. and
3d. yd R. & B Twtn
Flex (best). 6 yds.. 10d.;
12 yds 1,6; 36 yds  4 ;
Ins. Hooks. 2 for 144. Egg
Insulatory, 2 for ltd. Ins
Staples. 4 a Id. Earth
Tubes Copper, extra value.
1-11 and 213. Climax
5, (also at 216).
HEADPHONE CORDS.
Good quality 113. 1,6.
Loud Speaker Cords. 1/9.
4 -way Battery Leads 21.;
7 -way, 3'0.
-.EA ,Et 0011 STANDS
2 -way. 213. 216. 2111 up
3 way grand value. 5111
Back of panel from 3111.
All ebonite and best
quality Only needs seeing.
Newey G E.0 Lotus,
Polar stocked

EBONITE. GRADE A
Stock sizes. 6 1 6 and
7 x 5. 1,3; 8 x b 1/6;
9 x 6 1'9; 10 x 8. 219;
12 x 6 2 9; 12 x 8. 3,6:12 x 9, 4,-; 14 x 7. 4,6.

CAI,S0 OT TO SIZE while
you wa

and id.
so

inch 3/16th, and id. sq
inch fer 1 in Special cheap
Panels for Crystal Set.
H.T. BATTERIES. No
cheap and nasty batteries
sold here, only highest

Aquality
at lowest prices

dieu (Trade test award
best given) 60-v., 6/11;
100-v . 12'6; " Polo.'
60-v 6,3; 100.v.. 10,11;
good quality ' IC,' 60-v.,
5,11: 100-0 1043; 1 5
i. T Hellesen's. 2/6:
Adico, 118, 2/. 11.T H

Flag. 2,..
COIL PLUGS. Ebonite
on Base. Bid- 746
Lotus, 8d. Burneslones,
119 Low doss, 816 end
1,. Various stocked
CRYSTALS. Superzite,
1/6; Shaw's scared genuine
Hertztte Sal.. 1/; %Vara!,
1,0

VALVE HOLDERS. Act -Mierophonic, 1/2. 1/3, 1/6
W B , Lotus, Benjamin, I3urndept and all good makes
stocked Cheap B.B. VII.. 64
SWITCHES on Porcelain, PERMANENT DETEC-
U P D T., -113; S.P.D T., TORS. - Red Diamond (a
81d. end 1016. Sound topper). 21-. Lion Micro
quality Panel switches. Gateat, cermet be equalled).
with Ebonite handle worth 2'6. Brownie. 2,6. En.
double S.P I) T., 1' ;-closed Detectors. V,
D P fi T., 1/6 InsutarIng 1/3. Micrometer, 2/.1
Tape, 44d. Copporfoil. 4fl. Service do.. 216 (both with
foot 16 in wide) Grid crystal) Cats -whiskers,
Bias Clips 86. Panel 24., 3d Set of 6 4d.
Brackets. 944., 1,- pair BASEBOARDS stocked
Sheering Ping 34. in standardsizes
HEADPHONES. 4,000 °Inns. Dr NUM.? (nom
adjustable). 5,11; Dr. Nesper pattern, adjustable, with
double headbands, 8/11; very gond line at 5/3; N. and
K Vattern, double leather headbands, 5/11.

Onn't Irl the priee nreiudire /WU

IHNEE-VALVt LOUJ-SPEAKrii sEr
NOTE THE WONDERFUL VALUE. TRY ONE OF THESE I

( The set shown is two -valve.)
-ets Local oaventry and many Continental stations.

THIS MAGNIFICENT 3 VALVE £ s d.SET (D & L.F.) includes Handsome
Polished AntericanType Cabinet tall 5196parts enclosed). 3 Dull Emitter Valves
Tuning Coils, H.T. & LT Batteries
Aerial Equipment, Leads, Loud Speaker

or 'Phones Tax paid
JUST THINK of a 3 -Valve Set al £5,19)61

It sounds unbelleyabIe doesn't It P

Nett
NO POST.

TWO -VALVE SET
EXACT TO ABOVE SFECIHCA1 ION

14 19 6 Nett.
NO POsT ORDERS ON SETS.
DARIO VALVES BIVOLT 2 v 05 7 6;

Loud Speaker Valve. 10 9;
(Genuine Radio Micro) '05. 7'

ea

6' 3 5ker
Best in the World.v"1"' 1°'9' cd:(.77,6. Post 6d each.

K. RAYMOND
274128a, LISLE St.,

LONDON, W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 4637.

COME CO

LEICESTER SQ. TUBE
'Important)

Ask for back of Daly's Theatre
This address is opposite.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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THE
PRACTICAL

CONSTRUCTOR
BUYS

ROUT
THE RADIO PANEL DE LUXE

Trolite is ideal for panels and stub panels.

Trolite is easily drilled, sawn, and machined,
and, being soluble in acetone, a perfect and
permanent joint can be made in a few
minutes without the labour and disfigure-
ment of screws.

Trolite does not fade or discolour.

Trolite panels are distinctive and can be
obtained in the following varieties of beau-
tiful finishes :-
(t) Black Polished; (2) Mahogany Polished;
(3) Walnut Polished; (4) Wavy Design;
(5) Cube Design.

Mirror-like polish, but no surface leakage.

The price of Trolite is within the reach of
all constructors, but you do not sacrifice
efficiency for effect by using Trolite; you
have both in the Panel de Luxe.

PRICES, per square inch :-
Mahogany

Polished Black or Walnut
ik in. . . d. 1 in.
I in.  Id. i in.

 
Cube
Wavy

id.
id.

Ask your dealer to show ydu samples
of Trolite. If you have any difficulty,
write direct to the makers and send the
name of your nearest Radio Store.

bread Office :
204-204, Manchester

Great Portland F. A. HUGHES Office:
Street. 185, Princess

Lcndon,W.1. & CO., LIMITED street.

ifiatiirMin
THE RADIO PANEL DE LUXE

COMBINES

EFFICIENCY WITH EFFECT

910 DECEMBER 10, 1927

RADIOGRAMS

RUNNING ccmmentary, by Mr. J.
M. MacLennan, on the Scotland 1).,

Waratahs Match, will be relayed from
Murrayfielcl to Edinburgh and all Scottish
stations on December 17.

The prize play in the Community Drama
Festival which is being held in Glasgow this
year is to be broadcast from 5SC on Decem-
ber 15 by the winning team.

Leff Pouishnoff will be the solo pianist
at the symphony concert to be conducted
by John Barbirolli at the 2L0 studio on
December 18.

Listeners to 5Gf3 are to hear the second
half of the Oxford V. 'Cambridge rugby

DO YOU KNOW?

1. Which station has two wavelengths,
but only uses one in the evening time
to prevent interference ?

2. Which Is the better for sensitivity,
crystals of the herizite type or of the
Perikon type ?

3. Which type of crystal is the more
stable ?

4. From which station, and at what times,
are regular 18 -metre broadcasts
made ?

Puzzle your friends with these queries : the answers
will be given in next week's issue of " A.W."

Answers to Last Week's Queries : (c) A scene
from Cyrano de Bergerac, at the Writtle station. (2)
Copper pyrites. (3) The six firms originally the
foundation of the Broadcasting Company. (4)
Tonic train, giving a musical C.W. note which can
be picked up by crystal sets.

match on December 13, at Twickenham.
On this occasion the commentator will be
Captain H. B. T. Wakeham, who described
other important rugger matches during last
season.

Miss Gertrude Lawrence, of revue fame,
will impersonate a child when she broad-
casts selections from The Kiddies' Hour, by
Eileen De Mancha, at the London studio on
December 17; she will be accompanied on
the piano by H. C. G. Stevens, the composer.

On December 17 the Newcastle station
will relay a brass band contest from the
Town Hall. It will be adjudicated by
wireless, the judge listening to the per-
formances of the contestants on a wireless
receiver in another part of the city.

A. J. Allan, well known for his remark-
able adventures, will broadcast through
21,0 and 5XX on December 21 another
short story. It is entitled The Visitors'
Book.

The Shrewsbury School end of term
concert on December 19 will be relayed

AMMMIPAIMMMININIMINIMME

from Alington Hall to both the 21,0 and
5XX transmitters.

Glasgow listeners will hear the R.N.V.R.
Prize Band on December 8.

The ninth of the series of On the Wing.c
of Song recitals will be given from Bourne-
mouth on December 8. when Leonard
Gowings (tenor) will sing songs by Sir
Hubert Parry and Sir Edward Elgar

The Southern Three have not given a
studio performance for the B.B.C. for over
eighteen months. They will break this
long silence on December 8, when they are
broadcasting from 2L0 and 5XX.

Mona Grey, whose impersonations at-
tracted attention when she took part in the
broadcast of the Royal Command Variety
Performance early this year, will appear
before the microphone at 2L0 on Decem-
ber 8.

On December 12 listeners to 2L0 will
hear an ordinary carpenter's saw making
sweet tones instead of the harsh ones
usually associated with it. The saw is but
one of the less well-known instruments the
Geddes Brothers will play on the above date.

During the recent fog the steamer
Lorina was held up by it for nine hours-
within four miles of St. Helier (Jersey), its
destination. To make his whereabouts
known to the harbour authorities the cap-
tain had to wireless to Niton, Isle of
Wight, whence the message was telegraphed
to Jersey via London !

The recent wireless exhibition held at
Paris would appear to have scored a con-
siderable success; it is stated it wps visited
by some 200,000 wireless fans.

The Roumanian Government has decided
to equip all police stations in the country
with wireless telegraphy receivers in order
that the Bucharest headquarters may
despatch urgent messages to them without
delay. It is stated that all radio apparatus
necessary for the carrying of this service
will be imported from foreign countries.

For the development cf broadcasting, a
company, backed by the State, has been
formed at Bucharest, with a capital of
some fifty million lei. It is proposed to
build a high -power transmitter and to erect
relay stations in the principal provincial
centres.

George F. Gaede, an American amateur
who maintains consistent radio communi-
cation with Liberia, 4,000 miles awa
recently received governmetlt credentials
from there for Washington,
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BATTERIES
FOR ALL WIRELESS CIRCUITS

There are sizes and types suitable for every kind 02
Valve Receiver.

Write Dept. "A.W." to.day for price list and FREE
illustrated Booklet of interest to all wireless users.

DART ACCUMULATOR CO. LTD., STRATFORD. LONDON. Elf.
BIRMINGHAM : 165 Edmund Street. BRISTOL: 37 Victoria Street.
CARDIFF: 50 Charles Street. GLASGOW : w-wneten Stre^t.
MANCHESTFR : 88 Chapel Street. W'"'"INSTER: 36 Victoria

Street, S.W.1. YORK : 6 Bridge Street.

ELIMINATE HALF YOUR WIRELESS TROUBLES
Par

EY
Indoor or Outdoor

You will never be troubled by LIGHTNING,
GALES or HIGH WINDS if you fit the
H"OV"EY-the SAFE, EFFICIENT, NO -
WORRY AERIAL. Improves reception
immensely. Gives sharper and more

selective tuning.

NOVow ire; STANDARD (Round)
Indoor size, 12 ft. x iu. diameter. Best
quality white insulated wire. Three round
spreaders. Improved rubber insulators. Large
terminal for a lead-in attachment. Neat aApear-
ance. Gives maximum results for 401 /6
crystal or valve sets. PRICE ,r1
et 0'

NV EY
Sloe 12 ft. x 4.1,2, in. Made of special multi -
stranded cable, giving greater conductivity than
usual aerial wires. Best quality ebonite spreaders.
Improved rubber insulators at each end. Large
terminal for lead-in attachment.

PRICE 5/6
SUPER-Silk

ee

NOVEY

SUPER (Flat)

Dimensions and style as above. Made of best
English Flex. In either of four colours-Old
Gold, Red, Silver Grey, and Maroon. An
aerial for the most palatial Drawing tai"
Room. PRICE 4-g'

AU vs Aerials are obtainable of all

MI6, INT
wireless dealers or from the

manufacturers.

The HOVEY Aerial Co.
10 RED LION PASSAGE, LONDON, W.C.1

STAND 66 EXTRA

Goodman& Loudspeaker components
have stood the test of tinge.

Tt of thousands bate found it an easy matter to
construct a Loudspeaker capable of wonderf ul ly
faithful reproduction. for an exceptionally low coat.
in proved by the large number of unsolicited testi-
rnoni,ls received. The Goodman Seamless Moulded

Cone has ostablished it,if a, the fined Diaphragm obtain:11de. Our Double -Acting Reed Unit
(27/8) is undoubtedly the most sensitive and powerful Unit on the market. ,The GoodnumJUNIOR, a Unit of exceptionally good design, althaugh only recently introduced, is no,
acknowledged to be far superior to any -Unit at near Ns modest prise (14 a) ; in feat, second 0.1Y to
nor Double-heting Reed type.' It is troreh cheaper W. build your own Elpeaker, with Gondola.
parts. it will rise you results equal to any on 'Ile inatk.t, irrespective of priee, and will astonish
you in its fidelity of reproduction. Avoid init., ion,. il:00DMANS were the pioneers ..tSpecialitica for Home Constructed LottdP,,."."7", 1,:"1"i -nee emints

SEAMLESS MOULD= CONES ARE BEST WITH
ANY UNIT. ANY CONE IS BETTER FITTED

WITH A GOODMAN UNIT.
If you are intereeted in COIL -DRIVEN SPEAKERS.
our Lists (I D.5) of COIL SPEAKER UNITS.,u Qoa .

and finish are of the usual high GOODMAN n: ,l
prises as low as possible, consedent i.:tA 1,
workmanship.

Fully illustrated and descriptive lists
ou request.

Original unsolicited testimonials can he seen at our office
From BLACKPOOL : " The first trial to -hay waves tfie

superiority of your SeoodeRs (7011e Speaker on, ell pilaus
1 have heard, al mare than three times the price."

Prom LIVERPOOL : "/ Predief a row f.a."e
GOODMAN UNIT ; rib JunalFes vOlunie vomit to a Moving
rail Speaker without Overloading. It is otartflogly efietent,
and is all you claim as fat' as volume, purity, our( nterha,., al
perfection is eon record.",

Easy terms can be arranged if desired

g12'/;;g7ZAZ `r7,r,;4,

The Goodman Junior
A Reed [nit specially designed for
the sole purpose of driving large
diaphragms of the Cone, Pleated
Disc, or similar typo. HOT a con -

cried Fai lamorda
,IinA Pei, 14,6

GOODMANS, 27, FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4

Seamless
This really
wonderful
MELODY
MAKER

Price
et /..

Postage 6d. extra

The
Sensation

of the Season

1:1 EYO

Ridged Cone
Manufactured from a special fabric which
has exceptional resonance qualities. INDE-
STRUCTIBLE. The Cone is grooved to
give larger surface, easy vibration and equal
frequency. Peak of triple strength. The most
EFFICIENT LOUD -SPEAKER. CONE
INVENTED: Supplied in ,,artistic metallic
colours of Cold, Silver or Bronze. Height to
peak 4 ins., Diameter 1.2!, ins.

Just handsome in appearalce as performance.
Not merely a piece of paper but a beautifulli
finished article.

GET ONE TO -DAY
The HOVEY Cone enables you to snake a Perfect Loud -
Speaker at home, at a cost of only a few shillings. Equal
to if not better than the most expensive instruments.
Obtainable at all Wireless Dealers or front the manufacturers.

THE HOVEY AERIAL CO.,
10, RED LION PASSAGE, W.C.1

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Buy a "VIOLINA
Loud -Speaker for Xmas
A Loud -Speaker de luxe in beautiful polished
mahogany or walnut. List price 5s.

Our Price 25/- only.
Electradix Chris:ma; Festoon Lighting only
consumes a small amount of current and is
easy to fix. Simply plug in to the nearest

lamp socket. 200 to 230 volts.

Ele:tradix Electric Christmas Candle) are
ready for use, with fourteen luminous lamps.
The long cords between the clipon points
have the advantage of being hidden by the
branches, or may be run along a picture rail, etc.

Complete in box with
cord and plug

Motor Generators, D.C. to D.C., 220 volts
to 8 volts, I amp,
23 volts, 6 amps,

£3 10s. ; 240 VOHS to
£7 10s.; 30 volts to

400 volts, roo milliamps., £4 10s.;
240 volts to 23 volts, 6 amps., £7 10s.
A .C. to D.C., 240 volts to 50 volts, 4 amps.,
£12 10s.; 240 volts to i8 volts, 8 amps.,
£8 10s. ; 200 volts to 20 volts, 15 amps.,
£10. High Tension Machines in stock
for Goo volts, 1,000 volts, 1,500 volts,
2,000 volts, and 4,000 volts D.C.
Alternators, high frequency, Watford,

K.W., 500 cycles, £3 10s. ; 2 K.W.
500 cycles, £12 10s.
Meters, Meggers, Switchboards, and Con-
trol Gear of every description in stock.

DIX-ONEM E T E R
still leads the way

as

A £10 Tester for 55' -
Electric Projectors, 251-

Anoee Converters, 400 volts,
£4 10s. Charging Valve
Bargains : B.T.H.,' Cossor,
etc., A.C. to D.C. 50 m.,
Sale 8/6. Eliminators with

o I Metre, 40/, Switches, 250 -
volt Tumblers, 6d. 8 -way
Lucas for 3/6. 3 -in. Paxo-

,??_1 lin Tubes, 4d. Crystal
Amplifying Units, 2,000 ohms, 13/-.
Buttons, l Western Electric Loud
Speakers, 15/-. Violinas, 25/-. Sullivan
Phones, 3/-. Single, 1/6. Rubber Ear Pads,
4d. per pair: Gramo. Pick-ups, 21!-.
14 -Lamp Electric Festoons, 25/-. Gyros-
copes, 15/-. Mains Smoothing Chokes, 1/-.
2-mfd. Condensers, 2/-. Remote Relays,
10/-. Pushes, 6d. Sterling 1 -Valve
Amplifiers, 22/6. 2 -volt T.B. Amplifiers
32/6. Inert Fuller, 1 k cells, 1/-. 4 -range
B21 Testers, A.C. or D.C. 200 rn/a,
4 amps. 6 -volts, 120 volts, 40/-. Large
Steel Horseshoe Magnets, 3/6. Bargain
Sale of Marconi .1 Valve and Crystal
Detector Sets, as new, with valve, 22/6;
cost 215.

1,000 BARGAINS !
To secure our 72 -page Illustrated Cata-
logue, send 4d. in stamps.

You are sure to find many bargains of
" those hard -to -get things " not obtain-
able from any other sources.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street London, E.C.4

Telephone : City °to/

Letters to the Ec itor
The Editor does notnecessarily agree with Correspondence should be brief and to the

the views expressed by corr.zpondents. point and written on one side of the paper.

Twenty-nine Stations on the
Loud -speaker

SIR, -Seeing the remarks on the " Sim-
pler Wireless" Special Three, I built

the set a month ago, and, not satisfied, I
experimented a little, .and I now have a
wonderfully simple set (thanks to Mr.
Johnston) equal to any three- and some
four -valve sets I have built. I can tune in
twenty-nine stations on the loud -speaker
with ease, with many more if I had ear-
phones. I have employed Reinartz reac-
tion which is set so that it will not oscillate
and so cause interference. Mains hum is
hardly noticeable, even with reaction at its
fullest. I am more than satisfied, and shall
never go back to batteries and accumulators.

-C. W. L. (Ryde).
. .

The " Ether Searcher Three " .
SIR, -2I have got so tired of taking a lot

of trouble in wiring up new .sets that
have not come up to expectations that,
although the "Ether Searcher Three "
rather appealed to me, I decided trot to
waste a lot of time over it, so I just
" knocked it together," and was so agree-
ably surprised at the results that I have
decided to make a proper job of it.

I have made up a number of sets, but,
with the exception of a seven -valve super -
het, I can quite honestly say nothing has
equalled the Ether Searcher Three," and
I have not had time to properly test it yet.
Although I am only about yi miles from
2L0, with the aid of a wavetrap I was able
to cut this out and receive 5GB at full
loud -speaker strength without reaction;
also 5XX, which with only very slight
reaction was tremendous; and this was
using ordinary H.F. valves in the first two
sockets. I am to -clay buying the proper
valves, for I think it is a real good set, and
would like to thank you for the description.

-W. E. M. (London, W.).
" Simpler Wireless " Special Three.

SIR, -The D.C. electric station in this
town is said to be one of the mist

antiquated in the country, and conse-
quently many listeners have failed to get
good reception from eliminators.

I have had excellent large -volume recep-
tion from your "Simpler Wireless" Special
Three, using Marconi DEL6io, Ediswan
RC3, and Stentor Six. A certain amount
of hum persists, although I have inserted
two 2-microfarad Mansbridge condensers
in circuit as suggested in --Mr. Johnston's
article. -F. H. S. (Dartmouth).

-Daventry Programmes
SIR, -Referring to the letter of " 2H.F.

Worthing," I should like to remark
that Daventry is the only English station

1

ti

any, good here, and when, between 8 and
o p.m., there is mainly opera and sym-

phony (hardly anyone appreciates them)
it turns the otherwise enthusiast away from
wireless in disgust. We should appreciate
some music, but not the kind which is
neither entertaining nor amusing. Of
course, it is no use writing to 'the B.B.C.
individually. -W. F. Y. (Folkestone).

The " Wide -World Short-wave Two '
SIR, -I feel it my duty to write a few

lines to let you know how pleased I am
with the " Wide -World Short-wave Two
(AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 253). I have
been interested in wireless the last five
years and have made up several sets
through your valuable paper. My last was
the " Britain's Most Popular Three-valver,"
and I have been so pleased with it that
I have not troubled to make anything else,
but it has always been my ambition to
pick up America, after picking up almost
every Continental station.

I got it to work and picked up 2XAF
and KDKA, and I was really surprised
how clear and loud 2XAF came; on some
evenings I can put 2XAF on the loud-
speaker.

I have also picked up 2FC (Sydney)
direct and as clear as a bell.

-A. G. (London, E.),

Morse Interference
SIR, -Owing to morse interference on the

south coast listeners are debarred from
hearing the preponderating number of
stations that use the lower wavelengths.
Using a four -valve set, I am practically
confined to Daventry and Radio -Paris for
clear results. It is therefore a great disap-
pointment to find that 5GB has adopted
the low wavelength so close to London,
Bournemouth, Stuttgart, Hamburg, Lan-
genberg, Toulouse, Radio -Wien, Frankfurt,
etc., all of which are here entirely ruined
by morse. A. G. A. C. (Ventnor).

The small private station at St. Juan-
les-Pins-Antibes (France), which tempor-
arily closed down a few weeks ago, will
blossom out this month as a 3 -kilowatt
transmitter. Concerts are to be relayed
daily, as hitherto, from the local casino.

The French PTT is taking over the old
German wireless telegraphy station at
Strasbourg with the intention of rapidly
converting it to broadcasting purposes. In
cTcler to compete with the transmissions
sent omit by the Freiburg (Germany) relay
station, the concerts to be given by the
new Strasbourg studio will include enter-
tainments in French, German, and Alsatian
dialects
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J.practical Present
Choose a useful present for your Wireless friends or yourself this Xmas.
The soldering iron outfit illustrated ii also sold without wooden case at
correspondingly lower prices. Send for full liar of this and other sizes
stating voltage when ordering.

Wo LIP
ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRON
115, SOUTHWARK STREET . LONDON: S. E.I.

ochill

A Few of the CENTROID WIRELESS COMPONENTS

CENTROID VARIABLE
DIE CAST CONDENSERS
10;. each. Postage 6d. extra. SLOW MOTION DIAL 3/. each. Postage 3d.

SEND FOR CAMDEN ENGINEERINGPRICE LIST

SCREENED COILS
8/6 to 12/6 each complete.

Postage 6d. CENTROID SCREEN BOXES 6V lay 6(" by 6"
aluminium 5 .. each; Copper 10,6 ea, h. Post agc 6d.

Co. Ltd. BAYHAM PLACE, Generous Terms
CAMDEN TOWN, N .W.1 to the Trade

Three to choose from
It can he safely claimed that the STANDARD
Model Transformer has equal the

7, --_----"-
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,,,,..--,,,........----........
.1.4.
11. -

An Ideal Xmas Gift
Th,, popular MANCHESTER Model

features Standard
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positively no at
price. Recently designed, its amplification and
tone have benefited to the extent of 25 per cent.
Weight, 12 oz. Height, 3',1 M. Width, 2,,-, in.
Depth, 1) in.

The matchless ORCHESTRAL Model Trans-
former (centre illustration) stands foremost amongst
any other makes on the market. It reproduces
without the slightest suspicion of distortion. Each
instrument comprising the orchestra is most
clearly defined. Weight, 42 oz.
Height, 2/ in. Width, 31 in

epth, 2; in.
-.114 17

friends.
D

STANDARD - 10
ORCHESTRAL 22 6
MANCHESTER 12 6 TRANSFORM

and

I 1

L.F.

..,,,..,....,-fa

ci)Llip
CHOKES

.

embodies all the of the dlt,
type, but is larger and of heavier design. 1.011,01 0Its amplification is exceptionally good s.- - ...., ,

v.hilst clearness of speech and tone is
remarkable.
Weight, 14 oz. Height, 31 in. Width, 2;,o
in. Depth, 2.; M.

These three models comprise the best M
Transformer value, and should take a

place in citir Christina;
present list for rad. J

Te POWER EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd.
E RS Kingsbury Works, The Hyde, HENDON, N.W,9

Wonderful Xmas
Wireless Offer!
Z. Porous Pot Battery

A lasting and welcome
present for your radio
friend consisting of 48
Porous Pot Batteries, 60
volt constant H.T. supply
built in well -finished
Leatherette Wood Tray.
A really useful Christmas
gift. Price 22 6 complete
with full instructions.
Carriage paid throughout.
U.K. Limited stocks only.
0!,tainable only from-
The ETON GLASS
BATTERY CO.,
46 St. Mary's Road,

Leyton, E.10.

am Timms 01011
FOIL CABINETS
and past to us for new FREE list illustrating Cabinth
as shown in "Amateur Wireless" etc., etc.

NAME

ADDRESS.................................................................

(Write in Block Letters)

CARRINGTON Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Cameo Works, Sanderstei I Road,

South Croydon

Telephone Croydon 0623 ;.2 lines)
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6o volts 22 /6

From every angle
Performance
Appearance
Price

this High Capacity H.T. Battery
is the best you can choose.

It will cost you a little more, but it will
last a lot longer -as long, in fact, as
half -a -dozen small, cheap batteries.

Think of the money and trouble this
will save -and insist on

Columbia
High Capacity

Radio Batteries
Drop a card for literature

J. R. MORRIS
15 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

SCOTLAND:
J. T. Cartwright, 5 Cadogan Street, Glasgow

yo. e
di kw cost N

Daimon batteries provide voltage at low cost -a
generous unceasing effort of power, a clean noiselesi
H.T. current to your grid -improvise your lout.
speaker reproduction, eliminating crackle awl

ensuring volume.
Prices:

DAIMON STANDARD
H.T. Batteries, 60 volt . 98. 60.

,t 103 volt) 13S. 61.
L.T. Type IC 1s. 10d. 18 amp. hrs.

0 41. 03 ,.
volt grid bias .. 1,1.131

DAIMON SIINIOR
60 volt .. 70. 110.
100 vo:tv .. 12,, lid.

Aqi sour dealer or write direct

LOUIS HOLTZMAN,
34 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Telephone : Holborn 6209.

914

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Dec. 1i. Orchestral and Vocal Concert.

is. Chamber Music.
13. The Grand Duchess of'Gcrolstein, a comic opera

in three acts.
14. Austrian National programme.
15. Dropped from Heaven, a sketch in one act by

Dion Titheradge. Shadows, a radio scene in
one act by Valerie Harwood.

16. National Symphony Concert, conducted by
Geoffrey Toye.

17. Daily Express Carol Concert from the Albert
Hall.

DAVENTRY (5GB)
Dec. it. Oratorio from Birmingham.

r2. Military Band Concert.
Liverpool Philharmonic Society's Sixth Con-

cert.
15. Symphony Concert.
,6. Salon Music with Gerda Nette (pianoforte).

Dancing Time.Pt 17.

BOURNEMOUTH
Dec. 13. On the Wings of Song.

Sea Silence, by G. E. Lewis. The Defective
- Detective, by H. S. Tinniswood, presented

by the Station Players.
" 15'

La Serra Padrona, an operetta by Pergolesi.

CARDIFF
Dec. tz. The Mad Whirl, an orchestral and vocal concert.

13. Crowd Law, a radio play in one act by Charles
Bateman.

14. British Sailors' Society community singing
concert.

17. Populsr Concert relayed from the Central Hall,
Bristol.

MANCHESTER
Dec. 1z. Arthur Sullivan and Edward German pro-

gramme.

GLASGOW
Dec. 12. The Man, the Maid, and the Muddleheael, a

cameo by Gordon,McConnell.
Shamus O'Brien, a romantic comic opera.in two

acts by George H. Jessop; music by Charles
Villiers Stanford.

15.

ABERDEEN
Dec. 13. A short incomplete story will be completed by

the Station Octet.

BELFAST
Dec, t6. The Messiah, parts z and 3 (Christmas Concert

of the Belfast Philharmonic Society).

For its programme Strasbourg is relying
on an association of wireless amateurs, the
Radio Club du Bas Rhin, which, with
loCal artistes and orchestras, provides two
concerts weekly,_ on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days. Its news bulletins are supplied by a
daily journal. The transmitter is of a
power of 30o watts and works on 268
metres.

Early next year it is hoped to make experi-
ments with Leipzig, Dresden, and a new
transmitter to be erected at Magdeburg, all
three stations to broadcast one programme
on the same wavelength. Two systems are
to be tested, namely, individual crystal
control and the feeding of the three trans-
mitters by high frequency cables as is done
in Austria for the relay of the Vienna pro-
grainmes to Klagenfurt Innsbruck.

  WORRIED --WHY?

EASY TERMS.
EVERYTHING WIRELESS

Loud -speakers, H.T. Units, H.T. and L.T.
Accumulators, and all parts.
Send us a list of your requirements, and we will
quote you monthly terms by return.
THE A.G.A. COMPANY (Dept. A)
51 Englewood Rd., Clapham, London, S.W.12EMEEMENEEIRE C   

Because wireless is so expensive? Make
your own set and buy the components on our

DECEMBER 10, 1927

YOU
HAVE TIME
BEFORE XMAS
TO BUILD THE
MELODY
MAKER

AND JOIN THE TENS OF THOUSANDS
WHO ARE NOW REALISING FOR THE
FIRST TIME WHAT WIRELESS REALLY
IS -AND THE JOY OF BUILDING YOUR
OWN SET. YOU CAN BUILD THE
MELODY MAKER ON YOUR KITCHEN
TABLE, IN 3 TO 4 HOURS, USING THE
COMPONENTS SPECIFIED, WITH THE
AID OF ORDINARY HOUSEHOLD
TOOLS AND WITHOUT SOLDERING,
THE BUGBEAR OF THE NOVICE.

li. 11 MEN k
PRE-SET RESISTOR

(REGISTERED DESIGN)
SPECIFIED BY THE DESIGNER, IS
MADE IN RESISTANCES TO SUIT
ALL VALVES. FIVE OHMS (MAXIMUM)
IS SUITABLE FOR ALL

COSSOR VALVES
PRICE

1/9 each
Postage 2d.

PRICE

1/9 each
Postage 2d.

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Coils wound to specification 7i6 each
Formers only ... ... 2;6

Postage 4d. extra.

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
ARE ABSOLUTELY IDEAL

Pat. No.

The ends of the leads are so gripped that
they cannot possibly come adrift. Pressure
is so distributed that a break is practically
impossible. (See illustration.) Further, the
ragged ends of the flex covering are covered
up, and one's leads look and behave as they
ought to behave when fitted with Lisen:u
Positive Grip Terminals, as used in
" RADIO for the MILLION "
" Amateur Wireless " and " Wireless
World " Sets. Follow the lead of experts.

Plugs and sockets, with two
nuts and indication disc... 41;d.

Spade Ends ... 4d.
Wander Plugs ... 2d.

Obtainable of your dealer. If he cannot
supply give us his name, but refuse substitutes

THE LISBON WIRELESS CO.
1, EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2

2455 6 Phone: PADDINGTON 2734.
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Reaps ofJolly
Music forXma,s

Think of the many jolly hours this
Brownie 2 -valuer would bring.
Imagine the different programmes
you could listen to, seated at your
own fireside !
Amazing loud -speaker clarity on all
wavelengths. Get it ready for Xmas.
Write for Booklet " Wireless with-
out Worry."

50/-
Very well finished,
handsome appearance,
complete with choice
of two coils. Valves
and Marconi royalties
extra.

?helm Sig 1E

2-VALVER
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.

NELSON ST. WORKS, MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1

Some Reasons Why

DARIO VALVES
(Dark -Emitter Seriesl Made in France

Are so Popular Among the Public !
1. Their consumption is the lowest ever realised.
2. Their efficiency is marvellous (sensitivity, volume,

and purity).
3. Their life is extremely long.
4. Their appearance and finish has never been surpassed.
5. Their price is reasonable.
6. They are NON -COMBINE VALVES, and the

public know that COMBINES ARE AGAINST
THEIR IMMEDIATE AND FUTURE IN-
TEREST !

THERE IS A DARIO VALVE FOR EVERY PURPOSE!
2 VOLTS.

DARIO-MICRO Bivolt All
purpose .05 amp., 7/6.
DARIO POWER Bivolt,
Super power .18 amp., 10/9.
DARIO Resistron Bivolt
R.C. Coupling .o6 amp, 7/6.

4 VOLTS.
DARIO MICRO SPECIAL
H.F. and pet. .05 amp, 7/6.
DARIO SUPER POWER
Loud Speaker Valve a amp,

10 19.
DARIO RESISTRON R.C.
Coupling .07 amp, 7/6.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR "DARIO" VALVES
If he is a free dealer he will be glad to supply you. If he
wants to push other brands to you, write direct to :

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD9
538 High Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

'Rime Wanstead 2722. Telegrams : "Dariolect Leystone, London"
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE.

ontatturwiret,

O WORLD
OVAIVI

Better results-lower filament cur-
rent used-longer and more satis-
factory service-Non-microphonic -
all-British-greater clarity and better
reproduction.

3 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Money refunded in full if valves purcho-r.1

are returned to us within 3 day,.

2-, 4 -and 6 -volt. All 01
TYPE H.F. and R.C.

amps. Post Free

TYPE POWER, 2-, 4 -and
6 -volt, 0-25, 015 and 01 9 J.
respectively. Post'free

Piton
Fill in the name of the Conif.erny on all Postal Orders and cross' &Co'
MERCHANTS MANUFACTURERS CO. LTD.

20 Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.1
'Phone: City 14 9 TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

Callers set -red at 23 Bartlett's Buildings (Basement)

Build the

"L & P 3.20 EXPRESS"
Price - 10/6

Price with-
out Slow
Motion Dial

7/6

(3 VALVES,
20 STATIONS,
EXPRESS
TUNING.)

One -dial Tuning-Razor-sharp Selec-
tivity - Real Music -20 Stations on
Loud Speaker-Cost of Components,
£5 10 0 including the L & P Two-way Coil
Tuner.
That's what you're looking for, isn't it?
And it's a straight quick job for any
beginner.
This amazing simple circuit is becoming
the rage of the season, and is already the
envy and despair of H.F. screening and
neutralising devotees.
Free Constructional Sheet and Wiring
Diagram. If your dealer cannot supply,
we will send you copies post free.
Mention dealer's name in applying.

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO
COMPANY LTD., COLNE, LANCS.

The L. & P. Variohm
-the finest Resis-
tor money can buy
-is included in
above estimate.

Zero to 10
ohms,

Scaled, with
off position.
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BRITISH MADE_

" Original Accessories"

IN ODOR
INSULATOR

Clips neatly, (wieldy,
and easily on to fie -
tore mil, making the
erection of indoor aer-
ial a simple matter.
With oxy-copper
finish, insulating rod
highly polished and
nickel -plated

(i. 9-10-II.CURSITOR STREET',
1-7C..0-.-JC ERN" LANE , E  c ..1.

`102.sis.V..../NMV..ataass.".astsio.

FLUSH MOUNTING
WALL JACK

Extremely neat in ap-
pearance, this Jack is
designed to rink Such in
the wall. Size, 3 in. by
3 In. Oxy-ropyer
and can be obtained in
either corks or parallel
types.

Price 4/6 each

pp- f 4.f Of

Price 9d. each

SIGNAL LAMP
ILLUMINATORS

A well -finished cons-
poneut which shows'
by red light that set
is in operation, while
a white light is
thrown on panel for
dial reading. This
illuminator is an
artistic and essential
addition to every eat

Price 3/- each

WRITE FOR FIFE FREE CATALOGUES
Obtainable from all dialers or

44 - -7' a
...0 A :14 1 :Eh,
1 A 7/it VV. ; % r'

as/ -

IkelL.. i, v.

P:NIRELESS
COMPONENTS it

GIVE UNECBJALLCD SERVICE

ORDER FROM THIS LIST AND SAVE MONEY.
t: I i I. re 3 0 value ca rriage paid. Ender 5/0. 2.1 per I /- for packing, etc.

15) S.L.F.
CONDENSER

' 41. - - - - - . . ..I_ -. I -----

;4-,7_..----------."..;.1

Ebonite Ends and 9 -in.
Trolite dial, .0005, 5:0 ;
.0003. 5'6. Vernier dial
extra, 1.8.

ACCUMULATORS.-Exide D.T.O.,
4/8; D.F.O., 8,'6; W.J., 10 -volt
H.T. type, 5/. ; 20 -volt, 12/6 ;
OLDHAM 20 -volt H.T. unit, 1218.
AERIALS. -100 ft. }-in. copper tape,
1,9 ; 7/22'a Bright. 213 ; Enamelled,
31 ; Erectron, 1/8 ; &medal, 2,,e ;
OA'. complete, 2/8 ; Ashton Spread-
ers, 12/- pair. INSULATORS -
Large Shell, 3d. ; Reel or Egg, 10.
Climax, 1/- pair; ditto, with shock
absorbers, 3/- ink. Gal. Pulleys,
Id. 100 ft. Gal. Straining Wire, 1/8.
straining Bolts, 60.
BATTERIES. -Reliability 90 -volt.
11f. ; 00 -volt, 7,, : 30 -volt, 4/8.

CONDENSERS.-Duldlier K.C. slow
motion. .0005 12/.. ; Reliability
S.L.F., .0003, il8 ; ditto .0005, 5/9 ;
brMnie B.B. Neut., 4/- ; Formo
mid -log, 10/8 . Jackson, .0005, 11/6 ;
Neut., 3/6 ; McMichael Balancing,
9/9 ; Peto-Scott Midget, 5/8 Neut.,;
5/- and 8/ ; Ormond, No. 3 S.L.F.,
.0005 mfd., 8:-.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS. -P I
Straight Line and Multi Ratio. 26.'- ;

General Purpose type, 15,- ; Per-
ranti A.F.3, 25'- ; A.F.4, 17:6 ;
A.F.5, 30/-.

VERNIER (23)
2 -COIL HOLDER

Slide Action I''.;.
, .,01, ".-' -''''

'''-'''e ''ct
I.

11:4
1. /l

-
For Baseboard ,j, D
or Panel .. ..3 0

VERNIERVERNIER

, COILBrn-
HOLDER

2 -way geared
Coil Holder.
w i I h meta I

work nickel
1 a ted ion,

ii control el) /
handle. ..ji .

VALVE HOLDERS. -Benjamin Anti -
honic, 2/- Lotus, 1/9 and 1/6 ;

W. ili B.. 1/9 ; Cason, 1"..
dept, 2/9 ; Hartle, 1/9 ; Reliability',
unequalled, 1/9 ; N.P. Valve Sockets,
flush fitting, ld. ; Superior, 80.
Redfern's Rubber Holder, 2/6.
H.F. CHOKE 0011.8.-R.I. & Varlet',
9/6 ; Weight & V'''''ire 6/6 ; W.t-

1 Im1. 5.'" ; McMichael, 9/- ; Lie...
HEADPHONES.-Lissen, 8/8 ; Relia-
'AMY. 5.8 ; Adjustable, 818; Dr.
Beeper, 12,8 and 8/11 ; B.T.11., 15/- ;
Brandes. 1316..

3. RADIO HOUSE.

fl TAYL OR &co -
MACAULAY ST, HUDDERSFIELD

1,Z;bil4 71.'341. Gearzas.'"Ts0OotiGie-HuDotrseiC1). R..1,1,4

916

BLUEPRINTS
Fall -size Blueprints, eath one being a
photographic contact Iseult, from the
draughtsman's original design,and pro-

duced on stout paper, are now availaal e of the following sets. Price,
A'e. F.( free.

s. d.
I 0
1 0
1 0

1 3
1 0

ONE -VALVE SETS
bne-valver for Frame Aerial ... ... W.M. 4
One -valve All -wave Reinartz... ... A.A. 2
All -in -all One-valver ... ... ... A.W. 13
Hartley DX One-valvcr ... ... A.W. 27
Alpha One. ... ... ... ... W.M. 26
Reinartz Plug-in One-valver ... ... A.A. 46

TWO.VALVE SETS
All Broadcast Two. ... ... ... W.M. 5 2 3
Sal eguard 'Iwo 0
Two-valver, embodying.K.L a Valves A.A. 5 1 0
One -control f wo ... ... ... A.W. 6 1 0
Wide -world Short-wave Two ... ... A.A. I I 1 0
All -wave Two-valver ... ... A.W. 13 1 0
Loftin -White Two. ... ... W.51. 20 2 3

0

Screened -trap Two ...

Two ... ...
Empire Short-wave Two ... A.

A.W. 2t

W. 28 o
0

Reiner tz Two ... ...
0

One -dial
Remote -control TWO ...

" Receiver...
Girdle Two* ... ...

0
"Next -step 0

0Centre -tap Two ....
... W.M. 30 3

Mains -fed Two ... W.M. 37 0
Three -option Two ... ... A..
The Rover Two .:. ...
British Broadcast Two '

Av.IN:,.... 5 e 0
0
0

'General Purpose TWO ... 0
All -wave Two 0
'The " Yule " Two ... ... ... A.W. 59 0

THREE -VALVE SETS
One -knob Three A.M. 3 0
Continental Three W.111. 7 0
Shielded Searcher . W.M. 8 0
Victory Three ... , A.A. 9 0
Regulator Three A.W. 12 0
Hi-inu R.C. Three* W.M. 9 3
M.C.3 Star .. .. A.W, 16 0...
Wave -catcher Three

.. .. A.M. 09 0
Excelsior Three . A.A. 20 0
Split -primary Three A.W. 2 a 0
Lighthouse Three 0
Purity Three-valver ... ... ::. AA:V1W' 9. 233 - 0
A Modern Tuned -anode Three ... A.W. 35 0
Tetrode Three [or Shielded Valves ...A..33 6
Alternative -programme Three A.W.A 0
A "Mains" Three-valver ... ... W.M. 34 0
Screened -grid Three ... ... ... W.M. 22 0
"Simpler Wireless" All -from -the -

Mains Receiver ... ... ... A.W. 40 0
"Simpler Wireless" Special Three-valver A.W. 44 0
"Horne Station" Three ... ... A.A. 45 0
The "Economy" Three ... ... A:NV. 48 0
Five -guinea Three ... ... ... W.M. 29 0
Dominions Short-wave Three ... ... WM. 39 0
Short-wave Three ... ... ... A.W. 5o 0
The Ether Searcher Three ... ... A.W. 52 0
Three Continent Three ... A.\V. 5i
T M(p.c."tuned -anode Three for the ainsW.M.100
The Standard Three ... ... ... A.W. 56 0

THREE -FOUR -VALVE SETS
A Tuned -anode 'rhree-tour ... ... A.W. 49
Concord Three-four ... ... ... WM. 45

FOUR -VALVE SETS
Paradyne Four ... ... . W.M. 2 6

6
Distance Getter ... ... ... A.A. 10 6
Household Four ... ... ... A.A. 17 6
DX Four ... ... ... ... A.A. 18
Revelation Four " ... ... W.M. at.

6
6

Auto -selector Four ... ... W.M. 35 6
"A.W." Gram° Radio... ... ... A.W. 40 6
All-purpose Four ... ... ... A.A. 43 6
All -wave Roberts Four and copy

4
C.T. Four ... . .. A.W. 58 6

FIVE.VALVE SETS
x927 Five ... ... ... ... W.M. 6 6
Two-volter's Five ... ... ... W.M. a1 6
Individual Five 6
Exhibition Five 6
Phcenia Five ... .., W.M. 4 2

Nomad Sic ... ... W.M. 30 6

6
SIX -VALVE SETS

SEVEN -VALVE SETS
Simpladyne Seven (Super -het.) ... W.M. 22 6

AMPLIFIERS
All -broadcast Amplifier .. ... W.M. to 0
Two -valve D.C. Mains Amplifier ... W.M. 16 0
Gramophone Amplifier ... ... W.M. 32 0
Range Extender (H.F. Amplifying Unit) W.M. 38 0

PORTABLE SETS
Springtime Portable (Two-valvcr) ... W.M. Cl 0
Countryside Four ... ... ... NUM. 07 6
Motorists Portable Four-valver ... A.A. a a 6
M.C. Three Portable ... ... ... A.NN'. 22 0
Handy Three ... ... ... ... W.M. 27 0
Iloliclay Portable (three-valver) ... A.W. 32 0
Club Portable (three-valver) ... ... A.W. 33 0

CRYSTAL SETS
Crystal Set for the R.C. Enthusiast ... W.M. /3 6
Fonotrol Crystal Set ... ... ... 'A.M. 14 0 6
Iii -lo Crystal Set ..' ... ... WM. IS 0 6
Iwo -programme Crystal Set .. ... W.M. 25 0 6
Alternative-prograinrne Crystal Set ... A.\V. 39 0 6
Half -Hour Crystal Set ... WM. 28 0 6

MISCELLANEOUS
Loud -speaker Tone Control & filter Unit* W.M. r 2 3
Heterodyne Wavemeter ... ... A.W. 7 1 0
Made -to -measure Wave -trap ... ... A.W. If) 0 6
New Current Supply Idea ... ... A.W. 26 1 0
DX One -valve Unit ... .... ... A.A. 37 1 0
Volume Control Unit ,. ,.. W.M. 40 0 6
Battery Eliminator for .1i'. Mains ... WM, 4r 1 0

* With a copy cf " Wirel-s- Magazine" complete.
Send a Postal Order lo -day

AMATEUR WIRELESS 51161 Fetter Lane
to BLUEPRINT SERVICE loodon,E,C1

6
6
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BE WARNEDin time
TEST YOUR SET

sIFAI4
RADIO METERS
Tell ycu everything

you should know

about
your

et

NEW Vs MODEL
POCKET VOLTMETER
Illustrated 1 cr,

HIGH 9/6 RESISTANCE
4,0 0 0 OHMS.

MODERN
Radio demands more than the

sensitiveness of the human ear to
regulate the tonal quality of reception. Use
Sifam Radio Meters : they have set a new
standard of accuracy for controlling plate
and filament current which enormously

improves the performance
of any set. Trace distor-
tion, avoid waste of expen-
sive batteries and prevent

sudden failures.
The Ideal Gift for
a wireless friend.
Ark year Deol,r
to .how you eye
complete tame of

Inst ume to.
SIFAM (is

ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT

Co., Ltd.
Dept. A., 10a Page
Street, Westminster,

London, S.W.1.

I NIILLIANINIElERS
movinaCeo125/- Movinguron10/-
Ask for particulars of Volt and

Ammeters.

4,

k TEST YOUR SET TO -NIGHT 4
WITH A GUARANTEED

SIFA --1----

_..".-

...-

-..L

,
.--' RADIO METER

rand it won't let you down to -morrow. 1
.11.13, 40

EASY
PAYMENTS

We supply for down (balance in 10 monthly payments),
apparatus of the following brands :-
REARM LISSEN OLDHAM DUSKIER
IdeBIICHEL EVERREADY BENJAMIN LOTUS
HART S. G. BROWN FORMO EUREKA [VALVES
BELLING -LEE BURNDEPT SILVERTOWN ALL BRITISH

AND NLMDJa0U8 s.TKLR MAHLS.
Send list of req uirerneut, to -

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO:,
1 1, OAT LANE. LONDON. E.C.2

THE

"TROMBA"

WET
H.T.

See repert on page 89o. Complete
batteries ready wired in Maho-
gany case with glass cover from
14/-. 90 v. for 2 valve set 18/4.
Carriage paid. No Extras.
Components supplied. x?;cl.
stamp brings booklet. 6d. a cell
or complete range of samples
TROMBA ELECTRICAL CO.,
Dept. D. 13 High Rd., Kilburn,
N.W.6. Phone, Maids Vale 1669
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LOEWE NIDIC
COMPANY, LTD.

4, Fountayne Road,
Tottenham,

LONDON - N.15
Telephone : Tottenham 2076

The Cheapest Cabinets
obtainable are supplied ready to make, by
Hobbies, Ltd. The parts are supplied planed
smooth and cut square. It is a simple, matter
to glue and screw them in position, because an
illustrated construction sheet is supplied with
each.

ALL SIZES FROM 3/6 to 12/ -
Full details of cabinet and panel size, with
price, and illustrated lists of transfers, polish
decorations, are obtainable tree on application.

The parcels are planned for the most popular
sized sets, and contain backboards and panel
supports.

Send past card to -day addressed to Pep!. 78
HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM, NORFOLK
or call at one of their branches or agencies.

The wood of these cabinets is
mahogany throughout. Al-
ready hundreds have been

made by keen workers,

No. 6, for Panel 16 in. by 8 in.
Price 8/6

No. 7, for Panel 12 in. by 6 in.
Price 4/9

No. 8, for Panel 9 in. by 6 in.
Price 3/9

No. 9, for Panel 14 in. by 7 in.
Price 7/ -

VALVE HEATING
from

Air depolarising
"AD" PRIMARY CELLS

Orerating EMF I roll or higher per cell, perfect SIM-
Ity : charged at home wills sal -ammoniac. Most

tient:nasal cell yet produced as the following examples
la ill show.

522

529

240

et Life per Zinc
Outputto

Exceed when used 3
hours daily

I -amp. 3-5
lire. daily.

:350 LI 'a. 3-5
hrs. daily.

150 rola. 3.5
daily.

Price per
complete
cell, with

salt

330 days with 5
valves (each 100

330 days with 3
voiles (each 100
nosa
330 clays with 1
colic (100 mia.l

15/..

SIC

Pro ata life for other types of valves 1 volt per cell,
2 volts 2 cells in cone et,
PERFECT IN ALL RESPECTS for Country Sets or
anywhere where attention to battery reenact lag is
troublesome.
Act your dealer to give fulled pattiotaars or apply to

LE CARBONE
Coventry House, South Place, London, E.C.2.

11111111111111=1111111111BMIMMISSIBIESP

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Famous
LOEWE High Vacuum Resistances

and
LOEWE High -Vacuum Block Condensers

now available in Great Biltain. They have been a full success on the
Continent and will. no doubt, be equally fa-vow:01 by the British Public.

Please mail the Coupon below fur free literature.
Pc -it this Coupon to -day:

Is THE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,

4, Famtayne Road, Tottenham, London, RA

Please sent! Ille your literature concerning
LOE IS High Vacuum Resistances ar,11
LOEWE High Vacuum Block Condensers.

NAME...

ADDR ES'-.

BY TEST - THE BEST
WELL-KNOWN SET MANUFACTURERS ARE USING C.D.M. FIXED
CONDENSERS, FIXED CONDENSERS WITH GRID LEAK COMBINED;
ALSO THE C.D.M. H.F. CHOKE. THEY REALISE NO OTHER MAKE
CAN GIVE THE SAME VALUE FOR MONEY-THEY ARE SATISFIED.
YOU CAN OBTAIN EQUAL SATISFACTION BY ALWAYS SPECIFYING

C.D.M. AND REFUSING ALL SUBSTITUTES

Fixed Condensers .00005 to .002 . . 2/- each.
.0025 to .006 . .. . 2;6

Combined Condenser and Grid Leak . . .. 2,
H.F. Chokes, 4/6 and 5%6. The 4/6 type is clip -in pattern.

Send for Catalogue of our guaranteed products

If your dealer does not stock, write direct to the sole manufacturer

C. D. MELHUISH G8 oGsTw.

ROADIEEsuaTT

E

(Lute Director and Works Manager, Watmel
Wireless Co., Ltd.) 'Phone - Clerkenwell 7494

LOG ("in
CONDENSER

Mounts either Panel or Baseboard.
'00035*00025 1 0 6 each.
'0005

Ike most Scientific Condenser yet
produced. Perfect in every detail
of construction and performance.

Crown Workr, Cricklewood, N.W.2
'Phone : Hampstead 1787

---.01111111111111111111110111111111111111111

MAS time means a heavy load
A on your L.T. and H.T. accu-

mulators. Avoid all risk of
breakdown by buying at once the
ever reliable OVERNIGHT Battery
Charger.

L.T. and H.T., complete - 55/.
L.T. only, complete 42/6

SAFE, SILENT AND
SELF-REGULATING

Full pal licalar4 free from

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO., 8/9, Talbot Court,
EASTCHEAP, E.C.3

GRAHAM FARIS

Finn tE
N EW PROCESS

ANODE RESISTANCES
ARE
BETTER
THAN
WIRE
WOUND

10,S0i0ze
Ohmsto

Meg.

Annouyeement by The GRAILL11-.PARISTI MPG. CO., 17 Masons II ilt, Bromley, Kent

FREE XMAS GIFT
of a pair of powerful Headphones to every purchaser of

a W.C.R.S. Super Crystal Set for 12/6
.0003 Variable Condensers, well made, with knob and dial complete 2:9
2 -way Cell Holders, solid ebonite, for baseboard or panel mounting
3o -ohm Rheostats, panel mounting. Worth double ..

volt Bright Emitter Valves, low -consumption. Worth double ... Each 1/11
2- or 4 -volt Dull Emitter Nelson Multi Valves, three filaments. Marvellous

value. Usual price 12)6 each. Full instructions with every valve. Each 5/9
Best Matt Ebonite, in. thick, 3 sq. inches, ld. Any size cut.

Polished, > sq. inches, Id.
\V.C.R.S. Powerful Headphones, 4..000 ohms. .. .. Per pair, 6/6
.0005 S.L.F. Variable Condensers, Special Bargain Each 3;11

in. dials for same, 41d.
W.C. R. S. L.F. ranstormers 5.1 or
W.C.R.S. Loud Speakers with adjustable diaphragm 12/6
SEND FOR BARGAIN LIST AT ONCE.

NOTICE.-Any of above woods will be sent POST FREE.
WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES
259 GRAY'S INN ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, W.C.1
Nape .1/ascarn 41121. Open till 8.30 p.m. on Saturdays
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DID YOU CHOOSE
the make of the first H.T. Battery
you bought or did you just
accept the one your dealer
offered you ?

There is more in this than meets the eye,
because you may he perfectly satisfied with
the results you get from it, and yet it is more
than likely that a " Ripault " will give you

:not only a .wonderful improvement in quiet-
ness of working, but en almost unbelievable
increase in houd-specker volume.

RIPAULTS 11.T..BRY BATTERIES

Self -Regenerative
are super in construction and of exceptional
capacity. They give you 5o% longer service,
and although costing slightly more than cheap
unreliable cues, Ripaults actually by their
long life and greater capacity are the most
economical and safe H.T. Batteries to buy.

Sold by all Dealers.
Free Charts on the "right choice"
for sour set and the "life" of

RIPAULTS H.T. DRY BATTERIES
which give 50% longer service,
will be sent free on request.

Refuse Substitutes.
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS LABEL.

GENUINE

11111111

LECLANCHEa H T

Address your Post card for Free Chart to :-
RIPAULTS LIMITED,
King's Road, St. Pancras, London, N.W.I.

1 0 down
secures

Immediate Del ivery
( To approved accounts)

of complete or partial Kit
of Parts for the

COSSOR
MELODY MAKER

BALANCE BY EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Here are a few items:

COILS (ready wound) - 7/6
CABINET - 30/ -
BASEBOARD - - - 2/ -
RED TRIANGLE PANEL

(drilled) 9;6
TERMINAL STRIP do. 2/3

Elf Delivery from

WE ALSO SUPPLY SETS, LOUD
SPEAKERS, H. T. ACCUMULA-
TORS and MAINS ELIMINATORS

Write to:-Desk "A"

New Zittiez Sales Co.
56, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4

P.S 111.6

You easit burn op
the tinning8..

Impossible, you say. Well, take your
" Peerpoint " Soldering Iron and place it
in the gas flame or fire and then leave it as
long as you like. When you take it out red
hot the tinning will be intact-Why ? The
tinned portion of this wonderful iron is not
inserted in the flame at all. The Junit
" Peerpoint " Soldering Iron is fitted with
a sheath which is well tinned and which is
removed when the bit is placed in the flame
and then replaced for the actual soldering
operation, the heat travelling from the
copper bit to the tinned sheath instan-
taneously. Thus you have the fool -proof
soldering iron which is always clean and
well tinned, and which makes all types of
soldering the easiest thing in the world.

Price 3:6
(Patented)

If you want an easy job when wiring up
a receiver, you must use Junit Self -Solder-
ing Wire. Junit is a copper wire, which,
by a secret process, carries its own supply
of solder in grooves, so that all you have
to do when making a joint is to touch the
wire with a hot iron; aril you have a perfect
connection.

Junit Wire is sold in attractive packets, each
containing five 2 -foot straight lengths (17 S.W.G.),
price li-, and in 9 -foot coils (18 S.IV.G.),
price 6d.

Ask your dealer for these Junit Products, and
if he is unwise enough not to stock them,
direct to us.

THE JUNIT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
21-27 HIGH HOLBORN - LONDON, W.C.r

TWO WONDERFUL
LOUD -SPEAKER SETS
These wonderful instruments incorporate all 1928 im-
provements, and are the finest sets money can buy.
22 STATIONS on the two -valve and 46 STATIONS on
the three -valve have actually been received, and most of
these at good volume on the loud -speaker.
The latest all -wave tuner is used, thus eliminating coils
entirely, and any amateur can build these sets in two hours.
NO SOLDERINC-NO DRILLING-NO COILS TO CHANCE
Booklet describing the 'Saxon' Two -valve Loud -Speaker
Set, with diagram and full instructions, 3d. Post Free.
Booklet describing the 'Saxon' Three -valve Loud -Speaker
Set, with diagram and full instructions, 3d. Poast Free.
SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. 12) HENRY ST. WORKS, BLACKPOOL

TUNEWELL COILS
STANDARD

CENTRE TAPPED
AND X TYPES

Specially re.

commended
for Hale

Radiano,

&c.

The Scientifically correct
windings, accuracy of cali-
bration and moulded low
loss cores have established
this coil as first favourite
with all discerning users.

Prices :- 25, 35, 50, 75, each 116d;
30, 40, 60, 100, each 1/8; 150, 213;
175, 2/6; 200, 219; 250, 313; 300, 3/9;

Centre tapped 9d. each extra. X type 1/- each extra.
Stocked everywhere

$ole makers s TURNER E9 Co., 54 Station Rd., London, Nat.

WIRELESS CABINETS for XMAS
Delivery guaranteed if ordered NOW

Apply for Illustrated Price List to-

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO. - MARKET HARBOROUGH

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Solid Mahogany Cabinet WORTH WRITING FOR
IIand french -polished, satin
finish, hinged lids. Will take
any set or panel up to 19" x
to", and battery compartment
19" long, ii" high, and 1z"
deep. The overall size is 34"
high, 22" wide, 14" deep.

Delivered free
England & Wales

56/ -
Scotland 2/6 extra

Crate extra, returnable

F. DIGBY, 9, Banbury Rd.
- south Hackney, E.9. Phone: Clissold 5452

Let us quote for your own design.

1 RADE MARis 40 ... .4j-
Shie'd for sans

61

A RADIO
EXPERT

WRITES :
I have note

thoroughly
tested yotu
least .Dtdee.
tor, both on
Crystal and
reflex sets. I
hove found it
very satis-
factory in
every troy,
it is very
efficient."

'`RED
DIAMOND"

THE R ECOGN WED
DETECTOR FOR ALL CIRCUITS

USING CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION.
By' Insured -Post 2/3 or 719 with shield.
Can -he mounted- on. brackets or through
panels. Once set always ready. Not
Mooted - by vibration.. Each one is tested
on broadcast before deSpAtch. and is Per-
fect. Of all high-class Radio Dealers or
Sole Makers :-

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.
(Radio Dept. 45). 21-22 Ct. Sutton Street,

LONDON, E.C.1

BRETWOOD Guaranteed
Components

In all the finest circuits known " Bretwood
components give highest efficiency.

Here are three of the most popular and essential ones:
GRID LEAK DE LUXE
The most reliable variable grid leak obtainable,
Known and famous the world over. Gives a minute
variation from 50,000 ohms to to megohms.
Panel type, 3/6 Baseboard type, 3j,
AMPLIFIER. Auto Audio Frequency
Functions as a super -choke. Perfect amplifica-
tion at all frequencies. Mush and abnospherics
practically eliminated. Can be obtained on a
ten-day trial. Price 20/ -
VALVE HOLDERS (Anti -capacity)
Absolutely no capacity effects. Always perfect
contact. Three types : Panel Mounting, 1/6;
Baseboard, 1;9; Anti -Phonic Baseboard -mount-
ing, 2/.

Obtainable from all dealers or from

BRETWOOD, LIMITED
12-14 Andsell St., Kensington, London, W.8

Vote nun new addreSS.

Why not a es
Present ofPERTINAX 
Pertinax is the new panel material. It is
practically unbreak-
able (withstands 20
tons per sq. in. Colour
does not fade. Di-
electric constant 4,5.
Made in highly pol-
ishedNatural Brown,
Walnut, Mahogany
and Black. Would
make an Ideal Xmas
Gift. Send P.O. stat-
ing finish required.

Money returned 7x12 3;2 9/.
if not satisfied. 1/8 in. Tints

Present Prices
of PERTINAX

Nat. Col.
7519 4.4 5/3
7x18 5.4 6/4
7x21 613 7/6
8x12 412 51-
8520 6/8 813
8526 RS 11/-
8520 15:5 12/2

3/16 in. Taick

GEO. L. SCOTT & CO:, 69, Fleet Street, E.C.

WE have received from Goodman's, of
27 Farringdon Street, E.C.4, some

leaflets on their coil -driven speaker units
and other loud -speaker units, all of which
seemed well designed and built, and at the
same time inexpensive.

TRADE BREVITIES
D EDFERN'S Rubber Works Ltd.,
IA- Hyde, near Manchester, have just
marketed a new low -loss coil -former.

We have received an attractive poster
illustrating their coils from Messrs. Turner,
Ltd., New Southgate, N.

In 1928 a combined Sport, Wireless and
Travel Exhibition is to be held in con-
junction with the annual exhibition being
held at Bandoeng, Java, Dutch East Indies,
from June 23 to July 8, 1928. Those

'interested should communicate with Mr.
H. J. Bridge, " Presiosa" Publicity Office,
No. 1 Rijswijk, Altevreden, Java, D.E.I.

Order now for
Xmas Use-

-the famous
Cossor

"Melody Maker"
Complete Receiver

ierial Tested)

E7. 10 . 0
(Marconi Royalties 37/6 extra)

(1 Or complete with Cossor Valves, one 2v-20 amp. Ac-
-9. cumulator, Ever Ready H.T. Battery, Grid Bias Bat-
tery, Battery Leads and M.P.A. Cone Loud Speaker.

k rice £14. 15.0
If you would rather build it, get your

parts from us.
Here are a few items:

Red Triangle Panel, polished and matt back, 21x7x1
(Drilled Free) 9/6 ; Red Triangle Terminal Strip, 2xxxixi
(Drilled Free) 2;3, engraved 2)1 extra; ex7" Pertinax Tube
2 9 ; a reels wire for winding Green Silk 3;6; Complete
Coils ready wound 716; Polished Oak Cabinet, as specified,
31;'-; Base -board 2/-.

PETO - SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
77, City Road, E.C.1

Branches :-62, High Holborn, LONDON, W.G:1
4, Manchester Street, LIVERPOOL

re--"Ja
P I

THIS IS HAVING A WONDERFUL RECEPTION.
T

-

CoTHEREMe

ARE HUNDREDS OF OBJECTS THAT
/kV

EIGKlEraza @@LTO IT TELLS THE STORY -
'Vag/41;cl rag 60'276g Oagg/I alaG7 OP F8gg g6A"

§tatrilt4 Araaltemcoloars. n'ice3/ PatTriE hsitd6 it.
ea.i.:waw 77.c BROWN NOVELTY Coy..
yer

5A CLENELOON ROAD c5TREATHAM LONDON - SW/6.
NOVAS el MSC/NAT/ON IN MAN/NC TNt CNARACTENS ACT.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery. mention "A.W." to

v
19a Lorrimore Buildings, Lorrimore Street,
Phone : Rodney 380. WALWORTH, S.E.1 7

THE

LORIOSTAT
" MUST BE USED TO
BE APPRECIATED"

-- Says "AMATEUR WIRELESS "

1 -way ... 2/-
2 -way ... 3/9
3 -way ... 5/6
4 -way ... 7/3
5 -way 9/-
6 -way ... 10/9 ohms.

USED IN "GENERAL-PURPOSE TWO"
A multiple unit superseding the fixed Resistor. cau
he used in any circuit to perfectly and independently
control any number of valves. For downright
efficiency use a LORIOSTAT in your Set.

A. W. STAPLETON

BUILD THE BEAUTIFUL
"Zampa" Speaker

YOURSELF
For Volume and Purity of
tone it is unequalled. Easy
to make and cheap to buy.
Incorporates a wonderful
unit of massive proportions.
Three sizes -3 ft. Cone, 24 in.

Cone and 18 in. Cone.
Other well-known "Zampa '

products are :-
Timer Hark .. 11;6 Variable High Resistance.. 4, 6_
Tapped H.F. Choke C6 Vari-Denser.. .. 2 6
Stud Switches .. 1/9 to 3'. Heavy Duty High Resistance 6 6

Ask your dealer or writs for iltuNtrated Brochure

Mic Wireless Co. MARINTT.1,1rESLELIM3C01011GH

!LAKER MAST
STEEL

S
are 100 per cent. efficient
They are inade by engineers and
supplied to H.M. Government,
the B.B.C., and to Colonial and
foreign stations throughout the
world. There are 30,ocio "Laker"
Masts in daily use. By mass
production we are able to offer a
wonderfully efficient and hand-
some Steel mast at the extra-
ordinarily low price of 22/6
complete, as illustrated. Send
1/6 extra for part carriage. We pay
the rest. Buy a Laker Mast for
good reception.
J. LAKER & CO., Engineers, Beckenham, Kent

30 ft* MASTSTEEL 22/6

Marla Dull Emitter
GUARANTEED VALVES

2v.06 amps. H.F. and L.P.
2v.1 H.F. and L.F. =

2v.25 POWER.
4v.06 H.F. and L.P.
4v.I H.F. and L.F.
4v.I2 POWER.

L.F.

ALL TYPES
WHY pay fancy prices
or buy an unreliable
Foreign Valve ? These
are g, atl British made
and guaranteed-at real
pocket -saving prices

ONLY

fire front
HOWARTH'S BRITISH VALVE DEPOT I

6-15-30

5 4v.25 POWER./- EACH 6v.1 H.F. and
6v.25 POWER.

288 DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER, route Supplied)

Advertisers
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500,000 LISTENERS
USE AND RECOMMEND LIBERTY DETECTOR

WHY?
TRY ONE AND
GET THE
ANSWER
Louder per,
manently
than a
eat -
whisker
sometimes,

From all
Dealers or
post free.

NOW

2/6
Don't experiment - tree a

LIBERTY, the Original.
Still the best, but be sure it's a

LIBERTY !
Every one tested on broad-

casting. Fully guaranteed.

RADA -ARC CO
NNETT

W
ST.

LONDON, .4

FREE
A BOOKLET (G.F. r3,13),
describing the high effi-
ciency radio components
which are used in every
circuit of merit, will be
Sent on receipt of request to

G.F. 13 B, GAMBRELL BROS., Ltd.
76, Victoria Street : : LONDON, S.W.1

-EASY PAYMENTS
LOUD -SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, H.T.

ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we

will send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Phone: Museum 1414. Gt. Portland St.. W.1

_coin! Kew,filtaVtat"4"
00( STA /

The extra, inherent detectingenergy of Russell's
Hearne makes volumes of difference to any ord-
inary set-a Loud speaker can often be operated
with good strength from a Russell -equipped set.
scrap your old crystal now and improve volume
range and tone. From your

dealer
(,11.)1%

r tett
.11

or Post free
rout

IDept.A) RUSSELL LABS.. 138 Suffolk Street,
BIRMINGHAM

REPLACE YOUR
TAPPED COILS WITH

THIS ALL -WAVE TUNER
" C.T." and " Reinartz " pats. 200-2,500 in.

PRICE 12/8, post 6d.
$' DUPLEX" types in" C.T." and " Re:nartz " patterns.
for LOCAL -5(1/1-DAVENTR Y. 7/6 poet 4d. Circuit

folder for use with above, FREE on request

THE STAR WIRELESS SUPPLIES, BIGGLESWADE

D-XELLENT !

DX COILS
From 1 D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

920

 ENGLISH AND AMATEUR
MECHANICS

Contents for December 9th.
The Christmas Double Number of English

and Amateur Mechanics (6d.) contains a large
number of ingenious and interesting construc-
tional tricks, novselties, toys, drawing -room and
conjuring illusions. Never before has such an
excellent variety of useful and entertaining
articles been published in a single number.

Among the forty pages of interesting matter,
the following -represents a random selection :
DRAWING -ROOM STAGE ILLUSIONS,
including A Modern Mephistopheles, The
Indian Rope Trick, Thought Reading by
Electrical Means; CHRISTMAS GIFTS IN
WOODWORK; TRICKS IN WIRELESS
RECEPTION ; CONJURING TRICKS WITH
SIMPLE APPARATUS; A PAGE OF
BRAIN TWISTERS t HOME -CRAFT HOB-
BIES-Barbola Work and Crane Gift Articles ;
CUBE, BLOCK, BOX, AND CROSS PUZ-
ZLES; FILLING THE CHRISTMAS
STOCKING FROM THE WORKSHOP;
TRICKS WITH WOOD AND STRING;
PHOTOGRAPHIC TRICKS AND PRO-
CESSES; GRAMOPHONE DIVERSIONS;
USEFUL GIFT ARTICLES FROM THE
LATHE; WHY NOT A MICROSCOPE
THIS CHRISTMAS? Etc.

REPAIRS-THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
accompanies all our repairs. Any make

Of L.F. Transformer, Headphone, or Loud -speaker, Repaired
to maximum efficiency. 4/- Post Free. Terms to Trade.

SERVICE 24t HIGH COLLIERS WOOD,Loae

7 X 6,, 1/3
x 6, 1/4

0 X 8, 2/1
0 X 9, 2/4
2 x 10, 3/-
4 x 12. 4/-
4 x 7, 2/7
6 x 8, 3/2

GREATER EFFICIENCY

& GREATER ECONOMY.

CROXSONIA
PANELS

6 X 6 I/
11 x 5,, 1/2
9 x 6, 1/7

11 x 8, 2/3
12 x 8. 2/6
12x 9,2/10
14 x10, 3/5
16 x 9. 3/6
rss ins.thick.
Past Free

have a higher electrical resistance than
etia,ite. Compare these prices! Why pay
more for a less efficient article ?

"AMATEUR (FIRELESS" says
"II is not affected by heat or damp. Its electrical properties

ere good. The surface leakage and the insulation resinous)
acre both found to be infinite ant the material, thereby,
ran be aced without hesitation as au insulotini mask"
Panels cut to any size. Call, writ:, or 'fi'vm,
Co -ken well 7133, for quotations. S rot kites dn.( Pricer

Post free to Trade.
CROXSONI A CO., 11 South St, Muria% E.C.?.
Agents-John Henry Smith, .39 Anlaby Rd., Hall.

L. IL Helyar, Sc Chamberlin Rd., Norwich,
A. Stredwick & Co..", Ti,, Market. Chatham.

17Aj WHITELINE VALVE, HOLDER.
Adopted by the most
critical of set designers

Bowe PLOWS 2/3
u ti :17Z03:11 31:la

MELODY MAKER COILS
De Luxe Model with stand and

7/6 post fr<e.
Special offer of Coils wcuntl to specification with

cheaper quality materials. "4/ 1 0 post free.
Also Coils for the " C.T. FOUR " set, described

Mr. Reyner in this issue.
KNIGHT & CO., 6 Chapel St., London, E. C.2

Phone : Clerkeriwcil le,.

SIDEBOARD BIFANCO-PtIONE

Make or Buy a Gramophone or
Cabinets only for Wireless. Jac" -
lean, 1 in. Oak top Solid sides. Size,
I,21by 30 by 16 ins. with double sprin.r,
motor, 52./u. Velvet table, Swan
tone -arm- Ea 15e. Carriage pull.
All the above fittings teas Cabin. t.
£118x. Ad.; Motors dis.
LGt Ffte. (14,pp. Dram and
to make Gramophones, ad.- Regent
Fittings Co.. A.W., 120 Old Street,
London ,E.C.1.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
dvertisements under this head are charged

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
As the Publishers cannot ;crept responsibility for +he

hens fides of advertisers in this publication, they hays
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
:Nand be adopted try readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
Zees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

" AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPART:GENT,

58/61, FETTER LANE, LONDON, 

VALVE REPAIRS.-Ezu mill° .1 Cost new 10I6, repaired equal
new 5/3. We also repair Loudspeakers, Phones, and Tram,.
formers. Repairing Syndicate, 39 Cursitor Street, London,

SEND FOR FREE GIFT WIRELESS CATALOGUE.-Smashing
reduc Lions. Entertainment Supplies Co., 109, Bishopegate, E.C.2

MORSE INKERS night reputes needed, firc-; 11.T. Units 12 cello
input 500c-100 Pf/A output D.C.,. 301- Good large Fan Motors 100 au I
200 roll D.C., 10'. each; Two -In. spark colts, no vibrators, perfect
choke., of-; One -in. Spark Coils, perfect, 5/5; Ditto no vibrators, 3.'-;
New Skiriderviken Buttons, 21-; Good Microphones, 1/0; Traria,
formers to suit, 2/13: Large Watch Receivers, ; Two Dewar Switches
in ease, 1/9; Mine -exploder Dynamos fi6v-3A, 17/6; 1,000 clot
Chokes, 1/.; Two M.F. Condensers, 2"; 1-D.C. Motor, 220 volts, 27 ;

nearly new 6 -cylinder Magnetos, Platinum Contacts, perfect,
GALPIN, Binlield Heath, near Henley-onTharnes.

THE PERFECT WET H.T.
ASSURED WITH OUR NEW INSULATING LINER

Jars,1/3 doz., plain, 116 doz., erased special rises, 1i- doz.; high
rapacity saes. 116 doz.; perforated liners, 4d. doz. Post free on
3 doz. complete units and over including special divided carton
suitableas a container. Send 6d. for sample complete unit, part',
*dare and instrurtions. We stock semilless moulded cone parts,
TELEPHONES AND LOUD -SPEAKERS RE -WOUND

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.
C-5 Meson's Avenuo, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2

('lone: London Wall 2492 (Er. Bala)

LIST FRI/E
PROMPT

I>ELIVERY

CABINETS OF MERIT
17.x 7..10/6 18 x7. 17/6
14x7..12/6
16 x 7. .15/6

21 X 7. 21/ -
Melody Maker

25/ -
PEKE DISTRIBUTING CO.

28, Lecbmere Road
London, N.W, 2

All parts for A.C. & D.C. Circuits
Including " Simpler
Wireless" System

Etc.
SendIiirptry

rrp icr copy cf
w Catalogue and Guide

Lisle Radio Company
07 LISLE 5'1RELT, W.C.2

WET H.T. BATTERIES --
all H.T. Troubles

SELF -SHARING, SILENT, E60INNIC11.

JARS (waxed) 21" X II" sq., 1/3 dos,
ZINCS New type, 1 1 d. doz. BAN 112 doz,
Sample doz. (18 volt?) complete alth bands
and electrolyte 4//..s d., post ad. Sample unit
ed. 10 page booklet free. Bargala Het free.
AMPLWI. ERS ( 1 VALVE 19/, 2 VALVE
30,'-. 2 VALVE ALL.STATION SET, £4.

A; TAYLOR. 57 Studley Road,
toekwell, London

COUPON
mateur Wirelersi Available until Saturday,

Dec, 17th, 1927
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AR away in an old castle there lived the kindest King in the world. He was
kinder than anyone could imagine, and was loved by everyone far and wide.
He had a hobby-just one hobby. In a small room hi one of the turrets of the
castle he kept a little instrument with which he gathered in to himself the music
from other countries. But he was not satisfied. The instrument could not
pick up the music of far -away lands-it could not give it to him sweet and

pure-as it was rendered. But his friends to whom he had shown such kindness got
together, and far and wide they hunted to find perfection for their old friend. At last they
found it, and mounted on a white steed they brought the Treasure Chest to the old King. And
what a Treasure Chest ! On opening it he found three objects, all of which bore a peculiar mark-
the letters R.I. in a circle over the word Varley. One of these-the Multi -cellular H.F. Choke-
brought in music from those far -distant lands, and another-a Filter Choke-added a wonderful
sweetness to the music. The third object was an Anode Resistance, and though his own wise men
had often tried to make one, they had only been partly successful, for they were not able to place
any real trust in what they had made. The secret of this new Anode Resistance was something
known as the Bi-duplex winding, which none of them were able to imitate.
Just then the blare of trumpets announces the discovery of other new objects all bearing the same
mark, and the old King in his joy orders a holiday of rejoicing throughout the whole land.

`Ghe `G-reasur-e Chest

L. -duplex w:ry-wmind
Filter Choke

H.F. Choke
Anode Resistances

This component
has

Every strand of wire the largest iron
core of Bi-duplex wire -wound,

separated from the next any proprietary Fher
Negligible external

by specially spun si/k,
Choke on the market field. Greater range of

and every turn and Inductance 20 henries.
wave -length with more

layer air -spaced in a Will comfortably
handle uniforrn choking effect

special manner, ensur-
a current of 20-25 than any H.F Choke

ing constancy,
and imm- milliamperes without on the market.

unity from breakdown.
saturating the iron.

Negligible self-capaci
Made in a complete

Affords complete pro- tY. Maximum latitude
range of sizes up to section toLoud-speaker

of application
500,000 ohms. Pries windings, and obviates

complete with universal
possibility ofdistortion.

Price 9/6.

holder, from 5/6 to 17/6
Price 21/,

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
KINGSWAY HOUSE, 103 KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2. Telephone: Holborn 5303.
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The Dubilier Toroids
To your constructor friend no present will be more acceptable this
Christmas than a pair, or two pairs, of Dubilier Toroid H.F.
Transformers.
Owing to the ingenious method by which they are wound, the Toroids
have no external electro-magnetic field. Consequently, when used as
H.F. transformers, they do away with all necessity for screening.
Another great advantage of the Toroids is that they will not upset
delicate tuning by directly picking up signals from nearby stations.
As fixed tuning couplers for crystal or valve sets they give highly
efficient selective results. The Red Toroid, when shunted with a
0.0005 mfd. variable condenser, will tune between 230 to Coo metres;
the Blue Toroid in similar conditions tunes between 75o and 2,000
metres. Each Toroid complete with its base costs ro/6. Your
dealer stocks them.

Price 10/6 each
There is a wealth of information upon these pro-
ticts in the booklet shown here. In additiqn
there are full instructions on how to make up.five
different valve circuits each possessing unique
advantages. Don't be without your copy. Your
dealer will hand you one, or if he is out of stock,
we shall be pleased to send you one, post free 3d.

DU BI ER
11[445r(RED ma *um

Advt. of The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, North Acton, London, W.3
1033
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